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Summary.
Let 0 be a linear algebraic group. The Dynkin variety 
<3?x of an element x of G is the fixed point set of x on the 
variety <33 of all Borel subgroups of G. We show that all 
irreducible components of this variety have the same dimension, 
and that <£>x is connected if x is unipotent.
Suppose now that G is reductive (but not necessarily 
connected) and that x is unipotent. We generalize an 
inequality linking dim<ftx and dim Zq (x ) and some results 
on the action of AQ(x) on the set S(x) of all irreducible 
components of <Rx# where AQ (x) is the group of components 
of Zgo(x). We consider also regular and sub-regular elements 
in non-connected reductive groups. For classical groups we 
get a combinatorial description for S(x) and the action of 
Aq (x) on S(x) and a formula for dim<8x> We generalize to 
non-connected reductive groups a theorem of Richardson 
which associates to each conjugacy class of parabolic 
subgroups of G a unipotent class of G and for classical 
groups we get a combinatorial description of this map.
There is also some material on unipotent classes in 
arbitrary reductive groups.
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INTRODUCTION.
The main problem considered in this work is the study of 
Dynkin varieties. Let G be an algebraic group and let x be an 
element of G. Then the Dynkin variety <33^  of x is the fixed 
point set of x on the variety <£ of all Borel subgroups of G. 
The problem can be reduced to the following one : G is 
reductive (or semisimple, or G° is simple) and x is unipotent. 
In general we do not assume that G is connected.
Chapter 0 introduces some notations and collects results 
which shall be used frequently. The definition we use for the 
Weyl group W of G Is similar to the one given in [7].
We need some informations about unipotent classes in 
reductive groups. As the literature deals mostly with connected 
groups (e.g. [16], [20], [ 2 ], [ 6 ], etc.), chapter I is 
devoted to this problem. In characteristic 2 (resp. 3) some 
new unipotent classes arise from the symmetries of order 2 
(resp. 3) in the Dynkin diagrams of type AQ , Dn, (resp. D^). 
For example in characteristic 2 we get unipotent classes in 
®2n^S®2n* This o®8® has been studied in [23],
In 1.1 we show how the study of unipotent classes in 
reductive groups can be reduced to the case where G° is simple. 
We state the following result s a reductive group has only 
finitely many unipotent classes. This result was already known 
for connected reductive groups ([6 ], and [12] with some mild 
restrictions on the characteristic). The proof depends on 
a case by case study which is carried out in 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 
and on the proof for connected groups (it is therefore a
(Vi)
result due to George lusztig since the proof in 1.4 and the 
proof for the connected case are his). We fix also notations 
for the parametrization of unipotent classes in the classical 
groups.
In 1.2 we study the case of the symmetry of order 3 in the 
Dynkin diagram of type D^ in characteristic 3.
In 1.3 we define unipotent bilinear forms in characteristic 
2. The study of classes of such forms provides a 
parametrization of the unipotent classes arising from the 
symmetry of order 2 in the diagrams of type An> The results 
are very similar to the results obtained for the symplectic 
groups in characteristic 2 in [23].
The results in 1.4 are due to George Lusztig. The aim of 
this section is to show that there are only finitely many 
unipotent classes arising from the symmetry of order 2 in the 
Dynkin diagram of type Eg in characteristic 2.
In chapter II we study Dynkin varieties and we consider a 
few applications. Many results in this chapter are 
generalizations of results known for connected groups.
In II.1 we consider some projective lines contained in 
(u unipotent). These lines where introduced first by Tits for 
connected groups. We use these lines to prove that ^  is 
connected and that all irreducible components of 33^  have the 
same dimension. The last result is true even if u is not 
unipotent. We give also a proof (vising Dynkin varieties) of 
the fact that the centralizer of a semisimple element in a 
reductive group is reductive.
In II.2 we use an idea introduced in [20] (and developped
/in [2l]) to generalize a relation between dim ^  and dim Zq (u ) 
and some results on a natural application S(u) xS(u) — »Wu , 
where S(u) is the set of irreducible components of ‘33u 
(u unipotent, G reductive). 2.10 was also obtained for 
connected groups by Steinberg [21], M. Cross (unpublished) and 
by Springer [17] (with some restrictions on the characteristic) 
and 2 . 1 1 and 2 . 1 2  are obtained in [2l] (with equality) 
essentially for GLn . We consider then unipotent quasisemisimple 
elements and we get several characterizations for 
quasisemisimple elements in reductive groups.
In II.3 we generalize a theorem of Richardson [13] and we 
define P-regular (unipotent) classes (P a parabolic subgroup 
of G°, G reductive). The proof given here is close to the proof 
of Richardson's theorem given in [21]. We consider then regular 
and subregular elements and we show that these elements can 
be defined by the properties dim <&>x - 0 and dim = 1 
respectively. We look also at sub-subregular unipotent 
elements.
In II.4 we study a natural morphism p : <3BU — w^ere 
is the fixed point set of u on some G°-conj\igacy class of 
parabolic subgroups of G. We attach also to each irreducible 
component X  ^of a set 1^ of fundamental reflections. We
show how to use the morphism p to get informations about $P° 
if we know enough about <72^  and the sets (icrVeSiu) * ahow 
also how p can be used to study <&u if the conjugacy class of 
parabolic subgroups is choosen in a suitable way.
In II.5 we consider Jtynkin varieties for classical groups 
(we include here the groups G(V) defined in 1.3). We get a
(vii)
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combinatorial description of S(u) and of the action of 
Zq (u )/Z(,(u )° on S(u). If G = Sp2n or 0n and the characteristic 
is not 2, Hesselink has also obtained such a combinatorial 
description (unpublished). The Dynkin varieties for these 
groups have also been studied by B. Srinivasan in connection 
with the representation theory of the finite classical groups. 
The best results are obtained for GIn. If u is unipotent, then 
S(u) can be parametrized by standard tableaux [14]» [21], and 
CRU can be decomposed into a union of affine spaces [ 10], [ 14) 
We compute also the sets 1^ (<r ^  S(u)) in all cases. For GLn 
we can then reverse the proof connecting the varieties <PU 
(for various conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups) and the 
representation theory of Sn £ W given by Steinberg in [2l],
We compute also dim in all cases and we check that we have 
actually an equality in the formula of II.2.5.
In II . 6 we consider the same groups as in II.5. let P be a 
parabolic subgroup of G°. Using the results of II.5 we 
determine which unipotent class is P-regular. We look then at 
some questions related to the parametrization of unipotent 
classes given by Bala and Carter [ 1 ].
In II.7 we consider some equivalence relations in the Weyl 
groups. These relations have properties similar to those of 
an equivalence relation arising in the theory of primitive 
ideals in enveloping algebras. Using res\ilts of [11], we can 
then prove that in the case of GLn the application S(u) xS(u) 
— » V = Sn is the inverse of a combinatorial map introduced 
by Robinson and Schensted.
In II . 8 we give a few examples which are actually
(ix)
counterexamples.
In II.9 we give tables for the Dynkin varieties of unipotent 
elements for some of the groups considered in II.5. These 
tables give in particular the dimension and the number of 
irreducible components of It is also possible to deduce
from the table how the group ZG (u)/ZG(u)° acts on S(u) (this 
group is described in 1.1.12 or 1.3.23). Examination of the 
tables suggests that the results of Springer [17] should be 
true for all reductive groups and for all characteristics.
CHAPTER 0.
NOTATIONS.
0.1. Unless otherwise stated, k will always be an algebraically 
closed field, p denotes its characteristic (0 or a prime).
0.2. All algebraic groups considered here are affine algebraic 
groups defined over k.
0.3. 0 will always be an algebraic group and 32 = 33(G) is 
its variety of Borel subgroups. G acts on 33 by conjugation 
and the Dvnkin variety ^  of x e G  is the fixed point set of 
x on 93. <3X is never empty [19> thm 7.2]. Z(x) = ZG (x) acts
on 92^  and therefore A(x) = Z(x)/Z(x)° acts on the set S(x) 
of all irreducible components of <33^ . Unless otherwise stated 
we shall also write these components as (x0-)creg(x ) • Let ZQ (x) = 
Z(x)n G°, AQ (x) = Z0(x)/Z(x)°.
If G' is a closed subgroup of G normalized by x, then we 
can define <33(0*) in a similar way.
0.4. Let W be the set of G°-orbits in (for the action
of G given by g. (Bj,:^) = (gB^,eB2)). W is finite and is a 
group in a natural way. Ve shall often write w for an element 
of W considered as a finite group and 0(w) for the same element 
considered as a subvariety of <$x93. The length of w is P(w) = 
dim 0(w) - dim 93. The elements of length 1 are called 
fundamental reflections and we denote by TT the set of all 
fundamental reflections. The composition law in W is given by :
2 -
a) w2 = 1 if w eTT.
b) If w, w' eW are such that dim (O(w)oO(w')) - dim <32 =
C(w) + f(w'), then 0(w)®0(w') is the G°-orbit O(ww') in <12 x <8 
(where 0(w)°0(w') = {(B£),B2 ) | 3 b 1 e <£ such that (BQ,B1 )eO(w) 
and (B1 ,B2) eO(w')}).
With this composition lawt W will be called the Weyl group 
of G (or G°).
TT generates W and for any weW* P(w) is the smallest jelN 
such that w can be expressed as w = s^s2...Sj for some s^, ...»
sj eTT*
0.5. The action of G on <£x induces an action of G (or G/G°) 
on W which we shall denote (g,w) i— » g.w. For any x eG, w i— »-x.w 
is an automorphism of W and it permutes the fundamental 
reflections. Denote by w the G-orbit of w e W  and let W =
(w| w <=Wj.
0.6. 3uppose now that we are considering a fixed element x eG 
(or a fixed component xG° of G). Let o(s) be the x-orbit of 
s eTT(i.e. the orbit under the action of the cyclic group 
generated by x). Let § be the element of maximal length in 
the subgroup of W generated by o(s). W*, the fixed point set 
of x in W, oan be regarded as a Coxeter group with |ff|s eTT} 
as a system of generators. Its length function is ?x (w) = 
min {j eN|w = for some s^, ...» Sj eTT}. Such a
decomposition w = has a minimal number of terms if
and only if -f(w) = P(fTj)+. ..+i(§j).
0.7. If (BQ»B2) eO(ww') and €(w) + £(w') = f(ww'), there is
- 3 -
a unique B, e ?  such that (BQ ,B1 )eO(w) and (B^Bg) eO(w'), 
and this defines a morphism O(ww') — ► 93. If w = s^Sg. . .s^
(d = ?(w)» s^,...,Sj eTT) and (B0,Bj)eO(w), then we can find
»B2»• • •»B such that (B^_^ »B^ )eO(s^) (1 & i < d) and
these Bor el subgroups are unique. Similarly, if w e W x and w =
® ^ (d = 9 s^,...,Sj eTT) and (B^, B ^ ) & 0(w), then
we can find B 1 ,...,Bj_ 1 e <53 such (Bi _>1 »B.^ ) e 0(3^ (1 < i <j) 
and these are unique.
0.8. If X,Y are irreducible subvarieties of <3, define <P(X,Y) 
to be the unique element w of W such that (XxY) n 0(w) is 
dense in XxY. In particular, we get for each x eG an 
application <P: S(x)xS(x) — >W, (<r, z) >— *-<P(<r,r) = ^(Xq-.X^). 
Define also tp(cr, r) e \7 to be the orbit of (^cr, r) in W.
0.9. Unless otherwise stated, B is a fixed 3orel subgroup of 
G and T is a fixed maximal torus of B. U is the maximal 
unipotent subgroup of B and N = N& (B).
0» 10. Suppose now that G is reductive. \l can be identified 
with NGO(T)/T. If n e B g o W ,  nT corresponds to the G°-orbit 
of (B,nB) in <5x93. In this way W is a normal subgroup of 
Ng (T)/T and the action of G on W defined in 0.5 corresponds 
to the action by condugation of N.?(T)/T on W.
Let A(G°) be the Dynkin diagram of G°. Its nodes are in 
bijective correspondence with TT. G/G° acts on A(G°) and it 
will be convenient to use the following definition. The Dynkin 
diagram A(G) of G consists of A(G°), of the finite group 
G/G° and of the natural homomorphism G/G° — »r(G°), where r(G°)
- 4 -
is the group of automorphisms of A (G°).
Let be the root system of G° (with respect to T). For 
each oiecj)» let be the corresponding unipotent 1-dimensional
subgroup of G. We choose fixed isomorphisms x„ : CL--->X„,c\ a
where 6& is the additive group of k viewed as an algebraic 
group. <j>+ will be the set of positive roots (with respeot to 
B). s^  e W is the reflection corresponding to cxe(J). The 
fundamental roots correspond bijectlvely to the fundamental 
reflections and I I will also denote the set of fundamental 
roots of 0°. If a = 57 n-W, (aL ,... ,oi eTT) > let ht(o() = 5! n..
O. 11. Let P,Qf... be parabolic subgroups of G. Vie denote by 
the corresponding letter d ,... the conjugacy class of P, 
Q,... respectively and by cp°, Q?,... the G°-conjugacy class 
of P fQ,... respectively. There is in every G°-conjugacy clas3 
of parabolic subgroups of G a unique subgroup containing B.
Let Wp be the V/eyl group of the parabolic subgroup P of G.
The inclusion ¿IMP)* ^ (P) c induces a natural homomorphism
Wp — » W. This homomorphism is injective and we shall regard Wp 
as a subgroup of W. Pi— » W p n T T  induces a bijection between 
the set of G°-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups of G° 
and the collection of all subsets of TT. If P is a parabolic 
subgroup of G° and I = Wp nTT, let = ¿P, <Pj = ¿p°. If 
xeG, x?ecp° if and only if I is x-stable.
Suppose now that G is reductive. If P o B  is a parabolic 
subgroup of G, the corresponding subset of T T  can also be 
defined as I = ^  eTT|X_o( c pj. Let L d T be a Levi subgroup of
P. Then N^iTj/T = Hp(T)/T c NQo(T)/T and this inclusion is 
compatible with the inclusion WpCW.
- 5 -
0«12. Rq is the radical of G and is the unipotent radical 
of G. If x^G, C(x) is the conjugacy class of x and C°(x) is 
the G°-conjugacy class of x. If x = su is the Jordan 
decomposition of x, s will always be the semisimple part of x 
and u the unipotent part of x.
0.13. |X| is the cardinal of the set X and if A is a group 
acting on X, X/A is the set of A-orbits in X. * •'
0.14. We shall frequently use the following easy result, let
t : X -- *Y be a surjective morphism of algebraic varieties.
Suppose that f is open or closed and that all fibres of f are 
irreducible and have the same dimension. Then the inverse 
image of any irreducible subvariety of Y is irreducible.
CHAPTER I.
COMPLEMENTS OH UNIPOTSNT CLASSES IN REDUCTIVE GROUPS.
1. General results.
1*1« Let x be any element of G. We define rank^G) to be the 
following Integer.
a) If G° la a torus, rankx (G) = dim ZG (x).
b) If G° is soluble, rank^(G ) = rankxU^(G/Uft).
c) In general, let N^ = NgiB^, where B1 is any element of ¿¿x. 
Then rankx (G) = rankx (N1).
It is easy to check in each case that rankx (G) = ranky (G) if 
yexG°, that in (c) rankx (Nj) is independent of the choice of 
B1 e <^ x and that (b) generalizes (a) and (c) generalizes (b).
Remark 1.2. a) If x eG° it is clear that rankx (G) = rank^(G) 
is the rank of G, i.e. the dimension of a maximal torus of G.
b) rankx (G) = rankxU^(G/UG). This is clear from the definition.
c) If x is semisimple, rankx (G) is the rank of Z(x). To show 
that, assume first that G° = B is soluble. For every torus S 
in G, the natural homomorphism S — ► G/UG is injective. It 
follows that if 5 is a maximal torus in Z(x), then rankx (G) > 
dim 3 = rankj(Z(x)). On the other hand, G contains a maximal 
torus T normalized by x [19, p.513 611(1 if t eT is such that 
xtx“ 1^  = tUg, we must have xtx- 1  = t. Hence dim ZT (x) £ 
rankx (G). This shows that if G° is soluble, then rank^G) «= 
rankj(Z(x)) and that for any maximal torus T of G normalized 
by x, ZT(x)° is a maximal torus of Z(x).
- 7 -
This shows that in the general case rank^iG) = rank^Nj) = 
rank1 (x)) for every as in 1.1 (c). Choose B1 in a closed 
Z(x)-orbit in <BX . Then ZB (x)° = B ^ Z i x )0 is a Borel subgroup 
of Z(x) and therefore rank1 (Z(x)) = rank1 (Zfi (x)). This proves 
that if x is semisimple and G is any algebraic group« then 
rankx (G) = rahk.| (Z(x) ).
Proposition 1.3. Let Z be a normal subgroup of G° consisting 
of semisimple elements. If u and uz are both unipotent (ge-G, 
zeZ) then they are Z-conjugate. In particular the canonical 
morphism G — » G/Z induces a bij action between the set of 
unipotent classes of G and the set of unipotent classes of G/Z.
Proof. Since Z cG° is normal and consists of semisimple 
elements, it is contained in every maximal torus of G. In 
particular Z is commutative and it is contained in some B^ e 
*5U. It is sufficient to prove the proposition for Nq (B(). So 
we may as well assume that G° is soluble.
Let q be the order of uG° in G/G°. q is a power of p.
Suppose that u and uz are unipotent. Then u* and (uz)q are 
unipotent elements of G° and hence are contained in Uq . But 
(uz)q = (uzu- 1  ) (u2zu-2)... (uqzu-cl)uq and (uzu-1)... (uqzu-<1) e Z. 
Therefore (uzu-1)... (u*zu-<1) = 1.
Define f : Z — * Z, zi— » uzu-1. Then f*1 is the identity since 
u^feUg. Define also V : Z — » Z, zi— » zf(z)f2(z)...fq-1 (z) and 
f : Z — * Zf Zi— *zf(z)-1. Since f'1 is the identity, V-t = f°<p = 
Cpand therefore ^(z) = ^(z)** for all z eZ. But z i— > zq is a 
bijective endomorphism of Z and therefore Im(PnKer(P= 1. This 
shows that Z is the direct product of Im<f and Ker<P. Also
- 8 -
<P(Y(z)) = V(«p(z)) = i for all zeZ. Hence Imf c Kerf and Kerf ;> 
luff. Moreover, if z eKerY, then z = z,q for some z' e HerY and 
then f(z') = z ,q = z. Hence Ker't'clm'P. Since Z is the direct 
product of Kerf and Imf, these inclusions show that Kerf = Im^ 
and Im<P= Kerf.
We can now prove the proposition. If u is unipotent, uz is 
unipotent if and only if z c K e r f  But then z = tf(t)“ 1 for some 
t e Z  and f(t)uf(t)- 1  = utf(t)- 1  = uz.
Corollary 1.4. let uG° be a unipotent component of G. Let V be 
the variety of all unipotent elements contained in uG°. Then 
V is a closed irreducible subvariety of G and coding V = 
rank^G).
Proof. V is clearly closed. For the other statements, we 
consider three cases.
a) If G° is a torus, this follows immediately from 1.3 with Z =
G ° .
b) An element of G is unipotent if and only if its image in 
G/Ug  is so. If G° is soluble, the result follows then from 
(a), 1 . 2  (b) and 0.14.
c) In the general case, we may clearly assume that 3 a <3U . Let 
V' be the variety of all unipotent elements in uB. Then V is 
the image of G°xV' under the morphism (g»x) 1— » gxg-  ^. This 
shows that V is irreducible and in order to prove that 
codimgV = ranku (G) it is sufficient to prove that for some 
ve.V, |<3v |<oo. This will be done in II.1.8.
1.5. Suppose now that G is reductive. The group H = Aut(G°/R0 )
- 9 -
can be considered as an algebraic group with identity component 
isomorphic to the adjoint group of G°. There is a natural
isomorphism H/H° = n(G°). We also have a homomorphism G/G°-- ►
r(G°) and we can form the fibre product G* = J(gG°,h) eG/G°xH| 
g and h have the same image in r(G°)}. This fibre product 
depends only on A(G) (as defined in 0.10) and there is a 
natural epimorphism G — ► G*.
Proposition 1.6. Let G be a reductive group. Then the unipotent 
classes of G depend only on A(G) (for a given k). More 
precisely the natural epimorphism G — » G* induces a bijection 
between the set of unipotent classes of G and the set of 
unipotent classes of G*.
Proof. Let Z be the centre of G°. G — ► G* factors as G — »G/Z
— » G*. G/Z---*G* is bijective and therefore induces a
bijection from the set of unipotent classes of G/Z to the set 
of unipotent classes of G* and the same is true for G — » G/Z 
by 1.3.
1.7. Suppose now that G° is an adjoint semisimple group. To 
classify the unipotent classes in G we must solve two problems.
a) Determine the unipotent classes of G/G°.
b) Choose a component uG° in each unipotent class of G/G° and 
determine the unipotent classes of H contained in uG°, where 
G ° c H  c.G and H/G° = Z0/,Qo(uG°).
We shall not consider (a) here.
1.8. Suppose that G° is semisimple and adjoint. Let uG° be a 
unipotent component of G/G°. We assume that uG° is central in
10 -
G/G°.
Let G1 »...,Gg be the minimal connected normal subgroups of
G. We have homomorphisms G/G°-- and as in 1.5 we can
\ase these homomorphisms to get fibre products G£ with GJ° 3 G^
and GJ/GJ0 3 G/G°. Let u^ be an element in the component of GJ
corresponding to uG°. G is naturally isomorphic to
l(g1»...»gs ) e= JTojI g^,...,gg correspond to the same component
of G/G°j. Let X^ be the set of unipotent GJ°-classes in u^Gj0.
G/G° acts on X^. The set X of all unipotent G°-classes in uG°
can be identified with T T  X. and the unipotent classes«us 1
correspond to the G/G°-orbits in X or in TTx,. So we need«i*S 1
only to determine the sets X^  ^and the action of G/G° on these 
sets.
1*3- Assume that G° is semisimple and adjoint, that uG° is a 
central unipotent element of G/G° and that 1 and G° are the 
only normal connected subgroups of G. Let H be the subgroup 
of G generated by G° and u. Let Hj»...,Hr be the minimal 
connected normal subgroups of H. Using the homomorphisms 
H/H°— ►riH®), we get fibre products H| and H can be considered 
as a subgroup of TT h ?. Notice that H. 3 ... 3 H and Hf 3 ....i«i«r 1  i r i
3 H* and to each g 6=0 corresponds a family of isomorphisms
H | — where cr is some permutation of {1,...,r}. Let
X^ be the set of all H£°-classes of unipotent elements in the
component of HJ corresponding to uG°. For each component gG°
of G we get a family of bijections XA— *x ,r{i) and this defines
an action on X = T T x . . X can be identified with the set of H«r 1
all unipotent G°-classes in uG° and the unipotent classes in 
uG° correspond to the G/G°-orbits in X. The bijections
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-- >x<r(i) attached to a component gG° of G can be determined
from /^(&) if we can solve the problem in the case where r = 1 .
So assume that 1 and G° are the only connected u-stable 
normal subgroups of G°. Let Gj,...,» be the minimal normal 
subgroups of G°. We may assume that = G^+1 for 1 £i$m-1 
and uGm = G^. It is easily checked that the unipotent G°- 
classes in u&° correspond bijectively to the unipotent G.j- 
classes in the component umG^  of the subgroup of G generated 
by G^ and um , and to the action of G/G° on the set of unipotent 
G°-classes in uG° corresponds an action on the set of unipotent 
Gj-classes in umG 1 which can be determined from A(G) if we 
can solve the same problem when m = 1. But in this case we can 
clearly replace G by its image in Aut(G°). It is therefore 
sufficient to determine the set X of unipotent G°-clas9es in 
uG° and the action of G/G° on X in the following ca3e. G° is 
an adjoint simple group, G is a subgroup of Aut(G°) and G/G° = 
ZAut(G0)/G0 u^G°)* Tilis problem is not yet completely solved.
Proposition 1.10. A reductive group has only finitely many 
unipotent classes.
Proof. A connected reductive group has only finitely many 
unipotent classes [6 ], If p = 2, 02n has finitely many 
unipotent classes [23]. This shows that the symmetry of order 
2 in the diagrams of type Dn gives only finitely many unipotent 
classes. We shall show in 3.18 (resp. 4.7» 2.4) that the same 
is true for the symmetry of order 2 of An (resp. the symmetry 
of order 2 of Eg, the symmetries of order 3 of if p = 3 ).
The result follows then from 1.6, 1.8 and 1.9.
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1*11« I<et X be the set of unipotent G°-classes contained in 
G°, where G° is a simple adjoint group and G = Aut(G°). If p 
is 0 or is large, X can be described by weighted Oynkin 
diagrams [2 ] or equivalently by G°-conjugacy classes of 
pairs (L,P) where L is a Levi subgroup of some parabolic 
subgroup of G° and P is a distinguished parabolic subgroup 
of L [ 1]. If X is described by weighted Dynkin diagrams, 
the action of G/G° on X is given by the obvious action of r(G°) 
on the set of weighted Dynkin diagrams corresponding to A(G°). 
This action is trivial except in the following cases.
a) D^. Then P(G0) is isomorphic to Sj, and there are two 
orbits consisting of three unipotent classes. r(G°) acts 
trivially on the other G°-classes.
b) D2n' n "^5. There are p(n) orbits consisting of two classes, 
where p(n) is the number of partitions of n. r(G°) acts 
trivially on the other G°-classes.
1»12. We shall use the following notations for the unipotent 
classes in GLn , Sp?n c. GL?T1, On e.GLn (in the last case we 
suppose that n is even if p = 2 ).
The class of a unipotent element u e GLq  will be described 
by the partition %= (infinite sequence) where
^1 ^ ^ 2 ^  **• are 0 or the dim®nsi°ns of the Jordan blocks of u. 
Let = C(u). and the partition X will also be 
represented by the Young diagram d, (sometimes denoted d ) 
with lines of length A^,^»*** . In such a situation will 
be the length of the ith column of d^ and ci will be the 
number of lines of length i (i.e. the number of Jordan blocks 
of u of dimension i). Each of the sequences and c^,
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Cg>••• determines the class of u completely.
If P / 2i each unipotent class of Sp2n (resp. 0n ) is the
intersection of Sp2n (resp. 0n ) with a unipotent class of 0L?n
(resp. GLn ). The unipotent classes of Sp2n (reap. 0n )
correspond in this way to the partitions of 2n (resp. n) for
which c^ is even if i is odd (resp. if i is even). A unipotent
class of C) for which all A. and all c. are even consists n i i
of two classes in S0n . In all other cases the unipotent
classes of () and 30„ coincide, n n
It will be convenient to attach to a unipotent class in 
Sp2n (resp. 0n ) with partition 'X an application £. : IN — ► (to, 
0 ,1 J defined as follows. = 1 if i is even (rasp* odd) and 
c± 0, and e^ otherwise. This i3 to simplify the
notations in paragraph II.5. We denote by or f the 
unipotent class corresponding to
To describe the unipotent classes in Sp2n and °2n c ®p2n ^  
p = 2, we shall use a set with 3 elements [(*<,0,1 J. It will be 
convenient to give it an ordering c&< 0 < 1. The unipotent 
classes of Sp2n are in bijective correspondence with the pairs 
0Xtt) satisfying the following conditions.
a) 'X is a partition of 2n with ^  even if i is odd.
b) £ : IN — * (¿0,0,1 } is an application satisfying :
bj ) £^ = to if i is odd or if c^ = 0 and i£. 1 .
b2) = 1 if i is even and c^ is odd.
bj) £ i ^ Co if i is even and c ^ l .
V  ¿0 - ’•
The correspondence is as follows. A unipotent element u e. 
3p2n determines a class in GL2n, hence a partition, and this
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partition has the required property. Moreover, if i ^ 2  is even 
and c . ^ 1 , we put = 0 if and only if f ((u- 1  ) 1 - 1  (x) ,x) = 0 
for all x such that (u-1 )i (x) = 0 (here f is the bilinear 
form used to define Sp2n). With condition (b) this defines 
£ completely.
Bach unipotent class of Sp2n intersects 02n in a single 
class of 02n (p = 2). The unipotent classes in 02n can 
therefore be represented by pairs (^,£) as above. In this 
case however we replace (b^) by (bjp :
hV  £ o -  ° ‘
The unipotent classes of 02n contained in S02n are those 
with f’1 even. A unipotent class such that all i and ^  are 
even and ^ ^ 1 for all i consists of two classes of S02q.
All other unipotent classes of S02n are classes in 02n.
We shall denote by C , ^  the unipotent class of Sp2n or 
°2n correaP°ndln€ to the pair
The results in this paragraph are contained in [23].
1.13. Let a^,a2,... be a sequence of distinct elements. Let G 
be one of the groups GLn , Sp2n cr 0n (if p = 2 and G = 0n, we 
assume that n is even). If u ia a unipotent element of G and 
if the class of u is represented by ^ or CX,e), the group A(u) 
can be described in the following way :
a) G = GLn . Then A(u) = 1.
b) G = Sp2n (reap. 0n ) and p ji 2. Then A(u) is the abelian
group generated by ja^l^ is even (resp. odd)} with the 
following relations, a^a^ = 1  if ^  and a^ = 1 if ^  = 0.
In the case of 0n , the subgroup AQ(u) of A(u) consists of the 
elements which are the product of an even number of generators.
c) G = Sp2n (reap. 02n) and p = 2. Then A(u) is the abelian 
group generated by |a^ | £ 0} with the following relations.
= 1 if ^  = 'Xy or = "lj+1 , or if = l.j+2 and 'Xi is
even, and a.^  = 1 if ^  n 0. In the case of 02n, AQ(u) is the 
subgroup of A(u) consisting of elements which are the product 
of an even number of generators.
This description of A(u) can be deduced from [2] and [23J. 
Another method is to adapt the proof of 3.21.
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2. Groups of type D^.
Here G is a reductive group such that G° is of type D^. We 
shall use results and notations of chapter II to simplify some 
proofs and some statements.
2.1. The classification of unipotent classes of G° given by 
Bala and Carter [ij works for all characteristics and G/G° 
acts as indicated in 1 .1 1 .
2.2. If p = 2, the classification of unipotent classes of G 
corresponding to elements of order 2 in P(G°) is essentially 
contained in the case of 08 (1 .1 2 ).
2.3. Up to the end of 2.5 P = 3» iG/G°| = 3 and the 
homomorphism G/G°— ► r(G°) is injective. We assume also that 
G° is adjoint. We denote the fundamental roots as in the
picture. We can choose T, B, <r «. G and the 
isomorphisms x^ (c\e<f>) in such a way that 
°T = T, °B = B, (T.ot = (3» cr.jl = cr. - « and 
<r(x^(1) )cr_1 = x ^ ^ O )  for all 5ie<j). We write 
the positive roots in the following order : oc> [i, S»a+S»|i+S>
!(+ 8»o(+p+ S»p>+-i(+S»}(+o(+S»ct+[i+l(+S»o(+|}+tf+28. We have now a fixed 
isomorphism U = T T  X. = A 1^. We shall consider the following 
situation, v/e conjugate an element a u e a U  by some suitable 
element x e 0° to get an element oti' e. crU. In this situation 
we denote by a^ ta^#b^ >^2 »e^  the
coordinates of u and by aj #ai>, • •. the coordinates of u1.
Let Tq = |t e T|a(t)(J(t)^(t) = &(t) = 1). Tfl is a torus and 
crT0U is the variety of all unipotent elements contained in <rB.
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Every element in <rTQU ie T-conjugate to an element in oU and 
for thia reason we 3hall concentrate on elements contained in 
aU. Let 3 = (teT|ot(t) = (b(t) = X(t)j. 3 ±3 connected and acts 
on crU by conjugation.
Let uQ = xa (1)xs(1). It is easy to check from the
commutation formulae that f : S U — > crU, su i— » sucru0(su)_1 has
a surjective differential at 1. It follows easily that the
SU-class of au is dense in crU and that the class C of cru in o o o
G is dense in the variety of all unipotent elements in orG°
(it is the regular unipotent class of o-G°). Therefore 
dim Z(cru0) = 2.
Let U' = |u eU|a^+a2+a^ = a^ = 1}. If "u is any element of U 
such that a^+a2+a^ £ 0 and a^ ^ 0, then <ru is S-conjugate to 
an element of crU' and is therefore conjugate to ouQ since crU' 
is the U-class of cru0 (the U-class of cru0 is closed since U 
is unipotent, is contained in <rU* and has dimension > dim U - 2 
since dim Z(o-uQ) = 2).
From the proof of II.1.8 = jB}.cru0
Consider now an element u for which a^ = 0. It is easy to 
check that there is a line of type S through B contained in 
i au and therefore dim ,3<ru>.1 and cru 4 0o.
Similarly if a.j+a2+aj = 0, then conjugating cru by 
x^(a2+a5)*^(a^) we get cru' with a} = a£ = a^ = 0 and
< ^ B  e <®>crul for all tek. This shows that there 
is a line of type oc through B contained in <®<ru. Hence dim *3^ 
^ 1 and cru 4 CQ.
Let U„ = T T x . ,  U. = X_,X„XyU,, U, = X CU,. tfe have proved 
3 furo« * 1 h y
that every element in vU \C is B-conjugate to an element in
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<ru1 u o-u2.
3uppose that u e U | \  U^. rfe can assume that b^+b2+b^ 0 (if
this is not the case we replace cru by its conjugate by 
for some suitable rek). Take <ru' = 
x_g(^)°'ux_^(-t). Then aj+a£+a^ is a function of the form 
at + b with a ^ 0. Therefore a*+a£+a^ = 0 for exactly one 
t ak. This shows that every element in arUj is conjugate to 
an element in crU^ , that every line of type S in <BV (v any 
unipotent element in o"G°) meets a line of type oc in 
and that the elements ucU^ such that the line of type 6 
through B in meets exactly one line of type ot in QJ
are dense in .
The same method works if u « U 2\ U^. We can assume that 
d^ 0 (if not we replace cru by x^(r)<mx^(-r) for some suitable 
rek). Conjugating then cru by x_ (t)x (t)x_ /t) we get cru' 
with a^ = at + bt + ct + d for some a»b,c,dek and a ^ 0.
This shows that every element in crU2 is conjugate to some 
element in crUj, that every line of type a. in (v any 
unipotent element in trG°) meets a line of type & contained in 
and that the elements u e U 2 such that the line of type «. 
through B contained in <J3au meets exactly three lines of type 
5 in are dense in U2.
This shows that every element in eU \CQ is conjugate to an 
element in crU^ .
Let U. = T T X . . Suppose that u eU, is such that b.+b_+b, 4 4 * 3 1 2  3 ^
0. Conjugating by X|j+s(b2+l53^x i+s^b3^ and by a sui'fcatole element 
of S we can arrange to have b 1 = 1 and b 2 = b^ = 0. 3o assume 
this la the case. If cru' is obtained by conjugating cru by
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^(t), we get = at^ + bt2 + ct + d for some
a»b*c>d£k and a ^ 0. Therefore tru is conjugate to an element
Conjugating cru by x ^ ^ J c g + c ^ x ^ ^ J c ^ )  and a suitable 
element of 3» we cam arrange Cj = 1 » c2 = c^ = 0. Therefore <ru
every element in is conjugate to
= crx^^O ^(1 ) by an element of the form
XcX+ft+&( t ) x &+ ^ J t ) x K+oH-&( t ) * Thia 3hOWa th a t  the C laa3  °1 °f
not contained in CQ.
If u e x Q(+s(1)U^ is such that c i+c 2+c3 = 0, then the same 
argument shows that cru is conjugate to <ru2 where u, = x ^ ^ l ) .  
Let C2 be the class of cru2.
If ueDj is such that cru 4C^ , then cru<s.C9 or b^+b2+b^ = 0. 
If b^+b2+b^ = 0 and c^+Cg+c^ ^ 0, then we can arrange to have 
bi = b2 = b^ = 0 and c 1 = 1 , c2 = c^ = 0. Conjugating then 
by xol(t)x^(t)x>s(t) we can get d^  = 0 (for some tek). 
Conjugating by x^gitjx (t)xy+5 (t) we g«t also e1 = 0 (for 
some tek). Therefore au is conjugate to xq ( + & ( 1). It is 
easy to check that for some n e N Go(T) representing ^  in W 
we have n o i ^  (^1 )n“ 1 = crx^^ 1 ). Hence crueC2.
If u eUj is such that b^+b2+b^ = Cj+Cg+c^ = 0 then we can 
arrange b^ = b2 = b^ = c^ = c2 = c^ = 0. Hence cru is conjugate
is conjugate to some element in crx:ot+î/1 ^X<*+p>+ J 1 ) X«+f>+K+2S* But
au 1 is dense in the variety of all unipotent elements of <rG°
3 “ <*+ji+*+2 V  ^ 1 r
then conjugation by x (t) (some tek) and some element of S" ©
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shows that ou is conjugate to cru^ . If d 1 ^ 0, then we can 
arrange e1 / 0 by conjugating by x^(t) for some t ek. It 
follows that any unipotent element in crG0 not contained in 
C0 uC, \j Cg '-'Cj is conjugate to <r. Let be the class of cr.
Proposition 2.4. In the situation of 2.3 there are exactly 5 
unipotent classes in crG°.
Proof. We know already that there are at most 5 classes. We
have to show that CQ, , C2, and are distinct.
CQ has to be the regular class, the subregular class, 
the quasisemisimple class. Therefore dim ®cru = 0,
dim <33<ru  ^ = 1 and dim <33,. = 6 (Wu is of type G2).
In 2.3 we have seen that x = <rx0,+p)+g(1) £ C2* ^  is easily 
checked that the conjugate of B by x (s)x „(s)x v(s)x ,(t)— — [i — 1$ — a
is contained in <£x for all s,t ek. Therefore dim<six >2. It is
easily checked from the computations of 2 .3 that
coding ri0.B (C2 <'>a'B) ^  2. By II.2.7 this implies dim <&x = 2. 
o
Look now at 33au^. The conjugate of B by 
x_«(r)x_p>(r)x_tf(r )x_ &(s)x_ot(t)x- (b(t)x- !^ t ) belongs to 3 * ^  for
all r,s,tek. This shows that dim <33, >3. But the computationscru^
of 2.3 show that coding r>crB^3 n 5* Therefore dim <3^^ = 3
and this shows that CQ, Cj, C2, and are distinct.
ill- The following results are consequences of 7.4- and of the 
computations made in 2.3 .
a) Every line of type « (reap. &) contained in c£ x (xt<rG° 
unipotent) meets a line of type & (reap. o<) contained in <BX.
b) If xeCj, then 33x consists of 3 lines of type S meeting a 
line of type « (see 1 1 .3 . 1 2 ).
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c) With the notations of II.2.4
Q(co) = HI.
Qicp = |S* ’ V  §* V  M-» v
y(c2) =
Q(C3 ) m {S- \ ^ §S§J
Q(C4) =
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3. Pnipotent bilinear forms.
3.1. Let k be any field (not necessarily algebraically closed) 
and let V be a finite dimensional vector space over k. Let GQ = 
Gq (V) = GL(V) and let G^ = Q-^ (V) be the set of all bilinear 
forms f : VxV— »k which are non-singular (i.e. f(x,y) = 0 for 
all y e V  =# i = 0). Let G(V) = GQu G^. G(V) can be made into a 
group in the following way. If a,be0o and f,g eG^, a b e G Q is 
the usual product in GL(V), a f e G 1 is the bilinBar form 
(x»y) >— »f(a“1x,y), f a ¿ G 1 is the bilinear form (x,y) i— > 
f(x,ay) and f g c G Q is the automorphism of V such that fg(x) = y 
if and only if f(y,v) = g(v,x) for all veT,
For any f«Gj, f“1 is the bilinear form (x,y)i— »f(y,x).
of = 1 if and only if f is symmetric.
If M is a subset of V, we can define fM = |vcV|f(v,m) = 0 
for all mtM}. This is clearly a subspace of V. This, together 
with the usual action of GL(V) on subspaces of V, defines an 
action of G(V) on the set of all subspaces of V. In particular 
we get an action of G(V) on the set *4 of all complete flags of 
V. A flag F e. 9r i3 isotropic for f if fF = F (feG^).
3.2. If k is algebraically closed, G = G(V) is an algebraic 
group in a natural way. A bilinear form f has a Jordan 
decomposition f = su. If p ^ 2, B e O | and u t G 0> If p = 2, 
s e G 0 and u <£Gj . The same result holds if k is perfect (in 
particular for finite fields).
G acts by conjugation on the variety (B of all its Borel 
subgroups. Identifying 3  with (each flag corresponding to 
its stabilizer), we get an action of G on $r. This action is
easily seen to be the same as the action defined in 3.1. This 
shows that G1 acts non-trivlally on the Dynkin diagram of 
GL(V) (if dim V>3). For every f <Bf can be identified
with the variety of all flags isotropic for f.
3.3. Prom now on we assume that p = 2. We assume also that k 
is algebraically closed or finite. If k is finite, we denote 
by k an algebraically closed field containing k.
In this situation there are unipotent bilinear forms. We 
want now to determine the conjugacy classes of such forms and 
to get informations about their centralizers.
f eG| is unipotent if and only if u = f2e G Q is so. As the 
unipotent G-classes and G0-classes in G^ coincide, it is 
sufficient to determine :
a) The unipotent classes of GL(V) which arise in this way.
b) If u is an element of such a class, what is the action of 
ZQ(u) on the variety of all f i G ( such that f2 = u.
Lemma 3.4. If M is a subspace of V fixed by u = f2, then so 
is fM = f 1M.
Proof. ufM = fuM = fM. Also fM = f 1 (f2)M = f“1M.
Lemma 3.5. If eQ=0,e^,...,eR and e^=0,ej,...,e^ are elements 
of V such that ufe^) = e^+e^_j 0 ^  l«n) and u(ep = e^+e| 1 
(1^ri<m), then f(e^,ep = 0 if i+j < max(m,n) (where u =  f2).
p,6j). Since u = f and 
uie^ = ei+ei_i» f ^ei+ei-i,v) = for all veV. In
particular pi;j + Pi_1 f j = q^. Similarly q±j + qi_i,j = Pji* 
Hence = qJJL + qj-1tl = (p±j + p ^ ^ )  + (Pifj-1 +
Proof. Let pAj = f(eife p  and q ^  = f(e^
and therefore pw > j  + p±>j_1 + p±_1fJ-1 - 0 (l^iin, Uj$m). 
Since p^j = O if i = 0 or J = Oi this implies by induction 
Pjj = 0 if i+ji. max(m,n).
Lemma 3.6, Let V!j ©VJ> «... ©V^ = V be a decomposition of V as 
a direct sum of u-stable subspaces. Suppose that for each i» 
all Jordan blocks of the restriction of u to have dimension
i. Then the restriction of f to V^xV^ is non-singular for all 
i (u = f unipotent).
Proof. In each choose a basis such that the restriction of 
u to V'± has a matrix of the form
n o  ...
0 I I 0 ...
. 0 1 1 0 . . .: . o: i i o... oi i ... oi
where I is the c ^ c ^  identity matrix if dim = ic^. Let
be the matrix of the restriction of f to V^xV| and let M be
the matrix of f. It is easy to deduce from 5*5 that det(M) =
T7 det(M.) (with det(Mj) = 1 if dim V! =0). This proves the 
uCtn 1  1
lemma.
Corollary 3.7. We can find u-stable subspaces V1fV,»...»Vn 
such that :
a) f(x,y) = 0 if x-e.Vif yeV.j and i ^ j.
b) V = © ... ©Vn and for all i ( U  ifn) all Jordan blocks
of the restriction of u to have dimension i.
Moreover if are as in 3.6 and iQ is a given
integer, we can arrange to have V± = V! .
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Proof. This is a consequence of the following remark. If V}, 
are as in 5.6, then for every i V = V^efV^ (by 5.6) 
and fV^ = f~1V£ is u-stable (by 5.4).
3.8. Assume now that all Jordan blocks of u = f^ ( f a  unipotent
bilinear form) have dimension n. Choose a basis for V as in
5.6. The matrix P of f with respect to this basis has a block
decomposition P = (P.,) (1^i,j^n) where each P. 4 is a c xc••■j j-j n n
matrix (cn ^ 0 being the number of Jordan blocks of u). Then
2f = u is equivalent to j
a) + Pi,J-1 + P i-I,j-1 = °  (1 ^  1»J< n).
b) P±1 = 0 if 21 ^  n and J?1± = tPii if 2i = n+1.
c) Pi_i = ^Pii (1< i^n), where for any square matrix A 
<5A = A + "tA.
d) det(P1n) j 0.
These conditions imply in particular that Pij = 0 if i+j<n
and P1n 2 ,n- 1 = P,n1 *
If n = 2m, P1n = Pm#m+1 = £Pm+1fm+1 is a non-singular 
antisymmetric matrix and therefore cn has to be even. It is 
easy to check that the matrix P is completely determined by the 
matrices P ^  for m+1 ¿ i < n ,  and that any choice of (p^ ) m+j ^
with &Pm+1>m+1 non-singular occurs for some f.
If n = 2m-1, P 1n a Pmm is a non-singular symmetric matrix. 
It is easy to check that P is completely determined by the 
matrices P ^  for m ¿i <n and that any choice for (pii)miiin 
with Pmni symmetric and non-singular occurs for some f.
5.9. Let now f be any unipotent element in G^. It follows from
p5.8 that the class of u = f has the following property. If cA
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is the number of Jordan blocks of u of dimension i» then is 
even if i is even. So we get a partition ^ of n = dim V which 
represents a unipotent class in 0n (C). Let u ^ e O ^ C )  be an 
element in this class and let = dim ZQ (c)(u^)*
Suppose now that i is odd and c.^  > 0. Define £i to be 0 if 
(u+1)i(x) a 0 f(x,(u+1)i_^(x)) = 0, and to be 1 otherwise.
Choose a decomposition of V as in 3.7 and a basis for as in 
3.8. Prom 3.8 we get a non-singular symmetric e ^ x ^  matrix P ^ .  
It is easy to check that P1  ^is antisymmetric if = 0 and is 
not antisymmetric if ^  « 1.
For all other ieIN, put = cu, where {io,0,1} is as in 1.12. 
In this way we attach to each class of unipotent bilinear 
forms a pair such that :
a) ^  is a partition of dim V with c^ even if i is even.
b) £ : N — » |w ,0,1} is an application satisfying :
b|) = oj if i is even or if c^ = 0.
bg) = 1 if i is odd and c^ is odd.
b^) ^  w  if i is odd and cA £ 0.
Let g be the subset of G1 consisting of all unipotent
bilinear forms corresponding to (Af£.).
3.10. Let W j « W 2 ®... be a decomposition of V as a direct 
sum. Suppose that we are given non-singular bilinear forms 
fi : W .xW± — »k (1 i iin). Then there is a unique bilinear 
form f : VxV — *k which coincides with f^ on W^xW^ (all i) and 
such that f(x,y) = 0 if x e  'i^ , y ®  W.j and i ^ j. F is non- 
singular and we write f = f 1 ® f 2 ® ... ®fm . If f e £ and
4 »5  „
fic C^i^ i CG(U^), the parts of are the parts of V  , . /A.
and £ = max (all J >0). We write also (^,£) =
J la ti Hi J
® (V”,£m ).
3.11. Assume that we are in the situation of 3.8 and that f e 
the following notations.
a) If n = 2m-1 and £ = 1, then M is the identity c xc matrix.n n n
b) If a = 2m—1 and £ = 0 »  then M = (m. .) is the c xc matrixu 13 c n
such that m^j = 1 if i+j = cn+1 and = 0 otherwise.
In cases (a) and (b), we shall say that f is split if for 
some choice of the basis Pm  = M and Pi± = 0 for m+1 iiin.
c) If n = 2m (and then £ = <*>), let K = (k,,) be the c xcn j. j n n
matrix defined by k±j = 1 if i+j = cn+1 and i icn/2, and 
k^j = 0 otherwise, and let M = &K.
In case (c) we say that f is split if for some choice of 
the basis Pffl+1 =* K and P ^  = 0 for m+2 ¿i^n.
In each of the cases (a), (b), (c), the split bilinear 
forms contained in £ form a single conjugacy class in G.
In each case we denote by Q the matrix obtained for this 
particular choice of the matrices P^..
12. Let feGj be any unipotent bilinear form. We shall say 
that f is split if for some decomposition V = V1 ©... ®Vn as 
in 3.7 the restriction f^ of f to VixVi is split (in the sense 
of 3.11) for each i such that Vi ^ 0.
Let = (feC.^£|f is split}. e> 1 is a single
conjugaoy class in G. If T » K | ® „ .  ®Wffl and f ^ G i V . )  is split 
for each i, then f = f ^ ®  ... ®fm is also split.
hll- Suppose that k is finite. Let 7 = V ® ^ ,  Choose a basis 
for V. This is a E-basis for 7. Write 5Q, 5^, 5 for GQ(7),
G(V) respectively. Define F: G
G„ if
G by F(aij) = (aij)e
(aij) £ V  P(fij) " (fij)«Gi if where q =
|k| (the elements of GQ and G^being represented by their 
matrices). P is a morphism and GP = |g&G|F(g) = g) can be 
identified with G = G(V).
We write (reap. C ^ £) for the unipotent bilinear forms
f e G  (resp. f e G) corresponding to (A,£). Similarly we write 
C. r . (resp. Ch r . ) for the elements of C. e (resp. C„ ,_)* 9 C' 1 * A> I A >Ly C
which are split as elements of G (resp. G).
?ix g e 0 1(€(1. Let Z(g) = Z^(g), ZQ(g) = Z(g)n G0, AQ(g) = 
Z0(g)/Z(g)°. From [2 , p. E-7] we get for each a e A Q (g) a G- 
conjugacy class C*,£,a contained in C^>g>1r>5P . It is the class 
of xgx , where x e GQ is such that x-1F(x) is an element of 
ZQ(g) representing a. The definition of g a is independent 
of the choice of gtC. r .. (C. . .)n G P = U c ,  , D. If P acts 
trivially on A (g) and A (g) is commutative, then C. „ andu Gy £L
C ,^ f,b are distinct if a / b (a,beIQ (g)).
Suppose that V = W1 ©  ... ©Wm and f = © ... ® f m as in 3.10.
Suppose also that t e C ^ ^ ^ n G *  and f±e CAif for all i
(aA in the group of components of Z ^ ^ ^ i g ^ »  where g^  ^&
C_i -i .). Then feC .  - „ where a is the image of (a,,...,a„) 
under the composite homomorphism TT Z„ \ (g.) — >Z (g)--- *«¡irti uO',ti'' 1 °
AQ (g) (with g = g1 © ... ® g m ). This is clear from the 
definitions.
3.14. Suppose that f e C ^ )£ is such that all Jordan blocks of
2u = f have dimension n = 2m. We use the notations of 3.8 and
3.11. Choose a basis (ef) ( U s ^ n ,  U r i c  ) such that ej; . = 
(u+l)1-^ ^) (all i, r such that (1 < i<n-1, 1 s r  <cn). The
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matrix P of f has a block decomposition (P^). We show now that 
we can choose another basis (fg) (with f£_± = (u+1 )i(f^),
1 i i < n-1, 1< r < cR ) for which the matrix P' of f (with block 
decomposition (P^)) is closer to Q (Q as in 3.11).
We write P± = P±i, Pj^  = p^i#
Take first fJ » 51 xr8e£ + S  yrs<-i ' where X = (xrg) and
Y = (y_Q) are c xc matrices. Then
p;>. - S(*X(SP„+1 )X> * *XP„,X .
We want to have P^+  ^ = K. We must therefore have *^XPm+^X =
K + A for some antisymmetric matrix A. If k is
algebraically closed, this equation has a solution XQ say, and
the solutions are the matrices of the form X0X', where X'e
0 (k). If k is a finite field, then we can choose a matrix
n tK' such that SK' = M and xK'X ^ K + A for all matrices X, A 
with A antisymmetric. It is then possible to solve exactly one 
of the equations ^XPm+^X = K + A, ^XPm+^X = K* + A for some 
antisymmetric matrix A. This follows from the classification 
of quadratic forms in characteristic 2 [5 , p. 19 7- 199] .
Fix now a matrix XQ such that tXQPm+jX0 = K + AQ (or K' + AQ 
if k is finite) with kQ antisymmetric. let BQ be a fixed matrix 
such that Bq = AQ . Then taking Y = (6Pm+1) (^X- 1  )BQ, we get
Pi+1 " K lor PA+1 “ K ' if k 18
Suppose now that we already have &Pm+j = M and Pm+j = 0
for 2S i 4 i-1 • Take f8 = e8 + ^  *r g < _ 2 i+ 2 + ^  *rsei-2i+1 *
We get then ^¿+j = pm+j for 1  ^J < i-1 and ^¿+i = &(MY) +
tpm+i,m-i+2X + txPm-i+2 ,m+i + Pm+i’
But Pm+i,m-i+2 - Pm-i+2,m+i “ ?m+1 or tpm+1 (thia followa 
from 3.8). Hence p; + 1 = fe(MY) + S(fcPm+1,m_i+2D  + MX + Pm+i.
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In order to have P^+± = 0 we must take X = M(Pm+1 + A), 
where A is any antisymmetric matrix, and then Y can be chosen 
in such a way as to have P^+i = 0.
If k is algebraically closed these computations show that 
f is split• Hence £ is a single class in G. We find also 
that AQ (f) has two elements. It is easy to check that u £Z(g)°.
If k is finite, consists of two classes. If |k| = 2,
and cn a 2, then a form f with Pm+1 = (* &) is split if ad = 0 
and is not if ad = 1.
3.15. Let Wj = Ker(u+1), where u = f2 and f is a unipotent 
bilinear form. ZQ(f) acts on IP(W^). Suppose we are in the 
situation of 3.14 with k algebraically closed. Let CQ =
|kw e P(Wj) |f (v,v) = 0 if (u+1)m+1(v) = w}. Let C, =IP(W1) \ C <).
Then CQ and C, are the ZQ(f)-orbits in IP(W1) and dim C0 »
dim P(W^) - 1. This is easy to see if cn = 2. In this case
|0o l = 2. If cQ ^ 4, this can be proved by using decompositions
f = *i9 • • •$&Ctj 2* where ea°h f^ has two Jordan blocks. CQ is
irreducible if c >4.n
3.16. 3uppose that f e £ is such that all Jordan blocks of 
2f = u have dimension n = 2m—1. We use the notations of 3.8 
and 3.11. (e£), (f£), P = (P±J). P' = (P.^), Pi» pi are defined 
as in 3.14.
Take first f® = 5. xrsen* Then pi * ^XPmX and we can arrange 
to have P^ = M. It is also easy to check that if f = 1 and 
p; - M. t h m  » ( ‘Pi^Pi.,) is independent of the choice of X. 
Notice that if k is algebraically closed, then the solutions 
X for = M form an irreducible variety.
If n = 1 this 3hows that f is split and therefore ct » is 
a single conjugacy class. If k is algebraically closed, then 
ZQ(f) is connected.
We suppose now that n If k is finite, choose an element
ot^k such that £ x 2 + x for all x ek and let X' be the c xcn n
matrix such that k{ 1 = oc and k|j = 0 if (i,j) ^ (1,1).
We suppose now that Pm = M and that for some integer i > 1 
we have :
a) if i > 1, then Pffl+1 = 0 or Pm+1 = K' if k is finite and 
£n = 1 .
b) Pm+J " 0 if 2 * 1 < i- 1 •
Take f® = es n n rs n-2i+1 + s: rsn-2i*
if 3 *i-1 and P;+i = g(MT) + tXPffl_i+1X +Then P;+J = Pm+j
Pm+i,m-i+1X + txpm-i+1,n+i + Pm+i* Prom 5*8 we «et Pm+i,m-i+1 = 
Pm+i,m-i+1 = Pra-i+1,m+i + M * Hence
Pi+i - S<OT> + S<Pm-i+1,m+iX> + txPm-i+1X + “  + Pm+1*
Suppose first that = 0. Then S(MY) + $(Pm_i+1 ,n+iX > +
bXPm_^+^X is antisymmetric. We can choose X in such a way as 
to make MX + Pm+i antisymmetric and then we can find Y to have 
P^+^ = 0. This shows that f is split. £ is therefore a 
single class in G. If k is algebraically closed, ZQ (f) is 
easily seen to be connected.
If £n = 1 and i ^  2, the same method works to arrange P^+:L = 
0. We have therefore only to look at the case i = 1. In this 
case M = I and Pm_i+i = Pm = I. Therefore P^+1 = S(MY) +
$(P,m,m+1 X) + ^XX + X + Pm+^. We have to see if it is possible 
to make *XX + X + Pm+1 antisymmetric. As bXX is symmetric, we 
j + 3, where 3 is a symmetric matrix, and wemust have X = P,
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want 32 + 3 + tPm+1PQ+1 to be antisymmetric. As tPm+1Pffl+i is 
symmetric, we need only to look at the diagonal.
If k is algebraically closed, it is easy to find a solution 
with 3 a diagonal matrix. This shows that in this case f is 
split and therefore is a single class in G. Moreover ZQ (f)
ha3 two components. This will follow from the discussion of the 
case where k is finite. If cn = 1 it is easily checked that 
u = Z Q(f)\ Z(f)°.
Suppose now that k is finite. 3ince 3 is symmetric, Tr(S2) = 
Tr(S) . It follows then easily that there Í3 a solution if 
and only if Tri^P^jPm+j) = x2 + x for some xtk, If there is 
no solution, then the same argument show3 that for some X»
^XX + X + Pm+i = K' + A, where A is antisymmetric. Then by 
choosing Y in a suitable way we can arrange to have P¿+^ = 0
or P¿+1 = K'. It follows that g contains two classes of G.
Notice that if |k| = 2 and c *» 1, then f is split if
Pm+1 = 0 and is not lf Pm+1 = 1 (n >3)•
3.17. Suppose that we are in the situation of 3.16 with k 
algebraically closed. Let W1 = Ker(u+1). If £n = 0, then ZQ(f) 
acts transitively on P(W^).
If £n = 1, let H = (w e'rfj |f (v,w) = 0 if (u+1 )n"*1 (v) = w}.
H is a hyperplane in . L = (u+1) (fH) is a 1-dimensional 
subspace of W1. Let 0Q = |L}, = P(H)SCQ , C2 = PÍW,) \
(^uO,). C2 t  0 if cn >2 and C1 ^ 0 if cn> 3. Each C± is
empty or is a single Z0(f)-orbit. This is clear if cn ^2. The 
general case follows by using suitable decompositions f =
pe *2 for which has only one or two Jordan blocks.
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Proposition 3«18. If k is algebraically closed, then every 
unipotent bilinear form is split. The unipotent classes of 
bilinear forms are exactly the varieties where (A,f) 
is any pair satisfying (a) and (b) of 3.9.
Proof. Let f be a unipotent bilinear form. Take a decomposition 
V = © ... e»Vn as in 3.7. By 3.14 and 3.16 the restriction of
f to any is split. Hence f is split and every is a
single class in G.
Corollary 3.19. If k is finite, the classes of unipotent 
bilinear forms are the subsets C* , , where (1,i) is any pair 
satisfying (a) and (b) of 3.9 and a e A Q (g), g being a fixed 
element of 0^ £  ^ (with the notations of 3 .1 3 ).
Proof. This follows from 3.13 and 3.18.
Remark 3.20. If k is finite, the number of classes of unipotent 
bilinear forms is equal to the number of partitions of dim V. 
This will be proved in 4.5.
Proposition 3.21. If k is algebraically closed and féC. , is 
a unipotent bilinear form, then AQ(f) is naturally isomorphic 
to the abelian group generated by la^Jg.^ ^ 0} (a^a,,... as 
in 1 .1 3 ) with the following relations, = 1  if = ^ »
or if ^  = "Aj+1 * or if ^  = 0^+2 and is odd, and a.^  = 1 
if X± = 0.
Proof. It is easy to check that we can find subspaces
...,W (for some m) with the following properties.
a) The restriction f^ of f to is non-singular for all i and
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f = f. ®... ®f . i m
b) if f^ e gj_ cG(W^), then one of the following holds, 
bj) = n± is odd, = 0 (then e^± = 1)* 
b2) ^  = n± are odd, ^  = 0 and £* = 0.
bj) A* = ^ 2 = ni ^ 0 are even* ^3 = 0 (then £* = to).
Moreover in each case t = £ .ni ni
c) n. > n 0 ^ ... s n .1 d. m
X =  {(W1 ,... ,Wm ) I (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied) is an 
algebraic variety and ZQ(f) acts transitively on X (by 3.18).
X is irreducible and therefore the stabilizer S of x. eX meets 
all components of ZQ (f). The natural homomorphism 3/S°— >Ao(f) 
is surjective. 3/3° can be computed from 3.14 and 3.16 and we 
clearly can take {a^e,^ / O) as a set of generators. Some of 
the relations listed in the proposition are already true in
3/3° (a± = 1 if = 0, ajBj = 1 if A ± - lj+1 and /X± = 0,
2ai = 1 , some of the relations a^a^ = 1 if ^^ when i =
J+1). We need to check that the kernel of 3/3°— > Z 0 (f) is 
given by the relations in the proposition. The relations a^a^ = 
1 if ^  follow from 3.14 and 3.16. By 3.13 and 3.19 we
need only to classify the unipotent bilinear forms over one 
finite field. The proposition is then a consequence of the 
following lemma.
Lemma 3.22. Suppose that |k| = 2 and that f é C j (£. 3uppose also 
that there is a decomposition V = Wj ® W 2 such that (a), (b) and 
(c) of the proof of 3.21 hold (with m = 2). Then we have :
a) If n1 = 2  or 3, n2 = 1 and = 1, then f is split.
b) If = ^2+2 >5 and = 0, or if ^  =* 0*2 = ^ j+1 >4 and
f
I^4 = °» or = '>‘2+1 = ^ 3+1 * or if n 1 = n2, then f ia split
if and only if fj and f2 are both split or non-aplit. 
c) In all other cases, f is split if and only if f1 and f2 are 
split.
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Proof. Suppose that A, = A2+2 £ 5 and A? = 0. Then A 1 is odd. 
Say A 1 = 2m+1 = n. Choose a basis e],...,e^ of W. and a basis 
e^,...,en_ 2 of W2 as in 3.8. If V = Wlj ©WI, satisfies (a), (b)
and (c) of the proof of 3 .2 1 , we can take a basis f],...,f1o > n
of W* and a basis f:,...,f2 „ of W' with fj, = e1 + x.e2 +1 * n—  ^ n n I n—2
x2en-3 +* and f_n- 2  en- 2  + ^ 1 en- 2  + ^ 2en- 3  +*** • By 3»1 6 » 
we have to look at p - f (-¿+2, ), q = f(e2+1,e2+1), p. =
f(fi+2 >fi+2 ) = P + *' = f (fm+1 ’fm+1 )= * + y?* «  is
sufficient to prove that x1 = y^. This is true since x1 + y^  =
f f^3 ’fn-2  ^ = °*
If = ^2 = A^+1 ^ 4 and A^ = 0, then A^ = 2m = n is even. 
Choose a basis ej, e2,..., e^, e2 of 7/^ and a basis e^,...,e^ 1 
of W2. If V = Wj 3>.V£ satisfies (a), (b) and (c) of the proof 
of 3.21, then we can take a basis f],f2,...,f^,f2 of Vj and 
a basis f^,...,f^_1 (as in 3.8) with f^ = e^ + x ^ e ^  +
x 2en—2 +* * ’ fn = en + yi en- 1  + y2Sn- 2  +‘ * * * fn- 1  = en- 1  + 1 2  1 2
Z1en- 1 + t1en-1 + z2en-2 + t2en-2 +,,‘ * By 5,14 8111(1 3*16» we 
have to look at :
r = Plp2, where p, = f ( e ^  ,e^+1), p2 = f(ej+1,e2+1).
« “ f(em+1»em+1)*
r' = p'pi,, where pj = f(fi+1»f^+1) = P, + x2 and pi, =
) - Pcf( C i ' C i
q' f f^m+ 1 ,fm+1
.  A -•z 2 2 2J ) = q p 1z1 + p,t, + z,t,. Since zf = z,■ 2 1 '1 “1 and
b tj» it is sufficient to prove that x 1 = t1 and y 1 = z 1
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to get q + r + q *  + r* = 0  (this proves the lemma in this 
case). This is true since x1 + t1 = = 0 and
+ z 1 = = o.
The proof for the other cases is similar.
Corollary 3.23. In the situation of 3.21, A(f) is naturally 
isomorphic to the abelian group generated by {aQ} u  {a^g.^ ^ 0}
with the relations given in 3.21 and with a^ = T T a i, where 
I = 7* 0 and 1 ).
Proof. A(f) is obtained by adjoining fZ(f)° to AQ(f). 3y 
definition fZ(f)° is central in AQ(f). We need only to prove 
that uZ(f)° (u = f^) corresponds to I ( a.. Prom the proof ofieX 1
3.21, it is sufficient to check this in the following cases :
a) u has only one Jordan block.
b) u has two Jordan blocks, both of even dimension.
In these cases the formula results from the computations 
of 3.14 and 3.16.
Proposition 3.24. If k is algebraically closed and f e C ,  , isC
a unipotent bilinear form, then dim Z(f) = zA + 5 1  c. (z,, c.
*  ^ 1
as in 3.9)
Proof. Let Y be the variety of all decompositions V = V 1 «... 
©V^ as in 3.7. ZQ(f) acts transitively on Y (by 3.18). Let 
Y^ be the variety of all decompositions Cn = Vj ©... œV^' , where 
Vj,..,V£ are orthogonal u^-stable subspaces and all Jordan 
blocks of the restriction of u^ to have dimension i (with 
the notations of 3.9). dim Y^ = dim Y and zon (c)^u 0^  acts 
transitively on Y^. Taking stabilizers of y g Y and y^  «s Y^, we
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reduce the computation of dim Z(f) - z^ to the case where all 
Jordan blocks of u have the the same dimension.
Assume now that all Jordan blocks of u have dimension i.
In this case z.x = (ic^-C;L)/2 if i is odd and z^ = ic2/2 if i 
is even. Also dim Z(f) = dim Z(u) - dim {g^C. c|g2 = u) can 
be computed from 3.8. We get :
A i e 2- (M\•HO if i is odd and II•H
dim Z(f) = < (ic^+c^/2 if i is odd and p- H o
l ici/2 if i is even.
if £, 4 0Hence dim H> II 1 1 *
w  + ci if £± = 0.
This proves the proposition.
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4. Groups of type E^ -.
In this paragraph p = 2. We prove that there are only 
finitely many unipotent olasses arising from the symmetry of 
order 2 in the Dynkin diagram of type Eg. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that k is an algebraic closure of 
(<1 = 2e). These results are due to George lusztig.
4.1» Let G be a connected reductive group defined over P . Letq
F : G — *G be the corresponding Probenius endomorphism. G has 
a dual group G* defined up to isomorphism. G* is defined over 
Fq and its Probenius endomorphism is also denoted by F. If G 
has a connected centre there is a natural partition of the set 
(GP ) of all irreducible representations of GP (isomorphism 
classes of irreducible complex representations of GP ) indexed 
by semisimple classes in G*P [ 4]. Let X_ be the subset of 
(GP ) corresponding to the class of s « G*P (s semisimple). In 
this situation ZG*(s) is always connected and it is known that 
if Zr#(s) is a Levi subgroup of some parabolic subgroup of G*f
then Xg can be parametrized in a natural way by the set of
Pirreducible unipotent representations of ZG#(s)* .
Let r(G) = |(GP)~| and let ru (G) = |{0 e(GP)~|0 is
unipotent)|. Then r(G) = IX I, where the summation is taken
S Pover representatives of the semisimple classes of G* , and if 
Zq #(s ) is a Levi subgroup of some parabolic subgroup of G* 
then |XB | = ru (ZG*(s)*).
4.2. Let G be a reduotive group defined over 0?^  such that G = 
G° has a connected centre and 5/G has two elements. 5/0 acts
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on the canonical torus of G (defined as in [4]) and therefore 
on its dual which is the canonical torus of G*. This gives an 
involution <r on the set of semisimple classes of G*. We write 
s s <rs if the class of s is fixed by o'. G/G acts also on (G^)^ 
and this gives an involution on (GP)~ (also denoted by <r). If 
3 e the subset XQ of (GP )^ is cr-stable if and only if s =
os. In fact <rXg = X ^ . This follows from the definition of X .
"K1If 0 e ( G  is such that 0= <?&, then 6 is the restriction of
2 irreducible representations of GP. If 0 ji crQ, then there is
one irreducible representation of G such that 0 and cr© are the
components of its restriction to GP . We get in this way « n
irreducible representations of GP. Therefore r(5) = |(GP)"'| =
2 U S  € (GPr i ©  =0-9} | + i| |0 e (GP)^| 9 4 cr©} |.
If s e GP is semisimple and s a  era, let X_ = (CrP)'’'“(the
3
components of the restriction of 'Y to GP are in |. Thens
r(8) = ^  |X | + i ^  |X |, where the summations are taken over 
representatives of the semisimple classes of G*P such that 
s s ers and a ^ era respectively. Clearly |X I = 2|x°'| + 
||XS 'X^|.
We shall say that 'Ye (&*)'" is unipotent if some component 
(or all components) of its restriction to GP is unipotent. Let 
ru (S) = | I'Ve (0pn - r  is unipotentj|. We also have ru (G) =
2 | [9 e (GP)~ I© is unipotent and 0 = tr©} | + i| {&&(GP)^ | 9 is 
unipotent and & £ <r©} |.
±il- If G is any algebraic group defined over F , let c (G) be
Pthe number of unipotent classes of G and let c(G) be the total
P ^number of conjugacy classes of G . If O and G are as in 4.2,
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then c(G) = ^ ^ ( Z g i s ) )  and cu (S) = s2  cu (Zg(s)) +
- ! E cu (Zq (b)). The summations are taken over representatives 
of the semisimple classes of G^, with the restrictions as 
indicated (notice that p = 2).
Proposition 4.4. Let G and G be as in 4.2. Suppose that all 
components of A(G) are of type An or Dn (for various values 
of n) and that G and G* have connected centres. Then c (G) =
ru<&).
Proof. Consider the group H = T T  i x ( ( , n^ ,... and
m^mg»... such that A(H) = A(G)) with a rational structure 
corresponding to that of G and choose an automorphism cr of H 
(over F^) of order 2 which acts on A(H) as G/G on A(G). Let 
S  be the semidirect product of H and (1 ,0-}. Then it follows 
from [4] that ru (H) = ru (G). Also cu (H) = cu (G). It is therefore 
sufficient to prove the proposition fo H.
H is isomorphic to H* and the partition of (H**)A can 
therefore be indexed by semisimple classes in HP. Since r(H) = 
c(H), we have :
2 c u (¥ s )> + \ I c u (ZH (s)) = 2  |X8 | + 1 2  |XS |.4CO-5 u 11 d s $<rs u 11 S*«ri B J*o*S s
All the groups Zjj(s) are Levi subgroups of parabolic 
subgroups of H. We have therefore |XS | = ru (Zjj(s)) and it 
follows also from computations in [8] that |2_| = r (Z«(s)).
From [8] cu (zh (s)) = ^(Z^is)) and all the terms with s ^ <rs 
cancel. The groups Zg(s) are all of the type considered in the 
proposition and therefore we may assume by induction on dim G 
that cu (Zg(s)) = ru (Zg(s)) if s = <tb and s^Z(H). So all the 
terms with s 4 Z(S) cancel and we get |Z(fi)P |cu (8 ) =
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|Z(S)P |ru (fi). Hence cu (H) = ru (H).
Corollary 4.5. let V be a vector space of dimension n over F . 
Then there are p(n) equivalence classes of unipotent bilinear 
forms on V, where p(n) is the number of partitions of n.
Rroof. let G(V) be defined as in 3.1. G(V) has p(n) unipotent 
classes contained in G1(V). From 4.4 it is therefore sufficient 
to prove that there are 2p(n) unipotent representations in 
G(V)~. Since G1(V c o n t a i n s  p(n) unipotent representations, 
it is sufficient to show that G(V)/Gl(V) fixes these xmipotent 
representations. This comes from the fact that the 2-module 
generated by their characters is also generated by characters 
of the form Indp^'^ (1 ) ( P a  parabolic subgroup of G1(V)) and 
G(V)/G1(V) acts trivially on the characters of this form.
4.6. let H be a simply connected semisimple group of type E^ 
defined over F^. H has a parabolic subgroup defined over F^ 
with a levi subgroup G of type Eg defined over F^. G is unique 
up to conjugation by an element of HP .
H* can be taken to be the adjoint group of H and we have 
therefore a bijective homomorphism f : H — ► H* (since p = 2 
H has a trivial centre). The image of G in H* is defined over 
Fq, has type Eg and is a levi subgroup of some parabolic 
subgroup of H* defined over Fq. From [8 , 7 .2] G* is isomorphic 
to some subgroup of H* with these properties, since such 
subgroups form a single H* -conjugacy class, this shows that 
we can take G* = f(G). In particular the partition of (GP )y'
t?can be indexed by semisimple classes in G .
Jnh (G)/G| = 2 and NH (G)/G acts non-trivially on the Qynkin
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diagram of G. We caji use 4.2 with G = N&(H). <r can be taken to 
be the conjugation by some suitable xeNjj(T) representing the 
longest element in the Weyl group of H (T c G a maximal F-stable 
torus contained in some P-stable Borel subgroup of G). Since 
2e(G) = 2r(G), we have :
Examination of the different possibilities for s shows [3j : 
a) If s =  1, Zg(s) = 3.
0"(s) but not to 1 or sQ. Then ZG(s) is a Levi subgroup of some 
parabolic subgroup of G and is of the type considered in 4.4. 
Therefore cu (Z3 (s)) = ¡Xj and cu (Z0 (u)) = |X8 | (as in 4.4).
Since in general |XS |«2|XS | and eu (ZG(e))< 2cu (Zg(s)), the 
terms remaining after the cancellations due to (c) give :
It follows from computations in [ 6 ] that the right hand side 
has a bound independent of q. Since for some q every unipotent 
class of G contains rational points, this shows :
Also, since c(G) = r(G), we have :
Substracting and rearranging terms, we get :
b) There is a semisimple element s & G^ such that s and tr(s )o o o
are conjugate in G and Zg (sq) has type A2xA2xA2 .
c) Suppose that s « G  is semisimple and is conjugate in G to
2cu (G) £ 3|X1 | + 3|XSq| + cu (G)
Proposition 4.7. The group G of 4.6 has only finitely many 
unipotent classes.
CHAPTER II
DYNKIN VARIETIES.
Equidimensionalitv of components.
We consider here a fixed unipotent element u eO. We use in 
particular the notations of 0 .6 with this element.
1«1» For many questions concerning <33^, we can assume that G 
is reductive and generated by G° and u. In this case, let Gj, 
•••» Gr be the minimal connected normal subgroups of G. Then 
<&„ = t t <b (g .)„. So we can also assume in many cases that Gu KKr 1 u
has no non-trivial connected normal subgroup. Suppose this i3 
the case and let G^,...,Ga be the minimal connected normal 
subgroups of G°. It is easily checked that £ <siGi)(u3)* 
This shows that we can often assume that A(G°) is connected.
Another reduction (when G is reductive) is obtained by 
replacing G by Aut(G°) via the morphism ad : g i— > ad(g) |6q .
We have clearly <3^  s <£(Aut(G°) )ad(u ).
lemma 1.2. Suppose that B0,Bj e <Bu and (3q ,Bj )e 0(w). Then
a) w e Wu .
b) If ?u (w) = j and w = S^Sg...«^ (s,j»...,Sj eTT), then the 
Borel subgroups 3^, ...» Bj_ 1 of 0.7 all belong to <3u.
Proof, a) This is obvious since 3Q and 3^ are fixed by u. 
b) This follows from the unicity property in 0.7.
Lemma 1.5. Suppose that s eTT and P
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a) If <Bu n 33(P) la not empty* then it is a single point or 
a projective line.
b) Suppose moreover that B c P  and 3 e 9^. Let 7 be the variety 
of all unipotent elements in uB. Define V = IveVl
dim ( n ^ (P)) = 1}. Then 7g is a hypersurface in V.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B e <73^ 
and BcP.
Let H be the subgroup of G generated by P and u. Then for 
any veV, n 33(P) = ^>(H)V . Using the methods of 1.1, it is 
easy to see that it is sufficient to prove the lemma in the 
following two cases.
a) G is connected semisimple of type Aj.
b) p = 2, G = Aut(3Lj) and u^G°.
This is done in 1.4 and 1.5.
1.4. If G is connected semisimple of type Aj, then V = U is 
isomorphic to G . If u eU \ {1), then = |B}. If u =  1,
33^  = «  S IP1.
1.5. Assume that p = 2 and let V be a k-vector space of 
dimension 3. Then Aut(SL(7)) = G(V)/Z, where G(7) is defined 
as in 1.3.1 and Z = Z(GL(V)).
It is sufficient to prove (a) of 1.3 for unipotent bilinear
oforms on 7. Let f be such a form. If f has only one Jordan 
block, then <3^ 2 is a single point (this can be checked
directly) and therefore <8p c 3^2 is also a single point.
2 2 If f has more than one Jordan block, then f = 1, i.e. f is
symmetric. It is easily checked that the isotropio flags for
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f form a variety isomorphic to IP1. This proves (a) of 1.3.
Choose now a basis (e.|,e2,ej) of V. Let B be the subgroup 
of upper triangular matrices. A bilinear form f eG(V) is in 
ng (v ) (B) if and only if its matrix has the form
0 0 f13
0 f 22 f 23
31 f32 f3 31
where f ^  = f(e^,ej). It is easily checked that f is unipotent 
if and only if f ^  = f_^ and that f^ = 1 if and only if f is 
unipotent and f ^  = f52. (b) of 1.3 for Aut(SL(V)) follows 
then from the fact that f <— » (f2j+f^2)/f22 is a regular 
function on (^(y) (B) \ GL(V) )/Z.
Definition 1.6. Let s be a fundamental reflection and P e^^g). 
A one-dimensional subvariety of <53(P) will be called a line 
of type s if it is of the form $(P) n 9?x for some unipotent 
element x euG°. If 6 is reductive and s = s^, we shall also 
call it a line of type <x.
Corollary 1.7. Any two points in <®u can be connected in <8U 
by a sequence of arcs of lines of the kind described above (for 
various fundamental reflections). In particular <2U is 
connected.
Proof. This follows immediately from 1.2 and 1.3.
Corollary 1.8. uG° contains a unipotent element v such that 
<33v consists of a single element.
Proof. We may assume that G is reductive. uG° contains a
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unipotent element x which normalizes B and T. Choose one 
fundamental root Qr^ , o^,... , c* in each x-orbit in TT. Then u' = 
x T T x ^  (1 ) is unipotent and it is easy to check that there 
are no lines of type cx (any ex e TT) through B oontained in <3u ,. 
Therefore <3U , = {B} is reduced to a single element.
1♦9. Let x be any element of G. We consider here a natural
correspondence between the irreducible components C,, ..., CI n
of C°(x) n N and the components (X„.) v of .U (TfiO X
Consider the morphisms -n^  : G°— ><33, g ^ 6B, 1T2 : G° — *C°,
8 ‘-- » g“ 1*g. Let Y = TT“ 1 (<JJx ) = TT" 1 (C°(x) n N ) , = TT“ 1 (X^),
^i = TTg1 (Ci) (<re S(x), 1 <i <n). Y ^  and Y^ are closed in Y. 
Zq (x )YB = Y, Z(x)°YaB = Yr and Z ^ r ^ B  = Y±. Por any creS(x), 
V  is irreducible since X and B are so (0.14). As Y_. d (Jy ,_,
^ rit z
(1’0-)<reg(x ) is the family of irreducible components of Y.
For any (re S(x), Zft(x)Y_ = U  Yo_  is closed in Y and is a° v acA.t>1 acr
union of fibres of rr2. Since 'T£ is open, it follows that 
‘n2 (Y<r) = T T g is closed in C°(x)nW. In particular, 
for each C± there is a reS(x) such that TT^(Yt) = C ^
Suppose that ^(Y^) c CA. Then Y^ is an irreducible 
component of Y^. But for some re3(x), C^  ^» ir^ (Yr) and 
therefore Y. = O  Y„ . So the irreducible components of Y. 
are (Yar)a-^Q(X )• la particular <r= ax for some a £ A Q(x) and 
'Tr2 (Y<r) = 0±.
This gives a natural surjection TT : S(x)— ► |C1 »...,Cn ) and 
for each i, 3^  ^■ ir” (C^ is a single AQ (x)-orbit in S(x).
More generally, the same argument gives a bijeotion between 
the set of ZQ(x)-orbits in CBX and the set of B-orbits in
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C°(x)r»N, and to each B-stable irreducible subvariety of 
C°(x) n N of codimension r we can associate a subvariety of <33x 
which is ZQ(x)—stable and whose components are permuted 
transitively by AQ (x), and each component has codimension r 
in 3JX . A similar argument gives a bijective correspondence 
between the set of G/G°-orbits in the set of irreducible 
components of C(x)nN and the set of A(x)-orbits in S(x) (we 
use here the natural isomorphism G/G° = N/B).
1.10. We use the notations of 1.9. If cr* S±» then dim Y r =
dim Y^ and therefore :
dim X^ + dim B = dim + dim Z(x).
Lemma 1.11. Let X be a closed irreducible subvariety of <33^ . 
Suppose that for some s eTTthere is a line of type s contained 
in 98u through all X eX. Suppose that these lines are not all 
contained in X. Then the union Y of these lines is a closed 
irreducible subvariety of ^  and dim Y = dim X + 1.
Proof. Let 3(5) be the closure of 0(3) in <3!x<3. Let Z =
(Xx <$u )n 3(5). Z is a projective variety, and since X is 
irreducible and all the fibres of pr2 : Z — »X are projective 
lines, Z is irreducible (0.14) and dim Z = dim X + 1. Y is 
the projection of Z on <35^  and is therefore closed and 
irreducible, dim Z > dim Y »dim X + 1 since X c Y  and X fi Y.
Hence dim Y = dim X + 1.
Proposition 1.12. All irreducible components of <©u have the
same dimension.
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Proof. By 1.7* it is sufficient to prove that if X^ is a 
component of maximal dimension and L c is a line of type s 
(s all) meeting then L is contained in a component of 
maximal dimension.
With the notations of 1.3» Vg is a hypersurface in V. We use 
the correspondence of 1.9 with x = u. Choose B'eLnX^. If 
creS^» let X a B' be an irreducible component of the subvariety 
of <Bu corresponding to CxnVg. If X^i s  a union of lines of 
type 8» there is nothing to prove. Assume this is not the case. 
Then X has codimension 1 in 9^ since has codimension 1
in C°(x)r»N. If X is a union of lines of type s* then L e X c X acr
for some a e A e (x) and dim X ^  = dim X^. We may therefore assume
that X is not a union of lines of type s. We can now apply 1.11
and we get a closed irreducible subvariety Y c 93u such that
L cY and dim Y = dim X + 1 = dim <53 . This proves the
uproposition.
1.13. In £19] Steinberg considers elements x e G  such that x 
normalizes some B ' e. GZ and some maximal torus T‘ of B'. Such
I
an element is called quasisemisimple. We shall use the 
following result of Steinberg [1 9 , p. 51] s every Borel 
subgroup normalized by a semisimple element x contains a 
maximal torus normalized by x. Thus semisimple elements are 
quasisemisimple. He shows also that if G° is a simply conneoted 
semisimple algebraic group and x e S  is quasisemisimple* then 
ZQ(x) is a connected reductive group [1 9 , p. 52] (this is 
stronger than 1.16). We consider here quasisemisimple elements 
in the framework of Dynkin varieties.
Lemma 1.14. Suppose that G is reductive and that x eO 
normalizes B and T. Then Z^(x) contains a one-dimensional torus 
independent of x with the following property. For all c ek*, 
there exists t e TQ such that <x(t) = c for all cxeTT.
Proof. Take for TQ the identity component of {teT n[g °,G°]| 
<*(t) = p>(t) for all <x, p, eTT}. This is clearly a one-dimensional 
torus. Tq is x—stable, x normalizes T and B and therefore 
leaves f+ invariant. Since Aut(TQ) = J+1,-1), this shows that 
Tq c ZT(x).
Corollary 1.15. a) ZT (x)° is a regular torus in G, i.e. T is 
the only maximal torus of G containing it.
to) ZT (x)° is a maximal torus of Z(x) and every maximal torus 
of Z(x) contained in B is of the form Z^,,(x)° for a unique 
maximal torus T* of B and x normalizes T'.
c) 0°(x)nNjf(T) is a single Ng0(T)-conjugacy class.
d) The B-conjugacy class of x is closed.
e) C°(x) and C(x) are closed.
Proof. Zj (x ) d T0 clearly contains regular elements [20* p. 96], 
This proves (a), (b) is an immediate consequence of (a).
c) If y = gxg- 1  eNK (T) (g eG°), then ZT (y) and Z(gTj(y) are 
maximal tori in Z(y). Hence for some z eZ(y)°, ZT(y) =
Z(ZgT)(y). By (b), T = zgT. This proves (c) since zgeG° and 
y = (zg)x(zg)“1.
d) If t e T  and veU, (tv)x(tv)- 1 = x(x- 1 txt~ 1 )(t(x_1vxv“ 1 )t_1). 
t(x- 1vxv- 1  )t- 1  e U  and T' = Jx- 1txt- 1 |t e T| is a subtorus of T. 
Hence the B-class of x is contained in xT'U and contains xT*.
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Lemma 1.14. Suppose that G is reductive and that x eG 
normalizes B and T. Then Z^ ,(x) contains a one-dimensional torus 
TQ independent of x with the following property. For all c ek*, 
there exists t e TQ such that «(t) = c for all cxeTT.
Proof. Take for TQ the identity component of {t e T n [G°,G°J | 
cx(t) = p>(t) for all <x, p> eTT}. This is clearly a one-dimensional 
torus. Tq is x-stable. x normalizes T and B and therefore 
leaves ^invariant. Since Aut(TQ) = {+1,-1}, this shows that
To c zt (x )*
Corollary 1.15. a) ZT (x)° is a regular torus in G, i.e. T is 
the only maximal torus of G containing it.
b) ZT(x)° is a maximal torus of Z(x) and every maximal torus 
of Z(x) contained in B is of the form ZT ,(x)° for a unique 
maximal torus T' of B and x normalizes T'.
c) C°(x)nNN (T) is a single NG° (T)-conjugacy class.
d) The B-conjugacy class of x is closed.
e) C°(x) and C(x) are closed.
Proof. Zj(x): Tfl clearly contains regular elements [20, p. 96]. 
This proves (a), (b) is an immediate consequence of (a).
c) If y = gxg- 1  eN jj(T) (geG°), then ZT(y) and Z^gTj(y) are 
maximal tori in Z(y). Hence for some z eZ(y)°, ZT(y) = 
Z(ZgT)(y). By (b), T = zgT. This proves (c) since z g e G 0 and 
y = (zg)x(zg)“1.
d) If t e T  and VeU, (tv)x(tv)“ 1 = x(x“^txt“ 1 )(t(x- 1  vxv“ 1 )t~^). 
t(x“ 1vxv~^ )t- 1 e U  and T' = jx“ 1txt~ 1 11 e T} is a subtorus of T. 
Hence the B-class of x is contained in xT'U and contains xT'.
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It 7 = x t T T x ^ )  exT'U, then xt is in the closure of the T -ott O
class of y. The B-class of x is therefore closed since it is 
contained in the closure of any B-class contained in xT'U.
e) This follows from (d) since G°/B is complete.
Proposition 1»16. Let G be a reductive algebraic group. Suppose 
that x e G is such that every B' e. <33^  contains a maximal torus 
normalized by x (semisimple elements have this property). Then 
H = Z(x) is reductive. Moreover there is a natural morphism 
t : e3x — > ^(H) given by B 1'— >B'nH°. f is H-equivariant and 
its restriction to any component of <32x is an isomorphism.
Proof. We may assume that x normalizes B and T. Since any y e. 
C°(x)nN normalizes a maximal torus of B* every element of 
C°(x)n N is B-conjugate to some element in Nn (T). By 1.15 (c) 
and (d), C°(x)nH is therefore a finite union of closed B- 
conjugacy classes of elements in N^(T). So B acts transitively 
on each irreducible component of C°(x)nN. By 1.9* H° acts 
transitively on each Irreducible component of <8^. Since 
is complete* the stabilizer H ° n B  of B g <B x is parabolic in H 
and therefore H°n B is a Borel subgroup of H. This gives an 
equivariant bijactive morphism f' from 92(H) to the component 
of containing B.
Let IT = T T x  B- = TlT. 3" e (B and TTTUo H =
x
Zy-(x)Zj(x)Zy(x) = Zy-ixJiBnH) is a neighbourhood of 1 in H. 
Hence dim 92(H) = dim Z^-lx). Also f' is an isomorphism since 
dim df ,.(T(H)1) > dim d f ' (TiZ^ix) ) 1 ) - dim Zg-U) « dim 53(H). 
Replacing now B by B~* we get dim 93(H) = dim Zg(x). Therefore 
dim H = dim Z^(x) + dim Z^(x) + dim Zp(x) ■ 2dim 92(H) +
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dim Z,p(x). This shows that H is reductive. The remaining 
statements in the proposition follow from the fact that B can 
be any element of 33^ .
Proposition 1.17» let G be any algebraic group and let x be 
any element of G. Then all Irreducible components of <33x 
have the same dimension and all irreducible components of 
C(x)nN have the same dimension.
Proof. Because of 1.10, we need only to prove that all 
irreducible components of have the same dimension. We 
may also assume that G is reductive. Let x = su be the Jordan 
decomposition of x. By 1.16, <3^ is isomorphic to a union of 
varieties isomorphic to <J3(Z(s))u . The proposition follows 
then from 1 .1 2 .
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2» Dimension of and relative positions.
In this paragraph G is always a reductive group and u eG 
is a fixed unipotent element. We write C°, C, Z, AQ, A and S 
for C°(u), C(u), Z(u), AQ(u), A(u ) and 3(u) respectively.
2.1. In 0.7* we have defined : 3x3 — *W as follows. (^o-»t.) = 
w if and only if (X^xXx) n 0(W) is dense in X^ xX.,.. The following 
properties are clear :
a) cp(cr, x) eWu.
b) 4*(r,o-) = fKr.t)“1.
c) 4* (ao~pax) = ^ (o^ t ) for all a e AQ.
2.2. Let E = { (B1 *B2*x) |B1, B2 e CBZ and x e C ° j .  G° acts on E by 
g. (B1fB2*x) = (gB1 ,sB2*gxg“ 1 ) .  For any <r»TeS, le t E =
G°. (X^xX^xJu}). is closed in E and irreducible and by 1.12
dim E = dim E^^ = 2 dim 93^  + dim C°. E = E^ ^  if and only
if (cT',r* ) = (aviar) for some a eA - Since B = LJ E , the0 a-.xes (r»x-
varieties E ^ x are the irreducible components of E.
2.5. For any weW, let Ew = En(0(w)xC°). Ew = 0 if w <£wu. If 
dim Ew «* dim E, Ey contains some component E T of E and then 
tP(cr»T) “ w. Conversely* if ^(c,t) = w, then Ew contains E^ . _ 
and dim Ew = dim E. Therefore ^ (SxS) = jweWu |dim Ew =* dim Ej.
2.4. For any w eW, let Nw = N n wN. Nw nuG° = 0 if w ^ W u. For 
we W u, let Vw be the variety of all unipotent elements in 
Nw nuG°. From 1.1.4» Vw is irreducible and dim Vw = dim B - 
ranku(G) - £(w) = dim V1 - £(w).
Since there are only finitely many unipotent classes in G*O
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there is a unique G0-class C° such that C° nV is dense in V .w w w w
We have therefore a natural map w i— from Wu to the set of 
unipotent G°-classes in uG°.
For any subvariety X of uG°, define Q(x) = {weWu |Xr>Vw is 
dense in Vw J. We shall consider in particular the sets Q(C°) 
and Q(Ci ) (1 ¿ iin), where C1, ...» Cn are the irreducible 
components of C°nN. Clearly Q(C°) = {weWu |C° = C°}.
Proposition 2.5. dim Z >  2 dim ^  + rank^G) and there is 
equality if and only if Q(C°) / 0.
Proof. For any w c W u , dim Ew = dim 0(w) + dim (V nC°) $ 
dim G - rank^G) > and there is equality if and only if w e 
Q(C°). Therefore dim E < dim G - rank^jG), and there is 
equality if and only if Q(C°) ¿ 0. But from 2.2, dim E = 
dim C° + 2 dim 93^ . This proves the proposition since dim G = 
dim Z + dim C°.
2.6. If G is connected, Bala and Carter have proved that
Q (C°) ^ 0 if p = O or if p ) 4m + 3, where m = max ht(oc) [i 1 
oIf G is of type A^, Bn , Cn or Dn> dim Z and dim ^  can be 
computed and we find that dim Z = 2 dim 4^ + ranku (G) (5.7 
and 5»21) and therefore Q(C°) ^ 0 (actually the computations 
in paragraph 5 don't deal with the case where G° is of type 
and the image of u in P(G°) has order 3 but this case 
has been considered in 1.2.5). In paragraph 6 we shall show 
how to find elements in Q(C°) when G° is of type Bn or 
Cn (this is the method sketched by Steinberg in [21 ] to prove 
that Q(C°) jí 0 for connected groups of these types). If G° is
of type Gg» direct computations show that Q(C°) ^ 0.
Collecting these results, we find that the application 
WU — »(unipotent G°-classes in uG°j , wi— »C° is surjective 
at least if one of the following conditions holds :
a) p = 0 or p >120.
b) A(G°) has no components of type E,., E„, E0 or P..o l a  4
c) A(G°) has no components of type E^ or Eg and p>47.
d) A(G°) has no components of type EQ and p ;>71.
Corollary 2.7. let x be any element of G. Then :
a) dim Z(x) 2 dim 93^  + rankx (G).
b) dim 7^ + dim (C(x)nN) < dim B - rankx (G).
c) dim C(x) 2 dim (C(x)nH) - (rank.j (G) - rankx (G)).
If one of (a), (b) or (c) is an equality, then they are all 
equalities. If one of the conditions of 2.6 hold3, then they 
are all equalities.
Proof. By 1.10, dim <®x + dim B = dim (C(x)nN) + dim Z(x).
(b) is obtained from (a) by replacing dim Z(x) by dim + 
dim B - dim (O(x)nN). To get (c) from (a), replace dim <%x 
by dim (C(x) nN) + dim Z(x) - dim B and use dim G = dim Z(x) + 
dim C(x) = 2 dim B - rank1(G).
So we need only to consider (a). Let x = su be the Jordan 
decomposition of x. By 1.16 and 2.5» dim zZ(.b) ^  ^
2 dim«B(Z(s))u + ranku(Z(s)). Zz 3^ j(u) = Z(x) and by 1.16 
dim *53(Z(s) )u = dim (®x. Hence dim Z(x) > 2 dim 73x + ranku (Z(s)). 
We have to show that ranku (Z(s)) = rankx (G). We may assume 
that B e ®  = (B_n 73,,. 3y 1.16, BnZ(s)° is a Borel subgroup 
of Z(s). Therefore ranku (Z(s)) = rank^iNn Z(s)) =
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dim (ZZb (s )/Zu (s )*u Zu (8^)* In tb® Proof of 1.1.2 (c) we have 
shown that Zg(s)/Z^s) s Z g ^ s U ) .  It follows that
^Bi-i/Zuis)C«ZuCe)) S ZZ3/u(gU)(uU) = ZB/u(auU) = ZB/U(*U). 
Hence ranku (z(s)) = dim (Zg^yixU)) = rank^CG). This proves (a). 
If one of the conditions of 2.6 holds for G, it holds also 
for Z(s) and we have equality in (a). This proves the 
corollary.
2.8. Suppose that Q(C°) ± 0. Prom the proof of 2.5, dim Ew = 
dim E if and only if weQ(C°). By 2.3 we have then <P(SxS) = 
Q(C°). Moreover, as Vw is irreducible, Ew = G°.(jB}x|wB}x 
(C°nVw )) is irreducible if weQ(C°). By 2.3 (^cr,v:) = w is then 
equivalent to E ^ = Ew . Collecting previous results, we get :
Proposition 2.9. Assume that Q(C°) ^ 0. Then if : 3xS — >WU Vina 
the following properties.
a) <P(Tf<r) = ¿P(<r,r)"1.
b) ifio-'ir1) = Wirtz) if and only if (p-’,x* ) = (acr,aT) for some
ae V
c) if (3x3) = Q(C°).
Corollary 2.10. Let u^ ... »u^ be a complete set of
representatives for the unipotent G°-classes contained in uG°
which are of the form C° for some w e Wu . Thenw
2. | (3(.u±)x3(\x±) )/A (u ^) I = |WU |.
Proof. Wu is the disjoint union of the sets Q(C°(ui )) (1^i^m). 
The corollary follows then from 2.9.
Proposition 2.11. 3uppose that Q(C°) 4 0* Then |s| > 
||wcQ(C°)|w2 = 1 ) |. There is equality if a2 = 1 for all a £ AQ .
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Proof. Let S^,...,3n be the A0-orbits in S. If weQ(C°), w = 
<P(o-,t ) for some If w2 = 1, <P(<r,T.) = if(cr,T)“1 =
(p(T»<r). Hence (r,<r) = (ar,at) for some a. ekQ. So i=j and w e  
<r(s1KS1).
Suppose that a2 = 1 for all a e A Q. Then tf((r,a(r) = <P(acr,a2cr) 
^(aaxr) = ^(cnaa-)“1. Hence ^(cr,*)2 = 1 if
Therefore {weQ(C°)|w2 = 1| c U ^ t S . x S j ,  and there is
p *«Un 1 A
equality if a = 1 for all a ek.o
Also KPiSjxS^)! = | (SixSi)/A{)| ^  | |  since A q acts 
transitively on S ^  and there is equality if AQ is abelian. 
This proves the proposition.
Proposition 2.12. Let ^»...»u^ be a complete set of 
representatives for the unipotent G°-classes contained in uG°. 
Then 5. 13(u.) | > | {w t Wu | w2 = 1 } |. There is equality if the 
following condition is realized. A(G°) has no components of 
type Eg, E^, Eg, F^ or Gg and there is no power of u acting 
by an automorphism of order 3 on a component of type D^.
Proof. (Q(C°(u^)))j<ifm is a partition of Wu. The inequality 
follows then from 2.11. For the equality, notice that if the 
given condition is verified, then QiC^u^)) ^ 0 for all i and 
that AQ (ui) is a product of cyclic groups of order 2 for all i. 
We can therefore use the equality in 2.11.
Remark 2.13. It is known that |{weWu |w2 = 1}| is the sum of 
the degrees of the irreducible complex characters of Wu. If G 
is connected and the characteristic is good (in the sense of 
[20, p. 106]), 2.11 and 2.12 are consequences of the results
of 3pringer on the representations of W in the cohomology of 
<BU Cl7]» It follows from Springer's results that in this 
situation there is equality in 2.11 if Aq is commutative 
(however no example is known in which AQ is abelian but fails 
to be a product of cyclic groups of order 2).
2.14. There are similar results for the application <p : 3x3 — * 
W (0.5 and 0.8). Assume that uG° is central in G/G°. Then 
<?(cr,x) e. jw|weWu | and if <?(cr,x.) = w, then M?(r,o-) = w 1. Assume 
moreover that Q(C) ^ 0. Then ^(3x3) = Q(c) = Jw|weQ(C)| and 
^(o-.x) = ^(o-'»r') if and only (cr',r') = (ao-,at) for some a<sA. 
If w = w e Q ( 0 ), then w = ‘Picrvacr) for some <r<£ 3 and a^A. If 
A act3 on 3 via a quotient isomorphic to a product of groups 
of order 2» then £?(a,ao') = w w = w . It follows that |s|> 
|{weQ(C)|w = w*1} | and there is equality if A acts on S via 
a quotient isomorphic to a product of groups of order 2. The 
proofs are essentially the same a3 the proofs for the 
corresponding statements for lP.
Proposition 2.15. Suppose that Q(C°) / 0. Let Cj be a 
component of C ° n N  and let be the corresponding AQ-orbit 
in S. Then <5(0^ = ^(S^S) = j w e W u |c” = Bv ] .
Proof. Suppose that w = CP(cr,t) with CTg S.^ and tiS ,  Then X' = 
[b i « X 0.J3 B2 g <^u  such that (Bj.BjJeOiwijo pr^X^xX^. nO(w)) 
contains a dense open subset of Xff. This shows that = 
^ v e c j s  B* e <B v such that (B,B')eO(w)| contains a dense 
open subset of If v c C j  and B' e <3iv are such that (B,B') 
eO(w), then for some beB ,  ^B' = WB and therefore b-1vb eV .
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Hence c BVw . But C°nVw is dense in Vw and therefore BVw c 
C°nN. Therefore C~ = BVw since BVw is irreducible and Ci is 
an irreducible component of C°nN.
Hence cf’(Sj.xS) C (w e Wu JcT = BVw Every w e WU is of the 
form ¿P(<r, z) for some v eV and <r,TeS(v) (with veC°) and BVw 
is an irreducible component of C° oN. It is then easy to 
check the remaining inclusions of the proposition.
Corollary 2.16. If Q(C°) is non-empty, then so is each QiC^) 
and Q(C°) is the disjoint union of Q(C1),...,Q(C ). Each 
Q(C^) contains an involution.
Proof. This follows from 2.15. For the involution in QiC^), 
take (^cr,<r), where r e S . .
Proposition 2.17. dim <P>u < min [^ u(w) |we <P(S*S)j .
Proof. We prove first that for every B' e <3u and w e Wu,
dim ((b '|x ®  nO(w)).<( (w) (if u acts trivially on W this
bfdimS^is clear since dim 0(w) = tfwTT* We prove this by induction 
on Cu (w). The result is obvious if ?u (w) = 0. Assume that it 
is true for w and that s eTT is such that ?u (ws) = (^(w) + 1.
There is a natural morphism ([B'|x<ftu)n 0(ws) --- »
( (b  ^xiSu)nO(w) induced by the morphism 0(ws)— > 0(w) of 0.7 
and its fibres have dimension <1 by 1.3. Therefore 
dim ( (b ') x n 0(ws)) C dim ( {b '] * <5 u n 0(w)) + 1 £
?u(w) + 1 = fu (ws).
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Consider now an element w e <P(s*S) such that ^u (w) = 
min {^uiw *) Iw'effSxS)}. There exists B' e <3U and re S such 
that w = ,Xa). Then dim <Bu = dim =
dim ({B'}xQu nO(w)) $ £u (w) = min [fu ( W  )\w' e <P(S*S)^ .
Proposition 2.18. Let w q he the element of maximal length in 
W and let £= ^u^wo^* Then ^ e  following conditions are 
equivalent,
a) wo e<p(SxS). 
h) 4>(S*S) = [w q] .
c) w0 e Q(C°).
d) dim ^  = -6.
e) Some B' e <Bu contains a maximal torus normalized by u.
f) Every B'e.^^ contains a maximal torus normalized by u.
Proof. (b)=>(a) and ( f ) = » ( e )  are obvious. ( c ) = > ( & )  is 
a consequence of 2.9. (d) (b) is a consequence of 2.17.
(a) = »  (e) is clear since (B^,B^) e 0(w q) if and only if 
®1°®2 *s a maximal torus.
We suppose now that (e) holds and we prove that (b), (c),
(d) and (f) hold also. We may assume that u normalizes B and
T. If geG °  is such that ug normalizes B and T, then geT. If
moreover ug is unipotent, then u and ug are T-conjugate (by
1.1.3 applied to the group generated by T and u). This shows
that the unipotent elements of uG° satisfying (e) form a
single G°-class. As (c) (e), this class must be C . Inw0
particular (e)=£(c). This shows also that is the B-wo
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orbit of u. By 1.15 this orbit is closed. By 2.15 BV iswo
therefore an irreducible component of C°n N. ZQ (u) acts
transitively on the union of the corresponding components
of <J3 . Since is connected, this implies that <5 is u ** u
irreducible. In particular |lP(S*S)| = 1  and therefore ^(SxS) 
= [wo| . So (e) = *  (b). Since ZQ(u) acts transitively on 93^, 
we have also (e) (f). It is easy to check that for every
s e.TT, <£>u contains a line of type s through B (as in the 
proof of 1.3 it is sufficient to check that when G is 
connected of type and when G = Aut(SL^), u e G° and p = 2). 
Since ZQ (u) acts transitively on CBU , <73u contains a line of 
type s through every B ’ <B (any s eTT). The demonstration 
of 2.17 gives then dim ( [b | x n 0(w)) = Pu (w) for every we. 
Wu . Taking w = w q, we get d i m ® u = f. So (e) =£ ( d ) .  This 
proves the proposition.
Corollary 2.19. Every unipotent component of G contains a 
unique unipotent quasisemisimple G°-conjugacy class which is 
characterized by any one of the equivalent conditions of 
2.18. If u is an element in such a class, then H = Z„(u) is 
reductive, is irreducible, H° acts transitively on <Bu
and B ’ — * B'n H° defines an H-equivariant isomorphism
<5>u --> <&(H).
Proof. This follows from 1.16 and 2.18.
Lemma 2.20. Every unipotent G°-class contains the
corresponding quasisemisimple unipotent G°-class in its 
closure.
Proof. This follows from the proof of 1.15 (d).
Proposition 2.21. Let g be any element of G and let g = su 
be its Jordan decomposition. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent.
a) g normalizes a Borel subgroup of G and a maximal torus of 
this subgroup (i.e. g is quasisemisimple).
b) Every Borel subgroup normalized by g contains a maximal 
torus normalized by g.
c) u is quasisemisimple in Z(s).
d) C(g) is closed in G.
Proof. (b)=^>(a) is clear. ( a ) =^(d) has been proved in
1.15. ( d ) = ^ ( c )  follows from 2.20.and 1.16. So we need only 
to prove that (c)=>(b). Suppose that u is quasisemisimple 
in Z(s). If B' e = 03 n C!3 , then B'a Z(s )° is a Borelg S u
subgroup of Z(s) normalized by u. By 2.18 B'nZ(s)° contains 
a maximal torus of Z(s) normalized by u. By 1.15 this torus 
is contained in a unique maximal torus T' of G and by unicity 
T* is normalized by s and u, hence by g. This proves the 
proposition.
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3. Some special classes and some special components.
In this paragraph G is supposed to be reductive, x e G is 
a unipotent quasisemisimple element normalizing B and T and 
Tq = jt e T |xt is unipotent].
W
3.1. Let P d B be an x-stable parabolic subgroup of G°. <P° is
characterized by I = [a e TT|x_(y c p] and I is x-stable. L =
X +oJael)> is a Levi subgroup of P and its Weyl group Wp
may be identified with the subgroup of W generated by [sM |
«el], Let wp be the element of maximal length in Wp. wp e
and from 2.4 we get a unipotent G°-class C° = C° containedP Wp
in xG°. An element u eCp will be called P-regular (or ty0- 
regular) and Cp is the P-regular (or 9?0-regular) G°-class.
We get in the same way a unipotent class Cp meeting xG°, u e. 
Cp will be called ‘P-regular and Cp is the ^-regular class 
(meeting xG°).
Notice that wp eQ(Cp) and therefore Q(Cp) / 0. Notice also
that Vt, = V (defined as in 2.4) consists of all elements of P Wp
the form xtu with t e Tq and u eUp .
3.2. Let X = jvexp|vUp is unipotent quasisemisimple in
Yv la uni potent and/ ,
NG(P)/Upj. By 2.18 X = jv e xP |)SIm (#'^pT"<B(Prr= Pj, where
C = ^(Wp)« x is closed in G by 1.15 and XnxBnx^ P^B = Vp .
B BTherefore Xn x B  = Vp and Vp is closed in G. This shows that 
Cp n BVp is an irreducible component of Cp nN.'
x is unipotent quasisemisimple in (^ L,x) and by 2.18
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dim <5(L)x = 2 and L n B  acts transitively on the intersection
of N with the L-class of x. By 2.7 this intersection has
dimension dim (BnL) - rankx(L) - ( = dim (BnL) - dim T +
dim T - £. It follows easily that dim > dim U + dim T +
P. We have therefore dim <73u + .dim (C°nN) > 2 + (dim U +
dim To>- = dim B - rank^iG) if u e Cp. By 2.7 we must have
equality and therefore dim = P and dim BVp = dim U +
dim T - {?. o
If ueCphX, n ^ (P) is isomorphic to <3(L)x and has 
dimension E = dim <33^ . It is therefore an irreducible 
component of & u and it corresponds to the component Cpn^Vp 
of Cp n N . It follows then from 1.9 that there are only 
finitely many P' e «P0 such that dim (<33 n di(P' )) = ( and 
that all such parabolic subgroups are conjugate under Zq (u ). 
Also <&u n <33(P) c (Pb | p e p| and therefore C° n ^ p  c [p-1up | 
pep}. It follows that XnC° is a single P-orbit. Since G/P
(jO Qis complete, X is closed in xG . We have proved :
Proposition 3.3. Let X = {vexP|vUp is unipotent quasisemi­
simple in NG(P)/Up]. Then G°X is closed in xG°, C ° n X  is a 
single P-orbit and is dense in X. If ueCpnX, then n 
^(P) is isomorphic to di(L) and is a component of Q  . 
dim l e t s  -8x (wp). There are only finitely many P' e <?>° 
such that dim (<&u n d^P')) = 2, and all such parabolic 
subgroups are conjugate to P under ZQ(u).
Example 3.4. If P = G°, the P-regular elements are the
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unipotent quasisemisimple ones.
Definition 3.5. An element g e S  is regular if dim ZQ (g) =
rank (G).©
Remark 3.6. If g is any element of G, 2.7 shows that 
dim Z(g) ^ rank (G).D
Proposition 3.7. An element g e G  is regular if and only if
Proof. If g is regular, then 2.7 shows that dim <5 = 0, i.e.
33g is a finite set. Suppose conversely that dim = 0. Let 
g = su he the Jordan decomposition of g. Then dim <B(Z(s) )u = 
0, ZQ(g) = zz(s)(u ) and rankg(G) = ranku (Z(s)) (the last 
statement has been proved in the proof of 2.7). It is 
therefore sufficient to prove the following : if u e xG° is 
unipotent and dim <3u = 0, then dim Z(u) = ranku (G).
The unipotent elements in xG° form a closed irreducible
subvariety of codimension ranku (G) and the number of
unipotent G°-classes is finite. It follows that there is
exactly one unipotent G°-class in xG° which is dense in this
subvariety and if uQ is an element in this class then
dim Z(u ) = rank (G). Therefore u is regular (in particular o u0 o
this shows that every unipotent component of G contains 
exactly one unipotent regular G°-class). It is sufficient 
to prove that u and uQ are conjugate. We may assume that u 
and ue normalize B and that G° is adjoint (by 1.1.6). We
consider two cases.
a) If x acts transitively on T7, there are two unipotent
classes in xG , the regular one (with (<JJv| = 1 if v is 
regular) and the quasisemisimple one (with <2v £ IP'1' if v is 
quasisemisimple). This follows from 1.1.6, 1.4 and 1.5. In 
this case u and u q are certainly conjugate. Notice that u and 
uQ are even B-conjugate since Z(u) acts transitively on 33u = 
[b ] . It is also easy to check that rankx (G) = 1 and 
dim Zy(u) = 1.
b) In the general case we can assume that u.u exU. For eacho
c*ecj>, let Uw = ( x ^ x -1 1i e Z ) . Let R = e 4 u <* f o r  all
a  e T l j  and let U ' = I 1 X . Let o c ,... ,o( be a system of 
representatives for the x-orbits in TT. Notice that n = 
rank (G). u can be written uniquely as u = xu....u v with^ X II
e ( U i < n )  and veU'. Since there is no line of type
through B contained in <Bu, xu± is regular in
(in particular by case (a)), x x ^ d )  is also regular in this
group and by case (a) xu. is conjugate to xx (1) under
B n  It is then clear that u is B-conjugate to an
element of the form xx^ (l)...x„ (1)V with v ’ e U ' . We may1 n
as well assume that u = xx„. (l)...xw (l)v'. Similarly we may“l n
assume that u = xxN (l)...x„ (l)v' with v'eU'. Let Zj = o «n o o i
ZTT (x^il)). As noted in case (a) dim Z. = 1. Hence U'' =Uo^ x
Zl***ZnU ' is a sut8rouP of u of dimension dim U' + n. It is 
easily checked that the IP'-orbit of uQ is contained in 
xx^,(1)...x^ (l)U'. Since is regular and rankT (G) = n this«1 n
orbit has dimension ^ dim U' and it is closed since U*1 is
unipotent. It is therefore exactly xxw (l)...x,v (l)U' a u1 “n
This proves that u and u q are conjugate.
Corollary 3.8. A unipotent element u e G is regular if and 
only if /cBu l = 1. Every unipotent element is contained in 
the closure of a unipotent regular class. Every unipotent 
component of G contains exactly one unipotent regular 
G°-clas8.
Proof. This follows from 1.7, 3.7 and the proof of 3.7.
Corollary 3.9. Let g = su be the Jordan decomposition of an 
element g eG. g is regular if and only if u is regular in 
Z(s). Every conjugacy class in G is contained in the closure 
of a regular class of G.
Proof. This follows from 3.8 and the proof of 3.7.
Definition 3.10. An element g e G  is subregular if dim Z(g) =
rank (G) + 2.
8
Remark 3.11. 3.7 and 2.7 show that if g is not regular, then 
dim Z(g) > rankg(G) + 2.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that T T  consists of exactly two x-orbit3 
o(o<) and o(p). Suppose also the u e x G 0 is unipotent and that 
L c is a line of type «. Then the following hold : 
a) If s^ and ^  do not commute, then L meets a line of type (3
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contained in <£ .u
b) If g^ ana commute, then one of the following holds : 
b1) there is a line of type contained in <Gu through 
every point of L.
b2) L does not meet any line of type p contained in 33^.
c) Moreover, in the following cases the unipotent classes 
contained in xG° and the corresponding Dynkin varieties are 
as follows (the action of x on ¿\(e°) is indicated by arrows 
if it is not trivial).
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one line of type a and of one line of type through each 
point of this line of type a. In the second column the node 
representing is joined to the node representing Cj (i>j)
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if c Cj and C^c Ck c => k = i or k = j.
Proof. The proof is similar to the demonstration of 1.2.5 
and of the similar statements in [20, p. 140-145] and is 
omitted.
3.13. Let ^ ^  he the G°-class of parabolic subgroups of 
G° corresponding to the x-orbit o(oi) c TT (ot eTT). Let X(o<) = 
•juexG°|for some UP = P and uUp is quasisemisimple
unipotent in NG(P)/Up }. X(cx) is the variety of all unipotent 
u e xG° such that <32 contains a line of type t*. By 3.3 X(a) 
is irreducible and closed in xG° and there is a dense G°- 
class C° in X(tv). By 1.3 X(<x)n N has codimension 1 in the 
variety of all unipotent elements of xB. If ueC°, 3.3 shows 
that dim = 1 and dim Z(u) = ranku (G) + 2 (by 2.7). Hence 
u is subregular.
If v e x G °  is unipotent but not regular, 1.7 shows that
is a union of lines of various types. Hence the variety
of all non-regular unipotent elements in xG° is U  X(w) and<xeTT
the variety of all subregular unipotent elements of xG° is 
dense in this variety.
3.12 shows that if S_ and si do not commute, then X(<x) = 
X((3) and in particular C° = C°, and if o(a) does not meet the 
component of A(G°) containing [3, then X(«) £ X(|i). We get 
therefore :
Proposition 3.14. There is one subregular unipotent G -class
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in xG° for each x-orbit in the set of connected components 
of A(G°). The subregular unipotent elements are dense among 
the non-regular unipotent elements.
3.13. If dim 3} = 1 (u unipotent), 3.12 used repeatedly
gives a description of <33 . For example, if G° is of type
u
Eg and u acts as indicated, we get the following pattern of 
lines :
<Y, «i «3
In this case 1.3 gives an easy method to compute <P: 
S(u)xS(u) — » Wu. We just need to take the shortest path from 
one line to the other. For example, if o', x are as shown in 
the picture, <P(cr,-r) = s ^ s ^ S g  (si = a ).
Proposition 3.16. An element g e G is subregular if and only
if dim = 1. g
Proof. By 3.7 and 2.7 dim ?  = 1 if g is subregular. As in
a
the proof of 3.7 we need only to prove the converse when g 
is unipotent. If G is connected, this is proved in [20], If 
G° is of type A^ or Bn and g acts by an automorphism of order 
2 on A(G°), then dim can be computed (5.19) and it is 
clear that dim 33 = 1 defines a unique unipotent class. IfD
G° is of type and g acts by an automorphism of order 3 
on A(G°), the proof of 1.2.4 shows that g is subregular if
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dim <33g = 1. It follows then easily that it is sufficient to 
consider the following situation, p = 2, G° is of type Eg, 
|g/G°| = 2, u e G \ G °  is unipotent and acts on A(G°) by an 
automorphism of order 2 , dim <Su = 1 and we have to prove that 
u is subregular. We use the same notations as in 3.15.
let H = <x,T,X±0(i|ias5). H° is of type Aj. We may assume 
that u € xU and that B e i33u is the intersection of a line of 
type «2 8111(1 a line of type <*g contained in 93u. We may write 
u = xu'u' ' with u' e U n H  and u " e U j  where P is the parabolic 
subgroup generated by B and H. It is easily checked that 
dim <S(H)xu, = 1 and therefore xu' is subregular in H. B n H  
€. is on a line of type contained in but
not on a line of type cx^ .
Let now u q e xU be a subregular element of G such that B e
<8 is the intersection of a line of type <*., and a line of uo J
type cxc contained in ®  . We have u = xu'u'’with u' e U n Ho u0 o o o 0
and u^* ellp. xu^ is subregular in H and B nH £ <&(H)XU, is on 
a line of type <*, contained in <8(H) but not on a line ofJ XUq
type <x2. Direct computations show that xu' and xu^ are
(Br>H)-conjugate. So we may assume that u' = u^.
u' • and u* ' can be expressed as u'' = l^x.ic,,) and u'' = o 4>* A a o
“  18 ° lear that C<*6 = \  = ° ’ C«3+«6 4  ° ’
^0<3+^6 ^ ®on«Jugal:^n® ^  elements of T we can
arrange to have c<y +(X = d£ 1  (with u' = u*).o°<3**6
Let R = [ £^<j>+ |x>c Up and 'X £ ex'g, ^  / 0<3+«6| 61x3 let U '
■H i
V.
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T T  X.. dim U' = 1 9 .'XeR *
Direct computations show that dim Z„ TT(xu*) = 4 . Letxi n U
U'' = This is a subgroup of U and dim U'' = 25.
It is easily checked that the U''-orbit of u is containedo
in xu'x^ (l)U' and has dimension > 19 since dim Z_(u ) =
3 w6 w o
6. Since U'' is unipotent, this orbit is closed and hence is
exactly xu'x. (lJU'axu'u'• = u. Therefore u and u are *l+<*6 o
conjugate and u is subregular.
Remark 3.17. The same method works for other groups. For 
example if G is connected adjoint of type Eg (with the 
fundamental roots labelled as in the picture) we take H =
__&£__£ — ■&__l7
<?TfX +0( | liiil) and P is the parabolic subgroup generated by 
B and H. If u is a unipotent element such that dim = 1, 
we may assume that B is the intersection of the line of type 
and the line of type <*g in <$u . u = u'u' • with u' e D n H  
and u "  = T T x ^ e ^ )  e U p . v/e have c ^  = 0 and o^ +0£q / 0. 
Conjugating by a suitable element of T we can arrange
c<y +o<0 = u ' can seen unipotent as in 3.'16. We
choose a unipotent subregular element uQ in the same way.
u = u ’u ’' with u' c U  nH and u'' = T T x  .(dJeD,. and we can o o o  o 0 lef X * P
arrange to have u^ = u', d ^  = 0 and d^ ^  = 1. Let now R =
{■*£:<j>+ |x> cUp and X £ tfQ, 'X t 3+0(3] and let O' = TT X v
dim U' = 90. Direct computations show that dim Z„ TI(u') =n n U
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8. u "  = Z ^ j ^ u ' J U p  is a unipotent group of dimension 10 0 . 
Since dim Zg (u q ) r= 10, we find that the U''-orbit of uQ is 
u,xa3+tXg^ 1 )U ' 3  u * Thls Proves that u is subregular.
3»18. If g e G  is neither regular nor subregular, then
d±m ®g and dim ^ rankg (G) + 4 .  As in [ 9 J we shall
say that g is sub-subregular if dim Z(g) = rank (G-) + 4. If
S
g = su is the Jordan decomposition of g, g is sub-subregular
if and only if u is sub-subregular in Z(s). If g is unipotent
and Q(C°(g)) / 0, g is sub-subregular if and only if
dim <53 = 2.
S
3.19. Assume now that A(G°) is connected and that G° is not 
of type A^ or A2 » Let u e xG° be a unipotent element. If 
dim l33u >2, then the following condition holds for some o/t [3 e 
TT (o(,f) in distinct x-orbits).
(*) There is a line of type p> in <73^  such that through each 
of its points there is a line of type a contained in Cg .
If (*) holds and (S^s^) = 1, then u is in the closure of 
the <P°^ j ^  Q^j-regular class (by 3.3 ) and (*) holds with 
a  and p permuted. The (P° ^  j ^  Q ^j-regular class is sub­
subregular. If X e T T  is such that s^  s^ has order ^ 3 and s^s* 
has order 2 , then (*) holds with (o,p>) replaced by (p,#)
(by 3.12). In particular the o(p)-regular class and
the / .»-regular class coincide.o(p>) uo(ii) ®
If (*) holds and has order 3# then 3.3 and 3.12 show
that (*) holds with a and p permuted, that dim ^ ^ 3  and
that u is in the closure of the <7>°(o()o o( j-regular class.
If <=TT is such that s^ s^ . has order ^  3 and has order 2,
then 3.12 implies that u is also in the closure of the
^ ( p ) «  o(5r regUlar class-
If (*) holds and s ^  has order > 4 and TT = o(v)Uo(p), 
then 3 . 1 2  shows that there is one unipotent sub-subregular 
G°-clas3 in xG° if we are in case (c^), (c,.) or (c6) of 3.12 
and there are two unipotent sub-subregular classes in case 
(c4 ). The sub-subregular classes contain in their closure 
all unipotent elements of xG° which are neither regular nor 
subregular.
If (*) holds and sa has order 4 and X eTT i s  such that 
s^  has order 2 and has order 3 , then 3 . 1 2 shows that
(*) holds for u with (oSfB.) replaced by (<*,!*'). In particular 
u is contained in the closure of the Q ^^-regular
class.
These remarks show that in most cases a unipotent element 
which is neither regular nor subregular is contained in the 
closure of a unipotent sub-subregular G°-class which is <7°- 
regular for some G°-class of parabolic subgroups of G° and 
that in many cases the ®-regular class and the ¿^-regular
class in xG° coincide if they are sub-subregular C?®, <?£ 
G°-classes of parabolic subgroups of G°).
Proposition 3.20. If ZX(G°) has no components of type a 2 the 
sub-subregular unipotent elements of G are dense in the
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variety of all unipotent elements which are neither regular 
nor subregular. Moreover if A(G°) is connected, then the 
sub-subregular classes are as follows (the action of x is 
indicated by arrows if it is not trivial),
a) In the following cases there is only one sub-subregular 
G°-class in xG° :
^  °--°--------- 0--0 n ^ 3
o--- o--- o p = 2
Bn o-- o----------- o---o n > 2 , p / 2
b) In the following cases there are exactly two sub-
If Gu is of type Dn (n>5) and x acts trivially on A(G°) 
both sub-subregular classes are P-regular for some parabolic
n > 4, p = 2
subregular G°-classes in xG°
-O
■o n ^  2 , p = 2
C n >3
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subgroup of G°. If p = 2 and G° is of type B0 or A, with a ^ 4
non-trivial action action of x, then none of the sub­
subregular classes of xG° is P-regular for some P. In the
other cases one of the sub-subregular classes is P-regular 
for some P and the other is not.
classes in G.
Proof, (a) follows immediately from the discussion in 3.19. 
(b) and (c) can be checked from 3.1 9 , 5.1 9 , 6.2 .
We still have to prove that every unipotent element which 
is neither regular nor subregular is contained in the closure 
of a sub-subregular unipotent class. Prom the discussion in 
3.19 it is sufficient to prove this in the following cases :
c) If G° is of type D4 and x acts trivially on A(G°), there 
are three sub-subregular G°-classes in xG° anf they are all 
P-regular for some parabolic subgroup P of G°.
If G° is of type or A2 there are no sub-subregular
°n ° --------- 0---0 n > 3 •
Assume that we are in one of these cases. Let C° be the
sub-subregular G°-class which is P-regular for some P and let
C° be the other sub-subregular class. Then if C° / is a 
unipotent G°-class which is neither regular nor subregular 
5.40 shows that C°cC^. This proves the proposition.
4. Parabolic subgroups fixed by u.
In this paragraph G is reductive and x eG is a unipotent 
quasisemisimple element normalizing B and T.
4.1« Let P aB be a parabolic subgroup of G normalized by x
and let I be the corresponding subset of TT. For every gexG°
= {p ‘ í=,:?)0 |gP , = P'j is non-empty and p : <33g -- > <P°f
B'i— » (unique P' e <P° such that B'cP') is a surjective
morphism. ZQ (g) acts naturally on <Pg and p is ZQ(g)-
equivariant. Z(g) acts also on <P° if I is Z(g)-stable
8
and G°P/G° is normal in G/G°. In this case p is Z(g)- 
equivariant. Notice that for each P' e p ®  p-1 (P') =Sf
W ) g »
By 2.7 dim < P ° 4 dim ®  4 i(dim Z(e) - ran*(G)). We shallD o  ^ O
denote by S,po(g) the set of all irreducible components of 
CP° which have dimension ¿(dim Z(g) - rank (G)). This seto 8
is empty if g is unipotent and Q(C°(g)) = 0. The action of 
Z (g) on <P° induces an action of A (g) on S^oig).
4.2. There is a generalization of the application defined 
in 0.8. We shall use it only when G is connected. So assume 
that G is connected and consider two parabolic subgroups 
P a B, Q oB. The set of G-orbits in (pxQ. corresponds 
bijectively to W^Nw/Wq , where Wp and are the Weyl groups 
of P and Q respectively. Let u be a unipotent element. We
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get an application ^  ^  : S,p(u)* S ^ u ) — »■ Wp\W/WQ .
This application has the following properties.
a ) <V , a f<r» T ) = f y c S * '   ^ i f  and only i f  ) = (acr.ar)
for some a eA(u) ( w ' e S ^ u ) ,  r.c'eS^u)).
b) If u!t•••»un is a complete set of representatives for the 
unipotent classes of G, then the sets CP (S _(u.) (u.)) 
form a partition of Wp\W/Wq . In particular we have : 
i^ | ( S ^ ( u i)KSGL(u.))/A(ui)| = |wp\W/WQ J.
These results are proved in [¡2lJ. The proofs are similar 
to the proofs of the corresponding statement for ty.
4.3. Let u a x G °  be a unipotent element. By 1.3 the union of 
all lines of type tx contained in <33^  is closed (oieTT). For 
each component X r of <33^  exactly one of the following holds.
a) is a union of lines of type
b) There is a dense open subset of which is not met by 
any line of type contained in 02^ .
Let 1^ = (cl eTTjXg- is a union of lines of type <*}• I<r is 
x-stable. 1 ^ / 0  unless u is regular. It is easy to check 
that with the notations of 4 . 1  u is cp°-regular if and only 
if the following conditions hold :
a) Q(C°(u)) 0 0.
b) d i m ©  = £ (w„), where w_. is the element of maximalu u P P
length in Wp.
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Proposition 4.4. Let P, I be as in 4.1 and let u exG° be a 
unipotent element. Let Sjfu) = [<r e s(u) 11^ . n I = 0j. Then 
Sjiu) = (ere S(u) ¡dim piX^) = dim'Bu |, where p is the natural 
morphism Q(C°(u)) ^ 0, p induces an aq (u )-
eauivariant bisection Sjiu)— >S^,0(u).
Proof. If a e l ^ n l ,  then each fibre of the restriction of 
p to Xg.— »<P° contains a line of type o(. Hence dim p(XQ.)< 
dim <3^ .
Suppose now that Ig-n I = 0. We can choose B' in such
a way that for every a e I there is no line of type a 
contained in <73^  through B'. uUp, is therefore regular in 
NG (P')/Upt, where P' = p(B'), and p_1 (P') = {b 'J. This shows 
that dim p(Xa) = dim X^ = dim and piX^) <f. (l_J X T). This 
proves the proposition.
4.5. If Q(C°(u)) / 0 we shall identify S^ofu) and Sjiu).
4.6. We assume now that xG° is central in G/G° and that P
is a parabolic subgroup of G° with the following properties :
a) P° is normalized by x.
b) P = Ng (P).
c > <P « <P°.
(b) and (c) imply that P meets all components of G. Let 
u exG° be a unipotent element. Then = [p'e<P |
c) For some o-«S(u), I = I.
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u e P ' j .  Z(u)  acts on <P and p : <3$ — * <p is Z ( u ) -J u u u
equivariant.
If P' = gP e cP u, the class of g_1 ugUp in P/Up (or the 
class of g 1 ugRp in P/Rp ) depends only on P' and not on the 
choice of g. This gives an application f : — » [unipotent
classes of P/Up contained in xP°/Up ]. Let f(«Pu ) =
C*]. Let Y± = f_1(C p  cCPu , x± = p-1 (Yi) c ® u , Y* =
f”1 ({ChlCh c S ii) c<Pu ’ X i =
Lemma 4.7. For every C^ef(<Pu ), X* is closed in <5Ju , Y* is 
closed in <Pu, is locally closed in <33^  and Y^ is locally 
closed in .
Proof. For every ge5°, : U- — > <33, v.— > gives anS
isomorphism between U and an open neighbourhood of gB in <3.
Let V  be the morphism <^(U~) * G/Up , i— > v-1 g-1 ugvUp .
Then X* n <P_(U") = V -I(cj). This shows that X*n<f> (U~) is 
closed in £P_(U~). Therefore Xi is closed in '33. The lemma 
follows easily from this property.
4.8. Consider a fixed component X^ of (in the situation
of 4.6). Since X^, ..., X^ are locally closed in 03u there 
is a unique i such that Xg. n X i is dense in X^. If P' e 
p(Xirn X i), dim X T $ dim ptt,,. n X ±) + dim (Xr r> <B(P' )) $ 
dim Y^ + dim ®(P')U dim <33^ . Since dim Xr = dim 03u , we have 
dim Y± = dim p(Xr n X i), dim <fc(P' )u = dim (X, n ®(P*)) and 
Xg. n *S(P') is a union of irreducible components of ^(P' )u
and since pdj-nX.) = pfX.JnY. is closed in Y±t p ( X ^ X . )  
is an irreducible component of Y± (of maximal dimension).
If P' e CP and X'^ , is an irreducible component of ^(P') 
we can define 1^, as in 4.3. In this case 1^ ., = {a e l| <3, (P' )u 
is a union of lines of type <xj. If <* <= I, there is a line of 
type «through B' e Xr contained in X T if and only if 
there is a line of type through B' contained in X ^ n ^ C P 1)^ 
(P' = p(B')). It follows easily that there is a dense open 
subset in p i X ^ n X ^  such that for every P' in this subset 
and every irreducible component X^, of X^ n <53(P‘), 1^ ., =
I ^ I T.
Let Q z> B be an x-stable parabolic subgroup of G°. Let J be
the corresponding subset of TT. Suppose that X^ = ^3(Q)U and
that u Uq is quasisemisimple in N&(Q)/Uq . If P' e p(XT n X ^ ,
then X — « <?3(P1) = fifP'nQ) and uU_, is quasisemisimple in v u r ny
Ng(P'rvQ)/UptriQ (this can be checked by considering lines in 
<8 (P'nQ)). If Q(C°(uUp,)) (defined as in 2.4 and computed in 
P'/Up,) is not empty, this shows that uUp, e P'/Up, is 
(P'n Q)/Up ,-regular (by 4.3).
4.9. Suppose that we are in the situation of 4.6 and that 
Z(u) acts transitively on Y^ for some fixed i (1 ii sj).
Then Z(u)° acts transitively on each component of Y ^  Let 
Y^f Y^', ... be these components. For simplicity assume that 
PtYj. Let G' be one of the groups P/Up, P/Rp and let u' be 
the image of u in G'. Let S^  ^be the set of irreducible
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components of X± and let S^ be the set of irreducible 
components of fJ3(p )u £ <3(G')u ,. We write also (X^) ,eS, for 
the components of *^(P)U . Let Z'(u') = ZG ,(u'), A'(u') =
Z' (u* )/Z' (u' )°. A'(u') acts on S^ and A(u) acts on S.^ . Let 
H = Z(u)<^P and K = Z(u)° P. The natural homomorphisms
H  *Z(u), H — *Z'(u') and K  *Z' (u‘ ) induce homomorphisms
H  * A(u), H  »A'(u') and K — * A' (u1 ). Let Ap be the image
of H in A(u) and let Ap be the image of K in A'(u'). The 
components of Y A are in bijective correspondence with 
A(u)/Ap . If o', t' eS^, Zfu)^^, is an irreducible component 
of and Z(u)°X^ = Z(u)°X'T, if and only if cr' and t' are 
in the same Ap-orbit in S^. Let <r' be the Ap-orbit of <r' and 
let = [cr' ja' e S^j. H acts on S!^  and also on £3^  and this
action coincides with the action of H on the set of 
irreducible components of p-1 (Y^). K acts trivially on 
and therefore Ap = B/K acts on S^. Since all components of 
“6 (P)U have the same dimension, we get easily :
Proposition 4.10. In the situation of 4.9 S.^  = {aX^ ., | a e A(u), 
e (by definition a&A(u) is of the form zZ(u)° for some 
zeZ(u)). Moreover aX^, = bX^, if and only if b-1a cAp and 
= r*. All components of X^  ^have the same dimension.
If I) Is a subgroup of A(u) such that A(u) = D*Ap , then 
DxS^— * Si» (cL,^•) »— * dX^ ., is an equivariant bisection (for 
the action of A(u) = D*Ap ).
4.11. Suppose that in 4.6 dim X.^  = dim if 1 < i ( h  and
dim X i <dim<Bu if h <i ij and that Z(u) acts transitively on 
for 1 £ i < h. Since all components of <&u have the same 
dimension, 4.10 shows that the closure of any component of 
is a component of *3?>u if 1 $ i ( h and that every component 
of £B U is of this form, and we have an A(u)-equivariant 
bisection ^l_Js^ »S(u). V/e shall use this bisection and 
4.10 to give a descritlon of S(u) and of the action of A(u) 
on S(u) for the classical groups.
4.12. Suppose that we are in the situation of 4.9 and that X 
is a Z(u)-stable subvariety of X±. Then the same method shows 
that the irreducible components of X have all the same 
dimension (resp. are disjoint) if the irreducible components 
of X o p  "^(P) have all the same dimension (resp. are disjoint) 
and the action of A(u) on the set of irreducible components 
of X can be deduced in the same way from the action of A'(u*) 
on the set of irreducible components of X o p -1(P).
Dynkln varieties for classical groups
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over k. We shall
consider the following situations.
I) G = GL(V), dim V = n.
II) G = G(V) (1.3.1), dim V = 2n+1 and we consider unipotent 
elements in G \ G° (p = 2).
III) G = 0?T14.j (k) = Z(jL(y)(^)» where f eG(V) is a symmetric 
bilinear form, dim V = 2n+1 (p ^ 2).
17) G = G(V), dim V = 2n and we consider unipotent elements 
in G \G° (p = 2).
V) G = 02n(k) = ZG L ( V ) ^ ’ where f £ G(7) is a symmetric 
bilinear form, dim V = 2n (p ^ 2).
VI) G = 3P2n ilc) = z gL ( V ) ^ ’ where feG(V) is a symplectic 
form, dim V = 2n (p ^ 2).
VII) Same as in (VI), but with p = 2.
VIII) G = 02n(k) = {geGL(V)|Q og = Q}, where Q : V — *k is
a quadratic form such that f : VxV--->k, (x,y)i-- .Q(x) +
Q(y) + Q(x+y) is non-degenerate, dim V = 2n and we 
consider unipotent elements contained in G° (p = 2).
IX) Same as in (VIII) but we consider unipotent elements in 
G \G°.
5.1. We shall denote by f  the following variety. In cases (I),
(II) and (IV), <T' is the variety of all complete flags of V.
In cases (II), (V), (VI) and (VII), is the variety of all
complete flags of V which are isotropic for f (1.3.1). In c ues
(VIII) and (IX), consists of all isotropic flags F = (P ,...»
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^ such that Q vanishes on F^. 9" is complete and there
Is a natural morphism 9? — * <35 which associates to each flag
its stabilizer in G? Its restriction to any component of ‘F
is an isomorphism. is irreducible except in cases (V),
(VIII) and (IX) where it has two components which are permuted
by G/G°. If we are in one of these cases and P = (F ....,F .,o n-i
Pn'Pn+1’*’*,P2n^ € ^  then the other element of corresponding 
to the same Borel subgroup is of the form P ’ = (PQ,... »Pn-1»
Fn ’Pn+1 »•••»P2n^* We get a varie'fcy isomorphic to <2 by 
identifying flags in such a pair.
We shall use the following notations for the fundamental 
roots.
(Ill), (VI) and (VII) <r=>----------- ---- -
^  of».,
In each case we have labelled only one root in each x-orblt 
(where xG° is the component we consider) except in case (IX).
The lines of type « (oceTT) have a geometric description 
in <T. In case (I), the line of type trough P =» (?0,...,Fn ) 
consists of all flags of the form (Fc,. . . ,F^»Fi+1*•••#*n )
wmtmtKKmammpmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmsgggtggggagr ;
(notice that this removes the ambiguity in the labelling of 
the fundamental roots which existed in this case). There are 
similar descriptions for the other cases. In case (V) it is 
easy to see that the two components of ¥  correspond to and 
o<2 in a natural way. Let <7^  and <7^  be the components. Let 
F = (•••,Pn-2'Pn-1'Pn'Pn+1,Pn+2 ,...) « then the set of all 
flags of the form (.. • *pn_2'PA_1 *pn * )'L»Pn+2» • • • ) is a line 
of type oij if P e  and a line of type cXg if P e ^  (if the 
components of ¥  are labelled in a suitable way). The same 
remark applies in case (VIII).
5.2. Until the end of 5-17» & = GLU = GL(V)» i.e. we are in 
case (I).
We consider a fixed unlpotent element u. We use the 
notations of 1.1.12. C(u) = C^» where \ is the partition 
associated to u. d^ (or dn ) is the corresponding Toung diagram. 
St(d^) = St(A) will denote the set of all standard tableaux 
corresponding to d^. An element of St(i\) is obtained by filling 
d^ with the numbers 1,2,... ,n in such a way that all lines and 
all columns are increasing sequences. IfcreSt(l) and l^ri^n* 
let be the number of the column in which i lies in the 
tableau <r. We define a total order in St (A) as follows, cr < x.
if and only if for some J (1 < j < n), dj < xj and for all i such 
that J < i < n ,  <r± = r±.
If P = (Fq *P1 t... ,Fn ) e  let dj_(F) be the diagram 
corresponding to the class of the restriction of u to F^ — » F^. 
dn (F) = dn and the sequence dQ(F),d1(F),...,dn (F) is such that
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and d^F) differ by one square which is a corner of 
(1 $i <n). Putting i in this corner of d^F) for 1 ^  i < n  
we get a standard tableau, and this defines an application
TT : <TU -- >St(*).
Lemma 5.5. For each r e  St ( 0) , IT-1 (cr) is locally closed in *1 
and LJ tr-1 (r) is closed in <7'.Txr U
Proof. This is a consequence of 4.6.
5.4. Notations. Up to the end of 5.17» we write Xr = if"'* (<r) 
for eaoh creSt(?»). The similar notation introduced in 0.3 is 
not used here.
5.5. Zq ^ ( u ) has two components and one of them consists of
bilinear forms. Let f e G(V) be a bilinear form commuting with 
u. If M is a subspace of V and uM = M, it is easy to check that 
the Young diagram of the restriction of u to M is the same as 
the Young diagram of the automorphism induced by u on V/fM. 
Define j ^ — *St(i\)» Fi— >ir(fF). is independent of the
choice of f. Let Y^ , = TT”1 (o') = ffx^) (creSt(CH)).
With the notations of 1.1.12, dim Ker(u-1) = ^ . Choose a 
oomplete flag (WQ,W1 , » W ^ ) of Ker(u-1) such that =
Ker(u-1 ) n Im(u-1 for all i>1. It is easy to check that 
if <T «= T^(F) (F e 9^), then a i if and only if F1 clPfW^) \
•■O'?!.,>•
Proposition 5.6. Each X,,. (cr«St(i\)) is irreducible and dim X^ = 
21 £,(€.-1 )/2. In particular dim 3  = 2  £»(£1 - 1 )/2 and thel 'J.l * X t X X
irreducible components of <7^  are the subvarieties 7 ^  (crcSt(A) ).
f M B M B B n i M H i
* ; • i \
mmmm
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Proof. V/e may replace by Y^ . in the proof. We use induction 
on n. If Pi ^ eí+^' ■P(Wfi)\ is irreducible and has
dimension £ 1 .  It is easy to check that Z(u) acts transitively
4.9 (P being the stabilizer of any line LetP(V)).
Corollary 5.7. dim Z(u) = 2 dim«u + rank(G).
Proof, dim <Bu and dim Z(u) depend only on By 2.6 and 2.7» 
we know that the formula is true if p = 0. It is therefore 
true for all characteristics.
5.8. Let B.^  = \ P(Wi_1) and let Y^ = p~1(Bi), where p is
the projection P --->P(V), Pi— . Each Yi is locally closed
and U  Y. is closed in <T. If L a B , , then p“1 (L) S <T(V/L), j »1. J i
the flag variety of V/L, and p“1 (L) n S cP(.V/lj)n,, where 
u' is the automorphism of V/L induced by u. If V  is the 
partition corresponding to u'» we have a natural inclusion 
St ( Oi ) c St (SX) and we get therefore a natural application ir£ :
Lemma 5.9. There is an isomorphism 0 : Y± — » B^x <yi(V/L) which 
gives by restriction an isomorphism 0O * Yi ° — * B^x 9"(V/L)U,
and such that the following diagrams commute.
<r(V/L)u ,-- »St (A)
Yi ■» B±x <r(V/L) â ----> B±xcr(V/L)u ,
St(iX)
uProof. We choose a basis (1 < j ¿h, 1 sk<ch)(ch as in
1.1.12) such that (u“1)(ejfk) = ,k if J 1 * 0 if d = 1 »
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and such that :
a) L is generated by a vector e^° of the basis.i »mo
b) Wj . is generated by the vectors e*} such that h > h  or1 I 1 f m o
h and m >m . o o
In the proof, we replace by via the isomorphism
W.i-1 
If w
Bit wt k <e??m0+ v)-
2  am e1,m eWi-1» define wj ^  5  a£ea >m (1 $ j C
leaving e*1 
ho
h h
ej,
fixed ifhQ). let gw be the automorphism of V ^ m
e^° + wH.3 »mo J
It is then easy to check that we can take 0 to be the
(h,m) (h0,mQ) and such that gw (ej°mQ)
inverse of the isomorphism g : x <r(V/L)
S„(F).
Y±» (w,F)
Proposition 5.10. There exists a partition (A^)1 (for some 
m s H )  of 9" with the following properties.
a) each is isomorphic to an affine space.
b) each A^ is contained in some X a.
c) U  A. is closed in <f for all j (1 $ J ¿m).
C<A
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this with (b) replaced by 
b') each A^ is contained in some Y^.
The proposition follows then from 5.9 by induotion on n.
Lemma 5.11. Let L e 9^ be a line of type (1 <is=n). If 
(Te St(*) is such that X ^ n L  is dense in L, then o^ (if
the tableau is written as in 8.3 , we shall say that i is above 
i+1 in the tableau or) and is a union of lines of type cx^ .
Proof. This is equivalent to the following statement : if 
1 c  is a line of type and cr«3t(^) is such that LnTj.
is dense in L, then n-i is above n-i+1 in the tableau cr, and 
Tp, is a union of lines of type We prove this statement.
Choose F = (PQ»... ,Pn ) e L n T ff. By 4.8 in particular, we 
can replace V and u by V/F^ and the automorphism u' of V/F^ 
induced by u. This reduces the problem to the case i = 1.
In this case L c <7^ means that the restriction of u  to F2 
is the identity. Let j be the largest integer such that P2 c 
Wpj. We certainly have crn >j, crn_1 >j. If <rn >j+1, then we 
must have and then I n Y ^  is reduced to a point,
a contradiction. Hence <rn = j and therefore n-1 is above n in 
o-. Let now F' be any flag contained in Ya. 8ince n-1 is above 
n and o"n = j, it is clear that F£ c W p^. This shows that the 
line of type 0^  through F' is contained in <7^ . This implies 
that Yr is a union of lines of type 0^  . This proves the lemma.
Proposition 5.12. a) For any <re.3t(?i), 1^ . = {oc^ JXg, is a union 
of lines of type 0^ } is given by 1^ = 11 i i ^  n-1 and i is
above i+1 in the tableau cr}.
b) Let P be any parabolic subgroup of 0. If <B(P) c <7^ , then 
for some cre3t(^), ^ ( P j c ^ a n d  3 ^  is a union of subvarieties 
of the form Q(eP) (geO).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 5.11. For (b), 
take cr to be the unique element of St(i\) such that Cfi(P) nX^ 
is dense in <B(P).
Remark 5.13. (b) of 5»12 fails for the line of type (3 in the 
Qynkin variety of elements of the class C2 in 3.12 (c^). It is 
therefore not possible to replace GL(V) by an arbitrary 
semisimple group in this statement.
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Corollary 5»14. let be a conjugacy class of parabolic 
subgroups of G. Then all irreducible components of the variety 
jP e <?5|u eUp} have dimension dim <3?^  - dim 93(P).
Proof. This follows from 5.12 and 1.12.
5.15. We know from 4.4 and 5.12 which components of have
their dimension preserved by p : (Su ---* CPU, where is a
conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups.
Let "X be a partition of n. We denote by A* the dual 
partition. The parts of X* are ^ f 2,..., the length of the 
columns of d a. For each ff-feSt(^ ) we have a dual standard 
tableau <r*. The lignes of cr* are the columns of <r. Clearly 
{X*)* = ■*, (a*)* = cr. Prom 5.12, 1 ^  = TT \ 1^ for all <r eSt(*).
For each partition X of n, choose an element u^sO^, The 
set of all partitions of n is partially ordered by Xgjult
\  a. for all j > 1. It is known that 1 ^ <=* C. c C, .i'*i 1 / x r
It is easy to check that 4 = ^ *  £ X*.
For each partition X of n, we choose also a conjugacy class 
of parabolic subgroups <5^  such that P/Up is of type A^xA^x... 
if P g G^.We denote by the corresponding subgroup of W and 
by 1^ the corresponding subset of TT. The complex representation
V/IndJJ^O) depends only on X.. We shall denote it by Qy. For any 
unipotent element x, we write S^(x) for V  x), and we write 
S^i/O for S ^ u p .
From 6.2 (or by direct computations) the <3^-regular class 
is C^#.
Lemma 5.16. a) 3^(3) ± 0 <=> /+ < X .
b) |S^(>) | = 1.
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Proof, a) We have the following equivalences, 
s y * )  ^ 0 4=^ I ^ n l ^  = 0 fo r  some cre.St(20) <£=>
1  ^ c l ^  for some <reSt(?0) 4= $  I c l t  for some x e S t (x * )
<=> c 3^* (in particular because of 5.12 (b)) <--->
A* < 4=» y* $ JX.
b) We take > = yx. in these equivalences. If -re St (Ok*) is such 
that 1^ = 1^ c l t, then for dimension reasons 1^ = Ir and the 
component 3f_ of 9", is of the form <8(P) for some P <=
Since Z(u^#) is connected, thereYat most one component with 
this property. Therefore <r = x* is the unique element of 3^(1).
Proposition 5.17. a) For any partition X of n, there exists a 
unique (up to isomorphism) complex irreducible representation 
of W s Sn such that 0^- for some suitable
integers n^v
b) 1 3 ^ ) 1  = n^, for any pair of partitions X,yix.
Proof. For any pair of partitions yu, y, we have
1 ) ^  ISy.d)! |SV(^)1 = |W^\W/W0| (4.2).Iw^w wJ
1 2Choose a total ordering X < X < ... on the set of all
partitions of n, compatible with the partial order defined in 
5*15. Let s.
Let
’ij 
f l  •f‘2 "
|3^i(^)| and let S be the matrix (s^). 
be the irreducible complex representations
of Sn . Their number is the number of partitions of n. From 
the definition of 0^f we get
2) 21 < ^ » f " <^» 0v) = ly\W/Wv| for all pairs of
partitions yU, v> of n.
Let n^j = <%i*fj> and l®t M Le the matrix (n^).
(1) and (2) show that N^N) = S(tS). Hence (3-1N) (t (S“1N)) *
■ M l
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1. By 5.16, 3 is a unipotent triangular matrix. S-  ^ is a matrix 
with coefficients in 'Z. Therefore 3” corresponds to a 
permutation of the basis with possible sign changes. Changing 
the numbering of the irreducible representations» we can 
arrange to have S~1N triangular» and its eigenvalues are in 
i-1,+1). But S is unipotent triangular and N = S(S~1N) has 
no negative coefficients. This shows that S-1N = 1, i.e. 3 = N. 
This clearly proves the proposition.
5.18. We assume now that we are in one of the cases (II) to 
(IX). We use the parametrization of unipotent classes given 
in 1.1.12 and 1.3.18 and we consider a fixed unipotent 
element u e. £. We shall say that we are in the odd
orthogonal case if we are in cases (II) or (III), in the even
orthogonal case if we are in cases (IV) or (V) and in the
symplectic case if we are in cases (VI), (VII), (VIII) or
(IX). This refers to the kind of diagrams occuring in the 
parametrization of unipotent classes.
Let N = dim V. N = 2n+l in the odd orthogonal case and 
N = 2n in the other cases, d^ (or dN ) is the Young diagram 
corresponding to ^ and as in 1.1.12 cA is the number of lines 
of length i in d^ and is the length of the ith column of 
d^. We associate to ^ integers b^, z^ in the following way.
If we are in the odd orthogonal case (resp. the even 
orthogonal case, the symplectic case), let u ^ b e  an element 
of 02n+1(C) (resp. 02n(C), Sp2n(C)) in the unipotent class 
corresponding to Then s
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a) In the odd orthogonal case,
(u-).z. = dim Zn 
A °2n+l
b) In the even orthogonal case,
b/> = ^ 7 ^ 2 i - 1 ^ 2 i - l “2  ^ + ^ 2i**
zi = dim zo2n(V *
c) In the symplectic case,
\  = ? ^  ^2i-l + ^2i^2i“2^»  
(u.).zi - dim ZSp2n
Notice that a partition 'X may occur in the even orthogonal 
case and in the symplectic case and that the integers b^ and 
z depend on the case we consider.
Proposition 5.19. dim ^  = b^ - 
formula = 0 and [x] = max jy<s£[yi:xj.
^  (^i+l_fi^i .=£> In this
Proof. We shall give the proof for cases (II) and (IV) in 
5.30. In the other cases the proof is similar.
Remark 5.20. In cases (III), (V) and (VI), 0 for all i
and therefore dim ^  = b^. In cases (II), (IV) and (VII),
£ £ 0 and therefore ^  = -ci <0 is even if = 0. In
case (VIII) £q = 0 and is even. In case (IX)
£ = 0 and P.- f = is odd.o l o l
Corollary 5.21. dim Z(u) = 2 dim ^  + ranku (G).
Proof. We know already that this is true if p = 0 (2.5 and
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2.6). Hence = 2b^ + n. It can be checked that dim Z(u) = 
(for cases (II) and (IV) this is done in 
1.3.24). This shows that dim Z(u) = 2 dim 9^ + n - 1 in case 
(IX) and dim Z(u) = 2 dim 5^ + n in the other cases. This 
proves the lemma since ranku (G) = n-1 in case (IX) and 
ranku (G) = n in the other cases.
5.22. Assume that n ^ 2  if we are in case (V), (VIII) or (IX) 
and n } 1 in the other cases. Let L be a subspace of dimension 
1 in V and let H d L be a hyperplane in V. If we are in case
(III) , (V), (VI) or (VII) we assume that H = L_l. If we are in 
case (VIII) or (IX) we assume that Q vanishes on L and H = 
l-**. Let P be the stabilizer of (L,H) in G (in cases (II) and
(IV) we say that a bilinear form f G stabilizes (L,H) if 
(fL,fH) = (H,L)). P is a parabolic subgroup of G and the 
conditions of 4.6 are satisfied. We want to use 4.9 with this 
parabolic subgroup. If P' e. c? u , the class of uUp, in P'/Up, 
is parametrized by a pair (<\‘ , £' ) and we can write f(P') = 
(V,£') (f as in 4.6 ; this should not create any confusion 
with the bilinear forms denoted by the same letter). Consider 
now a fixed unipotent class C' in P/Up parametrized by a pair 
(V,£'). Let Y = f_1(C') and X = p_1(Y) (as in 4.6). If u* e 
C' the group A'(u') (as in 4.9) can be described as in 
1.1.13 and 1.3.23 with a subset of {a 0*a if aa a system
of generators. The relations for A(u) and A'(u* ) need not to 
be the same.
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Proposition 5.23. In the situation of 5.22 Z(u) acts 
transitively on Y. • In tthe orthogonal case (reap, the 
symplectic case) dim X = dim if and only if (V , f* ) is 
obtained from (^,f) as follows, d , must be deduced from d,* A
by one of the following operations.
a) if ci >2, remove two squares from the i^*1 column.
b) if i > 2  is odd (resp. even), £± = 1 and = £ f remove
one square from the i column and one square from the 
til(i-1) column. In cases (VIII) and (IX) we must have i>4.
£' is any application IN-- such that :
i) ('V,C') represents a unipotent class in P/Up.
ii) if the number of lines of length j is unchanged.
iii) / 1 if f . = 0 and fJ / 0 if r . = 1.
The groups Ap and Ap of 4.9 are the following. Ap is the 
subgroup of A(u) generated by the elements in the system of 
generators of A(u) which are also in the system of generators 
of A'(u') (as described in 1.1.13 or 1.3.23). Ap is the 
smallest subgroup of A'(u') such that the application from 
the system of generators of Ap to A'(u') gives rise to a 
homomorphism Ap — »A'iu'i/A^. This homomorphism is the one 
considered in 4.9.
Proof. We give the proof for cases (II) and (IV) in several 
steps (from 5.25 to 5.33). The proof for the other cases is 
similar.
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Remark 5.24. Suppose that in 5.23 dim Y = dim 1^. Then Y is 
connected (and Ap = A(u)) or Y has two components (and 
|a (u )/Apl = 2). Y has two components in the following cases :
a) In case (III), (V) or (VI), Y has two components if =
1, c^ «= 2 and d^, is obtained from d^ by removing two squares 
from the ith column.
b) In case (II), (IV), (VII), (VIII) or (IX), Y has two
components if = ouf c^ = 2, £i+1 / 1, £ =  0 and d^, is
obtained from d^ by removing two squares from the column i.
In both cases D = |l,a^ j = jl.a^  _p| cA (u ) is  such that 
A(u) = DxAp.
We also have Ap = 1 or )A^ >| =2 .  Ap / 1 in the following 
cases.
a') In case (III), (V) or (VI), Ap = { l . a ^ a ^ j  c  A ’(u') if
£. = 1 ,  c . > 2  and dAI is obtained from d- by removing one 
i  l  A "
square from the i^*1 column and one square from the (i-l)^*1 
column.
b') In case (II), (IV), (VII), (VIII) or (IX), Ap =
fl,a. a p cA'(u') if one of the following conditions1 *i Ki-11
holds.
b{) £± = 1, c± = 2 and (ci+1 / 0 or £i+2 = 1) and d^, is
obtained from d^ by removing two squares from the column i.
bg) S± = 1, c± = 1 and (ci+1 /  0 or ¿-±+2 = 1) and d A, is
obtained from d ^ b y  removing one square from the column i
and one square from the column (i-1).
These results are consequences of 5.23.
5.25. Until the end of 5.33 we suppose that we are in case 
(II) or (IV) and that f £C is a unipotent bilinear form 
in G = G(V). Let u = f2 and let W± = Ker(u-l)nIm(u-l)1-1.
A subspace M of V will be called an f-submodule if it is 
u-stable and the restriction fM of f to MxM is non-singular. 
The conjugacy class of fM in G(M) is determined by a diagram 
and by a sequence (f^iM))^^. Here we characterize the 
diagram by the sequence (c^M))^ where c^M) is the number
pof Jordan blocks of dimension i of f„eGL(M).
A line LeP(V) is isotropic (for f) if the restriction 
of f to L*L is 0 and L is stabilized by u. There is an 
isotropic flag (F0*Fi»•••*FN ) (N = dim V) fixed by f such 
that ij b i if and only if L is isotropic (for f).
If U is a u-stable subspace of V, we shall write M = 
fM = jveV|f(v,m) = 0 for all mell] = [veV|f(m,v) = 0 for 
all Dell] (1.3.4). M"1" is u-stable. If M is an f-submodule,
V = MeM-1-.
Suppose that M is an f-submodule and that Le|P(M) is 
isotropic, f induces a unipotent bilinear form on (I^nMj/L. 
Its conjugacy class will be represented by (c£(M),£|(M) )± x. 
We have c±(V) = c1# £±(V) = £± and we write c^ = c^(V), =
£^(V). Clearly c± «= c1(M) + ci(M'L)I f± * max(£^(M), ¿^(M-*-)), 
c^ = c^(M) + ci(Mx), £'± = max(£^(M), ^ (M-1-)).
We shall say that two f-submodules M1 and M2 are
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equivalent if c^l^) = c ±(M2) and ^(M^) = ^(Mg) for all 
i ^ l  and we write M1 ~ M 2. There exists z e ZQ(f) such that 
zM1 = M2 if and only if and M "^ (in particular 
because of 1.3.18).
8.26. Choose P as in 5.22. is naturally isomorphic to the 
variety of all isotropic lines in V and we shall identify 
these varieties. Let Y be a subvariety of as in 5.22.
It is clear from 5.5 that there is a unique i such that Y c. 
tP(W±)\ P(Wi+1). If L e Y  is an isotropic line, (cj)j ^  and 
^j^0>l depen<i only on ^ and not on 't i^e choice of L (by 
definition of Y).
Let X(L)* be the set of all f-submodules of V containing 
L such that the following conditions hold.
a) U has no proper f-submodule containing L.
b) If «^(M) ^ a) for some i, then e^M) = c^.
The elements of X(L)* can be obtained as follows. Pix an 
element veL ,  v / 0. Let Vy = ^w eV|(u-l)i-1(w) = v^. f(v,w) 
is constant on Vv (by 1.3.5). There are two cases.
1) if f(v,w) / 0 on Vv , the u-stable submodule generated by 
any w e.Vv is in X(L)* and every element of X(L)* is of this 
form.
2) if f(v,w) = 0 on Vv , choose first an element W€.Vv . By 
1.3.6 we can choose v ' e W . \ W i+1 such that f(w,v') / 0. If
= 1, we can choose v ' e W i\ W i+1 such that f(v',w') ^ 0 
on Vv ,. Choose now an element w ' e V v ,. The u-stable submodule
\
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generated by w and w' is in X(L)* and every element of X(L)* 
is of this form.
It is then easy to check that X(L)* is not empty and that 
it is an irreducible subset of some Grassmannian variety.
Moreover in case (1) we have for all M6X(I)* ••
c (M) = 1fl
if d = i
i,(M) = 1f i if d * iJ \“0 if j / i 3 1 if d ^ i
fl if j = i-2 fl if d = i-2ci(M) = 1
d / i-2 *j(M) = 'J 1to if ( C o if d / i-2
and in case (2) we have for all MeX(L)* :
i2
if d = i 'e. if d = ic d(M) = 1
d ^ i fd(M) " {
1
0 if . 60 if d / i
1f2 if d = i-1 (1 if d - i-icj(M) = j Ei(M) = -
0 if d / i-1 J l cu if d / i-i
This shows in particular that the equivalence class of
depends only on Y. This is also the case for M-*-. Since c . =J
Cj(M) + CjfM'1") and = max( f ^ (M), £j(MJ')), we find that 
Cj(MJ_) is independent of the choice of M eX(L)* and of the 
choice of l e Y  for all j ?1. The same holds for £.(M ) ifV
J ^ i. But ££ = max(e-J(M)f C^M-1-)) = max(uj, £±(UX )) = 
depends only on Y. This shows that the equivalence class of 
M 4- depends only on Y.
Let Y* = {(L,M)|LeY and MeX(L)*|. We have shown that 
ZQ (f) acts transitively on the second projection pr2(Y*).
27. We assume now that u has one Jordan block of dimension
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generated by w and W  is in X(L)* and every element of X(L)* 
is of this form.
It is then easy to check that X(L)* is not empty and that 
it is an irreducible subset of some Grassmannian variety. 
Moreover in case (1) we have for all MeX(I)* :
cd(M) =
if i = i 
if j / i V M)
Cl if j * i
if i / i
'1 if 3 =  i-2 [1
c 1(M) =
3 t  i-2 f j (M )  - \J 0 if Co
and in case (2) we have for all MeX(L)*  :
f2 if 3 «= i '£4IIT
-3
o
£j<“> ■ 1
1
0 if 3 /  i 6 0
C2 if 3 = i-1 ' 1c ’ (M) = < c; ( m ) .
3 0 if 3 t  i-1 J ■ CO
if j = i-2 
if 3 / i-2
if i m i 
if j / i 
if j = i-1 
if 3 t  i-1
This shows in particular that the equivalence class of M
depends only on Y. This is also the case for M-1-. Since c . =J
Cj(M) + Cj(M'l) and = max(£j(M), (M-L)), we find that
Cj(M_L) is independent of the choice of M eX(L)* and of the 
choice of LeY for all j ?1. The same holds for £.j(M ) if 
j £ i. But = max(f^(M), ^ (M-1-)) = max(u>, ) = <f'1(M'L)
depends only on Y. This shows that the equivalence class of 
M-1- depends only on Y.
Let S f*  = {(L,M) |LeY and MeI(L)f|. We have shown that 
Z0(f) acts transitively on the second projection pr2(Y*).
5.27. We assume now that u has one Jordan block of dimension
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2n+l and we are in case (II) or two blocks of dimension n 
and we are in case (IV). The possibilities for Y are as 
follows.
a) c2n+l = 1 » consists of a single point L e l P ^ )  and 
VeX(L)*.
b) if cn = 2 and £n = 0, then <Pf = consists of a
single ZQ (f)-orbit. If I e < P f) then VeX(L)*.
c) if cn = 2 and = 1, then <Pf c [PiW^ consists of two 
ZQ (f)-orbits if n >2 and is a single orbit if n = 1. Y^ =
|L c IP(W^) Jf (v,w) = 0 if v e. L and (u-l)n "'"(w) = vj consists 
of a single point. If n j2 the other orbit in is Y2 =
IP(W1) V Y 1. V e X(L)* if L e Y 1 and V^X(L)* if LeYg.
d) If cn = 2 and £n = to, then ^  = IP(W^) consists of two
ZQ(f)-orbits. Y^ = [LePiW^)] = 0^ consists of two points
and Y2 = flPfW^ \ Y1 = {he P(V^) | €^  = lj . V<£ X(L)* for all 
LelPiVI^).
These results can be deduced easily from 1.3.15 and 
1.3.17.
5.28. We can now prove that ZQ(f) acts transitively on the 
variety Y of 5.26. With the notations of 5.26, we have 
already proved that ZQ (f) acts transitively on pr2(Y*). 
Consider the action of Z^ on Ygj, where ZM = j z e ZQ(f)j zM = m | 
and Ygj = e y |m  eX(L)*| . Prom 5.27 it is clear that ZM acts 
transitively on Ygj if we are in cases (a), (b) or (c) and 
there are at most two orbits if we are in case (d) of 5.27
for f„eG(M) (clearly ZM si ZqL(M ) (fM ) * zGL(Mx) (fM l)) • Hence 
ZQ(f) acts transitively on Y if we are not in case (d).
Suppose now that we are in case (d). Then c£ ^(M) = 2. 
Therefore e ^  > 2 and = 0 or 1. If i = w  or 0, we
must have ¿ ^ ( M )  = and 5.27 shows that Y* is a single
Zjj-orhit. This shows that unless ^ = 1, Zo (f) acts 
transitively on Y.
Suppose that we are in case (d) with <?. , = 1. Then Y*
1 —X M
consists of two Z„-orbits and Y* consists of two Z (f)-M O
orbits. Let YJ, YJ$ be the orbits in St* corresponding to Y^,
Yg of 5.27 (d) respectively. Choose (L,M)e¥* and pick v«L, 
v ji 0. M is the u-stable submodule of V generated by some 
w, w' such that w eVy and w' e V yll where v'e. is such that 
f(w,v') / 0 (5.26). Since £ ^ = 1, there exists l e M ^ s u e h
that (u-l)i-1(x) = 0 and f (x, (u-l)i-2(x)) = 1. For every ^ £ k  
let w^ = w + <\x. We still have w ^ ^ V v and f(w^,v') / 0. The 
u-stable submodule generated by w^ and w' is an element of 
X(L)*. Since f(w^,(u-l)i_2(w>)) = f(w,(u-1)i-2(w)) + 1 2 = ^ 2, 
(L,M^) eY| for all ^ ^ 0 .  This shows that is dense in St* 
and that pr1(<Yj) and pr^(?|) both contain L. This implies 
that Y = pr^Y*) = is a single ZQ(f)-orbit.
We have therefore shown that in all cases ZQ(f) acts 
transitively on Y. We have shown also that X(L)* contains a 
dense ZM-orbit and that St* contains a dense Z (f)-orbit. Let 
X(L)cX(L)* and Y«=Y* be these dense orbits. Clearly St =
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[(L,M)|LeY and MeX(L)]. Let also YM = (l  € y |m  eX(L)^ . YM
is dense in Y* and ZM acts transitively on Y„.
5.29. dim 5 = dim pr2(Y) + dim Yjj. dim Yjj can be computed 
from 5.27 (this is always 0 or 1). Since ZQ(f) acts
Suppose that = 1 and = 0. Let Y be the subvariety
of <Pj corresponding to )» where = y  and Z' s
is easily checked that Y / 0. Let X (resp. X) be the 
subvariety of T3- corresponding to Y (resp. Y). By induction 
on n, we may assume that 5.19 is true for f^^e GiM-1-). By
5.30. Let E be the variety of all k[u]-submodules II of V such 
that M is a direct factor of V as k[u]-modules and :
1) if we are in case (1) of 5.26, the restriction of u to M
has only one Jordan block and dim M = i.
2) if we are in case (2) of 5.26, the restriction of u to M
has exactly two Jordan blocks, both of dimension i.
E is irreducible. Eq = ^MeEjM is an f-submodulej is open 
dense in E. pr2(¥) is a subvariety of Eq and (by considering
dim X = dim <3^. (X being the subvariety of corresponding
transitively on pr2(Y), dim pr2(?) = dim Z(f) - dim ZM *= 
dim Z(f) — dim Z_T /M \(fM ) — dim Z_T (fMj_).'GL(M)V M GLiM^^M-1-^
IN — >fco,0,l} is defined by £ • = if j / i and £^ = 1. It
1.3.24 we get then
all possible cases) 5.29 shows that pr2(Y) is dense in EQ if
to Y). In particular, if dim X = dim then pr2 (ï) is
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irreducible and dim pr2(Y) = dim E = (£.-l) in case (1),J t)
2 -2) in case (2). dim Y = dim pr0(Y) + dim Y„ can be
computed in this case from 5.27. Since dim Y = dim Y - 
dim X(L), we need only to compute dim X(L) = dim X(L)* to 
determine dim Y when pr2(?) is dense in E q ((L,M)e?). Prom 
the descrition of X(L)* given in 5.26, we get dim X(L)* =
■ST(f.-l) in case (1), (2,-2) + 2 Z ( f , - 2 )  in case (2).J J* 4< f c J
Therefore dim Y = 2,-1 in case (1), (€ -2) + dim Y„ in case
(2) (if pr2(Y) is dense in Eq ).
By induction on n we can assume that 5.19 is true for 
P/Up. We can then compute dim X = dim Y + dim <33(P/Up)u ,, 
where u' eP/Up is in the unipotent class corresponding to 
( V  »¿')i at least if pr2(Y) is dense in EQ. This is certainly 
the case if dim X = dim In fact we get a method to 
compute dim X in all cases since 5.29 reduces the problem to 
the case considered here.
The different possibilities for ( ,  £' ) can be obtained 
from 5.27 and the formulae c^ = c^(M) + c^M-1-), =
max(£!j(M), <i\j (M-1-)). By considering all possible cases, it is 
then easy to check (by induction on n) that dim is given 
by the formula of 5.19 and that dim X = dim 3?^. if and only 
if (<V,c') is obtained from (<\,£) by one of the operations 
described in 5.2 3.
5.31. We turn now to the proof of the statements concerning 
Ap and in 5.23. In 1.3.21 we use a system of generators
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for AQ (f) corresponding to some lines of Suppose that 
(<\*»«£•* ) is such that dim X = d i m ^ .  Fix (L,M) e Y. We may 
assume that the parabolic subgroup P is the stabilizer of 
(L,LJ") in 0(V). We have already shown that d^, is obtained 
from d^ by removing two squares from one line of d^ or by 
removing two squares from one column of d J( i.e. from two 
consecutive lines of d^ (of the same length). The Young 
diagram of fllie(j(M±) consists of the remaining lines of d„. 
The corresponding group AQ(fM j.) can be described with [a^  |
generators for AQ(f) which correspond to lines which are not
for A^(f„j.) are all true in A„(f) but the obviousO M O
homomorphism A0(fM x)-- »AQ (f) is no-fc alwaYs injective.
homomorphism AQ(fM ) x AQ(fMJL)-- * AQ (f ) induced by ZM c ZQ(f ) is
the obvious homomorphism given by the generators. It is 
surjective.
We have a similar situation with A^(f') with a surjective 
homomorphism A^(f^) x AQ(fMjJ— »A^(f') (where f£ is the 
bilinear form induced by f on ( M a L1)/!).
5.32. In the situation of 5.31 prg(Y) is irreducible (5.30) 
and ZQ (f) acts transitively on Y and pr2(¥). It follows that 
the irreducible components of ? are in bijectlve
i.e. the elements of the system of
touched by the operation giving d , from d . The relationsA **
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correspondence with the (Z(f)°oZM )-orbits in YM . Z (f__JM M O M
acts trivially on Y . It follows that the image of A (f„_J 
in A(f) is contained in Ap. It is easily checked from 5.27 
that Yy is connected unless the given system of generators 
for Aq (fy) is not contained in the given system of generators 
for A^(fjj). Also fZ(f)° eA(f) is clearly contained in Ap . It 
follows easily that Ap = A(f) (and Y is connected) unless i 
is even, ci = 2, ei+1 * 1 and = 0. In this case the
image of A (fM _i.) in A(f) has index 2 in A (f). Prom 5.27 Y„ 
consists of two points and it is easy to see that Z(f)°nZ„ 
acts trivially on YM (in particular from the relations of 
1.3.21 for AQ(f )). Y has therefore two components and the 
same is true for Y since all fibres of prp : Y — >Y are 
connected (X(L) is connected). Ap is generated by fz(f) °  and 
the image of AQ(fMj.) in A(f) and ¡A(f)/Ap | = 2.
This shows that the description of Ap given in 5.23 is 
correct if we are in case (II) or (IV).
5.33. Let Z^ = jz eZQ(f)|zL = L ]. The homomorphism Ap — >
A' (f' )/A£ is induced by the natural homomorphism Z^/Z® —  
A'(f') (with fZ(f)° »— >f*Z(f')°). Since X(L) is irreducible, 
ZT „ e ZT n Z„ meets all components of Z,. It is therefore
L y M Jj M
sufficient to study the natural homomorphism ZL jj/Z° M -- *
A'(f’). Let H = {Ze ZGL(M)^fM H  zL = L l* ZL,M = HxZGL(M'i)
“L,i/ZL,M (H/H ) x AQ(fjjjJ. The homomorphism AQ(fM j.)and Zj
A'(f’) is the one considered in 5.31. In order to prove 5.23
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(in cases (II) and (IV)) we need only to prove (a) and (b) :
a) the natural homomorphism H/H° — » A (f„) is injective andO M
its image is the subgroup of AQ(fM ) generated by { a j ^  4 0,
^  0 and ^  / *$)•
b) the homomorphism H/H°— > A' (f^) is the obvious one given 
by the systems of generators.
This reduces the problem to the case where VeX(L).
(a) can be deduced from the proofs of 1.3.14 and 1.3.16. 
(h) can be checked easily if we use the following facts. In 
5.27 (a), u e Z Q(f)\Z(f)° if n » l  and in 5.27 (d) an element 
z € Z Q (f) is in Z(f)° if and only if it acts trivially on Yp 
(with the notations of 5.27). In the different cases of 5.27
it is then easy to identify the homomorphism H/H°-- ► A'(f')
and to see that it is given by (b).
This gives a complete description of the homomorphism 
Z^ ¡j/z£ M — »A'(f') and it clearly follows from this 
description that Ap and the homomorphism Ap — >A' (f')/Ap are 
as descibed in 5.23. The proof of 5.23 in cases (II) and (IV) 
is now complete.
5.34. Using 4.10, 4.11 and 5.23 it is possible to get by 
induction on n a description of S(u) and of the action of 
A(u) on S(u).(u e. G unipotent). We give now a combinatorial 
description of S(u) and the action of A(u) on S(u) which is 
closer to the parametrization by standard tableaux obtained
n*for GL,
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Consider a flag F e <7" fixed by u (or corresponding to a 
Borel subgroup fixed by u if we are in case (IX)). Let G^F) 
be the following group (0 <i$n) :
a) In case (II) or (IV), Gi(P) = G(PN _n+1/Pn_i) (defined as 
in 1.3.1).
b) In case (III), (V), (VIII) or (LX), Gh (F) = 0(F„ ,/P 4)i w—n+i n—l
(with respect to the bilinear form (resp. quadratic form) 
induced by f (resp. Q) in cases (III) and (V) (resp. (VIII) 
and (IX))).
c) In case (VI) or (VII), G^F) = Sp(FN_n+1/Fn_i) (with 
respect to the bilinear form induced by f).
u has an image u± in Gi(F). We get then a unipotent class
Ci in G^(F), hence a pair (^. g 1) (depending on F). In this
way we attach to each B' e. c7iu (and to each F <= if we are
not in case (IX)) a sequence (^.g0 ), ('11,£1), ..., (An ,gn ).
Clearly (^»g0) = (3,£). Let D be the set of all sequences
obtained in this way. We have defined an application 1X :
-- > D. For each deD, let Xd = Tr ^(d). X^ is Z(u)-stable
and it follows easily from 4.7 that it is locally closed in
4.12 shows by induction on n that all components of Xfl
have the same dimension and are disjoint. Let D* = |deD|
dim X . = dim <B 1. If d eD», the closure of any irreducible d u >
component of X^ is an irreducible component of and every 
irreducible component of is of this form (for a unique 
d eB* and a unique irreducible component of Xfl). This gives
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a partition S(u) = u  S.. Each S. is stable for the action<Ja o” a a
of A(u) since X^ is stable for Z(u).
The sequence ( ^ . g 0), (-*1, C1 ), (;\n , £n ) is in D* if
and only if (A1'1 , Li_1) is deduced from by one of the
operations described in 5.23 for all i (1 G i c n  in cases (II)
to (VIII), 2 < i $ n  in case (IX)). Hence D* can be described
in a combinatorial way. We want to get also a combinatorial
description of and the action of A(u) on (deD*).
Consider now a fixed d g D*, i.e. a sequence (-A0, f°),
( ^ » E 1), ..., (i\n ,£n ). If N is even (resp. odd) let dQ , dg,
..., d^ (resp. d^, d., ..., d^) be the Young diagrams 
o 1 ncorresponding to 'X , A , ..., 'X . If d^ is one of these 
diagrams (j>2), d_._g i-3 obtained from d.. by removing a ’box’ 
consisting of two adjacent squares. Call this box the box i 
if j = 2i or 2i+l. If N is even, dR consists then of n boxes 
labelled 1, 2, ..., n. If N is odd, dN consists of one square 
for d1 and n boxes labelled 1, 2, ..., n.
Suppose that the image of P £ (T in is in X^. In 1.1.13 
and 1.3.23 we use a subset of ia0,alt...| to describe Afu^ 
(ui the image of u in G^F)). We shall say that the box i is 
special if the subset of [aQ,a1,...] associated to O 1,«:1) 
in this way is strictly larger than the subset associated to 
(<\i_1, £i-1). In other words ;
a) if p / 2, the box i is special if it consists of two 
squares in the column h (some h), = 1 and
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a partition S(u) = U s . .  Each S. is stable for the actiond» D*’ a a
of A(u) since Xd is stable for Z(u).
The sequence (/X°,£°), (^n ,£n ) is in D* if
and only if is deduced from (<\i,ci) by one of the
operations described in 5.23 for all i ( l s i < n  in cases (II) 
to (VIII), 2 <i i n in case (IX)). Hence D* can be described 
in a combinatorial way. We want to get also a combinatorial 
description of and the action of A(u) on (del)»).
Consider now a fixed d eD*, i.e. a sequence (<\°, s°),
(■^■»S It ...» (An ,£n ). If N is even (resp. odd) let dQ, d2, 
djj (resp. d^, d., . d^) be the Young diagrams
O 1 XIcorresponding to 'X , A , ..., *> . If d^ is one of these 
diagrams (j >2), d.._2 is obtained from d^ by removing a 'box' 
consisting of two adjacent squares. Call this box the box i 
if j = 2i or 2i+l. If N is even, d^ consists then of n boxes 
labelled 1, 2, ..., n. If N is odd, d^ consists of one square 
for d^ and n boxes labelled 1, 2, ..., n.
Suppose that the image of P £ <T in eg is in Xd. In 1.1.13 
and 1.3.23 we use a subset of {aQ,a^,...| to describe A(ud) 
(u± the image of u in G1(P)). We shall say that the box i is 
special if the subset of [a associated to (}*,£*)
in this way is strictly larger than the subset associated to 
(•^ i_1, £i_1). In other words j
a) if p / 2, the box i is special if it consists of two 
squares in the column h (some h), = 1 and
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b) if p = 2, the box i is special if it consists of two 
squares in the column h (some h), = co and = 0.
We take the special boxes as a basis for a vector space 
over 1>/2Z. We consider §d as an abelian group. An element of 
§d will be represented by the diagram dN with signs + or - in 
the special boxes.
If p / 2 (resp. p = 2) let X be the abelian group
generated by [aj £ ^  = l] (resp. [aje^ / oj) with the 
2relations a^ = 1 for all generators and a. = 1 if = 0.
The description of A(u) given in 1.1.13 and 1.1.23 gives a
homomorphism A — *A(u). This homomorphism is surjective if we
are not in case (II) or (IV). If we are in case (II) or (IV)
its image is A (u). This will be sufficient since in this o
case A(u) is generated by AQ (u) and aQ, and aQ acts trivially 
on S(u).
Let be the homomorphism X — *“Sd such that ^(a.^) is the 
diagram d^ with signs - in the special boxes meeting the line 
i and with signs + in the other special boxes (for all ad in 
the system of generators of A). This gives an action of X  on 
3d s X*£d— > 3 d, (a,s)— »<fd (a)s.
Let d' be the sequence ('>°,£°), ( ^ » C 1), ..., (•An 
We get in a similar way a group 3d ,. An element of 3d , 
consists of the diagram dN_2 with signs + or - in the special 
boxes. By adding to the elements of 3 d , a box with a sign + 
if the box n is special or an empty box if the box n is not
■
0
«
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special, we make Sd , into a subgroup of S^.
We define now a subgroup Rd of If n > 2  we may assume 
by induction on n that a subgroup Rd , of 1^,c Sd has already 
been defined. If n = 1 we define Rd , = in cases (V) and 
(VIII) and Rd , = 1 in the other cases. Then Rfl = Rd ,<Pd(K ), 
where Kd is the kernel of the homomorphism X — >A(u).
If we are not in case (II) or (IV), the action of X on CL
induces an action of A(u) on Sd/Rd> If we are in case (II) or 
(IV) we get an action of AQ (u) on Sd/Rd but this action can
be extended to an action of A(u) by saying that aQ acts
2trivially provided that aQ e A 0(u) acts trivially.
Proposition 5.35. In the situation of 5.34 there exists a
family (f(j)(JeT)* of A(u)-equivariant bijections fj :
Sd/Rd — Sd> This family can be choosen in such a way that
the resulting A(u)-eauivariant bisection f : U  §,/R.-- *S(u)4eo* a a
is well-defined up to composition with a bisection f :a
S(u) — > S(u), <r i— * a<r (a e A(u)).
Proof. Using 4.12, 5.23 and the definitions of §d and Rd , it 
is possible to check by induction on n that there exists an 
equivariant bisection ffl s &d/Rd — * Sd* If we are in case 
(II) or (TV) it is sufficient to consider the action of AQ (u) 
in the proof.
What we want to do is to choose this bisection in the best 
possible way. This will be especially important in cases (V)
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and (VIII). For this reason we give the construction of f.a
for these cases. In the other cases the method is similar.
So assume that we are in case (V) or (VIII). For each j^.1 
let Vj be a vector space over k of dimension n^, where n
“ d =
if £ d = !
j+1 if = CO
j+2 if 0.
If we are in case (V) (resp. (VIII)), we choose a bilinear
form fj (resp. a quadratic form Q^ with associated bilinear
form fj) such that f^ is symmetric and non-degenerate. We get
an orthogonal group O(V^). Choose a unipotent element u^ €.
0(Vj) such that u^ has a single Jordan block, u^ is regular.
Choose now a basis e^,...,e^j ^or Vj such that (u..-l)(e^) =
e^ , (lirin,, with e^ =0), and such that : r-i j o
a) in case (V), fj(er,er) = 1 if 2r = n^+1 and fj(er ,ea) = 0 
if (n^+D/2 «r <n^, (n^+D/2 < s <xiy
b) in case (VIII), f j ^ . e  ) = 1, f.,(er,es) = 0 if 
n^/2 <r,s ¿n^ and Qj(en )^ =
Let also a^ be the following element of zo(Vj) ^' In 
case (V), a^ ** -1. In case (VIII), a^ = u^.
For every h >1, let = |j « IN j Aj = h] If = 1 and J^ =
{jc h |*j = h and d - f ^  is even] if <?h / 1. Let J = U  
We define for each j e J  a vector space with a bilinear 
form (in case (V)) or a quadratic form (in case (VIII)) and 
a unipotent element VjeO(M^).
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a) if £h s l, b Vj with f^ or Q.. and v.. = u^. 
h) if = ¿o, M j = L"VL * where L is the subspace of V.. ©V^+1 
generated by e^+e^+1» We use on ® Vj+^ the bilinear form 
or quadratic form which extends the given forms and for which 
V.j and a1*0 orthogonal. We get also an element U j ® u ^ + 1 €
0(Vj ®V^+1). The bilinear form or quadratic form on is 
induced by this bilinei 
Vj is induced by u^ ® u  
c) if £ h = 0, Mj
inear or quadratic form on ®V..+1 and
j ~ “j+l*
N-Vn , where N is the subspace of V. © V i+1
generated by e^+e*|+^ 8111(1 e^+e^+ ~^. The bilinear form or 
quadratic form on M.. and eO(Mj) are defined as in (b).
Let now V = ©  M.. It is easily seen that V inherits a
<¿€3 J
bilinear form (resp. a quadratic form) if we are in case (V) 
(resp. in case (VIII)) which defines an orthogonal group 0(V) 
and (v j)-jej gives a unipotent element ueO(V). The conjugacy 
class of u is parametrized by (■*,£). There exists therefore 
an isomorphism ©: V — » V such that 9ou = uoS and such that 
the bilinear forms or quadratic forms on V and V correspond 
via 0. Moreover 6 is unique up to composition with an 
automorphism gfcZ(u) of V. In order to prove the proposition, 
it is sufficient to show that if such a & is given, then we 
have a procedure to define the bijections f^ (deD*),
We use 9 to identify V and V.
If we are in case (V) (resp. in case (VIII)) and £% = 1
d
(resp. £ * ¿ 0 ) ,  the automorphism of ©  V defined by vi— »v
3
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if T e V ^  (m / j) and v >a^(v) if v eVj induces an
automorphism of V which is actually an element of Z(u). We 
denote also by a^ this element of Z(u). Notice that the image 
of in A(u) is a
Consider now a fixed deD*. Let (A°te°), ...,
(•^ n , £n ) be this sequence and let d' be the sequence (^0,£0), 
(A1,!1), (^n-1t£n_1). We write also (V,£') for (A11-1,
n n
£ We define now by Induction on n a family (P ) « ofS 860^
elements of TV. There will be several cases. In case (1) the
box n consists of two squares of the line j, in the column h
and h-1. In the other cases the box n consists of two squares
of the column h, in the lines j and j+1. Suppose first that
s eS^, Then in each case Fs will be a flag F = (F0,Flf
...,F2n) defined as follows. We fix F^ in each case. Then 9
induces an isomorphism 0' : F^/F^ = V' * V' « ©.M^. Since
seSj, we get by induction a flag of F-jV^. This defines the
flag F e . To get S' we start with vector spaces V'. We 3 u m
take V' = V except in the following cases. In cases (1) to m m
(3 ) V!j is the subspace of Vj/ke^ generated by ejj+ke^, ...,
e^ ,+ke, and we take these vectors as a basis. In cases (2) h.—1 1
and (3 ) VJ+ 1 is the subspace of Vj+1/ke^+ 1 generated 
ejj+1 +ke^+1, ..., ej£*+ke^+ 1 and we take these vectors as a 
basis. The remaining data to get ©' are obtained in a similar 
way. If seS^, and if the box n is as specified above for the 
different cases, we choose F^ as follows.
by
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1) *, ke*1 1*
2) £h = 0. Then = (kej ®ke^+1 ©k(e^+e^+1) )/N.
3) £h = and = 1. Then P1 = (ke*j ©ke^+1)/L.
4) £h = 1. Then Px = L.
5) = uj and ¿¿-;L = 0. Then F1  = N/L.
We have used the same notations as in the definition of 
the vector spaces Mm , mej. L = k(e^+ ie^+1) (iek, i2 = -1 ) 
and N = k(e^+e^+1) ©k(ejj+e;j+1).
In cases (1), (2) and (3), and in case (4) if p = 2, S^, = 
S , and therefore the family (P ) ^  is completely defined.CL S Seo,a
In case (5), and in case (4) if p / 2 (i.e. if the box n is
special), Sd, 4 If s e ^dx ^d«* '*:*ien we define Fs =
a.F . This makes sense since a . s e ?3 j j d'
The family (P ) « has the following property. For everyS SC
/N/ — P . This can be proved by 
ais
a^ e A and every s e S d, a ^ g
induction on n. There are many cases to consider. For example
if the box n corresponds to the case (5) above, there is a
box consisting of two squares of the column h-1 , in the lines
j and j+1. This can be used to prove that aja;j+1 PB =
P . The complete proof of this property is omitted.
ajaj+lSBy construction the image of Fo in £  is contained in X.. 
Since all irreducible components of Xfl are disjoint, and 
since the closure of any irreducible component of Xd is an 
irreducible component of 3£u (an element of by definition 
of Sd ), we get an application fd s §d — »Sd. The property of
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(Pg) ge2" nientionned above shows that f. is X—equivariant. d a
5.23 shows by induction on n that ffl induces an application 
*d ! ®d^®d — * Sd 011,1 "that fd is bijective. Moreover f^ is 
A(u)-equivariant since fd is A-equivariant.
Remarks 5.36« a) In the proof of 5.35 the image of the flag 
P3 in 93u is contained in a unique irreducible component of 
Xd> but it may be contained in several components of <3}^.
b) It follows from 5.35 that for every d e. D* there is a well-
defined bisection ^a/Rj^CX) -- ^/Aiu). This makes the set
of all A(u)—orbits contained in S^ into a group. Suppose that 
P a u  is a parabolic subgroup of G such that uUp is 
quasisemisimple in P/Up and <B(P)U = Xg, is an irreducible 
component of <7^. Suppose also that ere S^. It will be clear 
from later computations that the A(u)-orbit of cr is the 
identity element in Sd/A(u). I don't know in general if the 
group structure of Sd/A(u) has a geometric meaning.
5,37. In 4.3 we have attached to each creS(u) a subset 1^ . 
of TT. is  u-stable.
Suppose first that n = 1. If we are in case (II) or (III), 
Ig. = o(o<p) if d3 - £ . and Ig. = 0 if d^ = I I I 1 . If we are in 
case (IV) d2 = Q, and 1^ = (0^  if ¿ 1 = 0, 1^ = 0 if ^  -= 1. 
If we are in case (VI) or (VII), Ig. = if d2 = 0  and
ir  = 0 if d2 = m .
Suppose now that n = 2. If we are in case (V) (resp. in
d4 = ffl (resp. d4 = 0 0 and £g = 0) and IT = 0 if d4 = f=p=J 
(reap. d4 = g g  and = 1). If we are in case (IX), I <3- = 
°(<*l) = if d4 = j^p and Iff = ji if d4 = Ll I 1 1 .
If n ^  2 we shall say that (for a given d e D*) the box n-1 
is above (resp. below) the box n if for some j the box n - 1  
(resp. n) is contained in the union of the lines l,2,...,j 
and the box n (resp. n-1 ) is contained in the union of the 
lines j+l,j+2,... .
case (VIII)), 1^ = {og.o^] if d4 = I , 1^ = ^  or [oc^ if
Proposition 5.38. Suppose that we are in the situation of 
5.37. Suppose also that n ^  2, and n^-3 if we are in case (V), 
(VIII) or (IX). Let (0i°,£°), ..., ('in ,£.n ) be a sequence d c i »  
and let r e  Sd. Then <xn e Ig. (resp. <*n 4  Ig.) if the box n-1 is 
above (resp. below) the box n. If the box n-1 is neither 
above nor below the box n, then o<n ^ I^if for some h and j the 
box n consists of two squares in the column h, in the lines j 
and j+1 , the box n - 1  consists of two squares in the column h, 
in the lines j and j+1 , and one of the following conditions 
holds.
a) £? = the box n - 1  is special and contains a sign +' h h-2’
for some (or every) s e such that fd (s) = 0'.
b) p = 2 and £®"i = 1 .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of 5.11 (in
particular if the box n - 1  is above or below the box n) but
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with more cases and is omitted.
5.39. 4.8 and 5.38 give an inductive method to determine 1 ^ 
if S(u) is described as in 5.35. We have however to be 
careful if we are in case (V) or (VIII) because G/G° permutes 
and o(2 which are not in the same u-orbit.
Suppose-that we are in case (V) or (VIII). Then <?" = u 
9^ has two components and we can define lines of type in 
<7^  and lines of type oi^  in fT- (this is clear from 5.1 ).
Consider a fixed d e.P* such that d^2 = 0 3  and f \ £ 1 
(where d is the sequence (^°,£°), ..., fon ,£n )). Then for 
each ere Sd, I,,- or c*2 e I,,-, and <£ 1^. In order to
determine which possibility occurs, we need only to solve the 
following problems.
a) For which s <£ Sd is there a line of type o o r o i g  through
F contained in 7  ? s u
b) For each s eS^, which is the component of containing 
Ps ?
The answer to (a) can be obtained by induction on n. If 
n = 2 , there is a line of type or <*2 through Fg contained 
in <¥ if and only if s = [+[] . If n ^ 3, we just have to look 
at the construction of the family (P ) « in the proof ofO
5 .3 5 and use induction on n.
For (b), notice first that if F = (F0*P]_* • • • *F2n^ 42 
then <F* = [f * = (F^,...,F£n )e ^|F£ = Fl^ has two comP°nenta 
(one in and one in <T2) and therefore F and F' are in the
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same component of <¥ if and only if they are in the same
component of <F*'. We can therefore determine by induction on
n which component of 9" contains P if we can solve the sames
problem with s = 1 .
For every d ^ D *  let F. be the element of (F ) -g indexeda 8 seSj
by 1 <e . We show now that the flags (F^) belong to the
same component of Qf, If A(u) / 1, this component depends on 
the choice of 9 in the proof of 5.35. If A(u) = 1 this 
component is completely determined by u.
Suppose that dfe e D *  and let Ffl = (Fq, F^,..., F2n) 5113,1 Fe = 
(F^fF£,...,F£n )• We have to show that Fd and Fg belong to the 
same component of . This is clear by induction on n if F^ = 
F£. If F^ / F£, then we can find d,e eP* such that (with Fg =
< V T 1 .......... » 2 » )  a**» -  < n . T i ..........®*„>> » 1  -  » 1 .  5 i  *
F2 = F^ = F -^F^ and F± = F| if i = 1 , 2n-l (this can be 
proved by considering the different possibilities for the box 
n in d and e and by using the definition of Fd ). Ffl and Fg 
are in the same component of and F and F- are in the same 
component of T. We need only to prove that Fg and Fg are in 
the same component of 9-". It is easy to check that in all
in and contains Fg and Fg. This implies that Fg and Fg
(and hence F. and F ) are contained in the same component Q ©
We have also shown that if C(u) ^ C°(u) (in case (V) or
possible cases contained
of *7"
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(VIII) ), then we can attach to u or C°(u) a component of 
(or an element of {0^ * 0^  ) in a canonical way. Y/e take the 
component of 'F containing the flags Fd (deT)*).
Lemma 5.40. Suppose that we are in one of the cases (I) to
(IX) . If a unipotent element u e G  is such that d i m ©  »3, 
then |lv-l 2 2 for some S(u).
Proof. This can be checked easily in each case. In case (I) 
we use 5.6 and 5.12. In the other cases we use 5.19 and 5.38.
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6 . <P-regular classes.
6.1. In this paragraph we consider the same cases as in 
paragraph 5 and we use the notations of 5.1. We use also the 
notations of 3.1. The problem we consider here is the 
following. Let P d B be a parabolic subgroup of G° and let I 
be the corresponding subset of TT. Determine 'X (in case (I)) 
or (3,£) (in cases (II) to (IX)) such that Cp = (in case 
(I)) or Cp = Cj f (in cases (II) to (IX)).
The subset I c TT will be described as follows.
a) In case (I), I is characterized by integers n.(...,n such
-L  S
that I  n = n and I = LJ (« . I nn + .. .+n n < i < il,+. . ,+n ?.«r*s r uriil i‘ 1 r - 1  1  r)
b) In cases (II), (III), (IV), (VI) and (VII), I is described 
by integers m, n^,...,ng such that m+n^+...+ns = n and I =
( LJ [0(0^ ) |m+n1+.. .+nr_.j+2 £ i $ m+n1+.. .n^) u [0(0^ ) |l £ i$ mj.
c) In cases (V) and (VIII), notice first that every G- 
conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups of G° contains a 
parabolic subgroup P' o B corresponding to a subset I' of T T
such that I'n ^ (^ll * So we may assume that
I n ^ , ^  ^ ^l\ * Then 1 w il1 be characterized by integers 
m, n 1 ,...,ng such that m+n1 +...+ng = n and I =
( U  fa Jm+n., + ...+n n+2 m+n1+.. .+nr] ) u f a J l  ^  i £ m}.
d) In case (IX), if 0(0^ ) cl, I will be characterized by 
integers m, n.,...,ng such that m+n^+...+ng = n—1  and I =
( U  (0^, |m+n. + ...+n .+3 « i 4 m+n +.. .+nr+l J) U 1 <i*m+lj.
If o(<X,)^I, then I will be characterized by integers m, n^,
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. ,.,n with m = 0, m+n1+...+n = n-1 and I =
S  J . sU f«,|m+n..+...+n. . ¿i * m+n.. + .. ,+n +1\.
KrtsL 11 1 r_1 1 r i
In each case let n!,...,n' he the integers n, ,...,n
-L  S  X  3
arranged in decreasing order (i.e. for some permutation <r of 
jl, . ..,s] , nj. = n ^  for all i, 1< i < s, and ... >n^).
Define also Ej = |i |n^ = (j £.1).
Proposition 6.2. In the situation of 6.1 the <P-regular class 
is the unipotent class parametrized by (in case (I)) or 
(3,f) (in cases (II) to (IX)), where A or (3,£) is defined 
as follows.
a) In case (I), = n| for all i, l i i i s .
b) In cases (II) and (III), d^ satisfies : 
b1) if 3  ^2m+l, then = ¿2i+l = 3 if
bg) if j >2m+l is odd, then ^2±-l = ^2i = 3 if 
b^) if j > 2m+l is even and Ej = |p,p+l,..., q], then
^2p-l = J+1» ?2p “ ^2p+l = ••• = ^2q-l = 'P2q = 'j_1* 
b4) if n^>2m+l and n^+1 ¿2m+l, then ^2p+l = 2m+1*
c) In case (IV), d^ and £ satisfy :
c1) if 3 ¿2m is odd and E^ = {p,p+l,... ,q|, then ?2p ■
3+1, ^2q+l = and ^  P ^ <1» ^2p+l = ^2p+2 = ••• =
«2q_l - 3, *2q = ^"1* Moreover ¿2q+l “ 0 if n^ l  
c2) if 3 ¿2m is even and ieEj, then 2^i = ^2i+l ~
Moreover f 2i+l = 0 if ni+i
c j  if 3 > 2 m  is odd and E^ = [p, p+1,... ,q^, then ¿2p-l =
3+1, l 2p 2q-l 3, *2q 3- 1 .
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c^) if d > 2m is even and ieE.., then -¿2i ^ = ^2i = 
o^) if n^> 2m and n^+^ $ 2m, then ^2p+i = 2m> Moreover
f2p*l * 0 if ”¿»1 2- 2'
d) In case (V), d^ satisfies :
d1) if j ^2m and i eE^, then 2^± = -i2i+l = ^*
d2) if j >2m is odd and E.. = [p,p+l,... ,q^, then ^2p-l
j+i, ^2p = ••• = ^2q-l = ^2q = J“1 *
d^) if d >2m is even and i eE.., then ^2i-l = ^2i =  ^•
d^) if n^ > 2m and n^+^i 2m, then ^ p + i  = 2m*
e) In cases (VI) and (VII), d^ satisfies : 
e^) if d < 2m is odd and E.. =
i+1* ^2p+l = ••♦ = ^2q = 3’ ^2q+l = 'J_1*
e2) if d <2m is even and ieE.., then ?2i = 2^i+l =
e^) if d >2m and i £E^, then ■(>2i-l = ^2i =
e^) if n ^ > 2m and n^+ 1 < 2m, then ^2p+l = 2m*
f) In case (VIII), d^ and s  satisfy :
f^) if d £ 2m is odd and E^ = {p,p+l,... ,q], then =
d+1’ ^2p+l = *•* = f2q = **’ ^2q+l = *}“1 '
f2) if d <2m is even and ic.Ej, then i2± = *21+1 = •**
f3) if d > 2 m  is odd and E^ = fp,p+1,...,q], then f2p-l 
d+1, f2q = d-1 a11«1 if P ^ <lt ^2p = ^+1* ^2p+l = ••• = 
f2q_2 = 3. 'f 2q—1 = j_1* Moreover ^ q  = 0 if 3 > 2m+3 and
n4+l <d"3-
f ) if d >2m is even and ieE.j, then ^2i-l = 2^1 ~
Moreover &2i «= 0 if n^+1 ^ d~2.
f5) if n^>2m and n^+1 < 2m, then ^2p+1 = 2m.
{p,p+l,... ,q|, then P2p =
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g) In case (IX), d^ and £ satisfy :
t • • • t
2i = *21+1 = 3*
»q]t then ¿2 =
g^) if d > 2m+l is odd and ieE^, then ^2i-i = ^2i = 
Moreover £2± = 0 if n|+ 1 « J-2.
g^) if J > 2m+l is even and E.. = [p,p+1,...,qj, then
... = f2q-2 = **’ ^2q-l = J”1* Moreover £2  ^= 0 if d £ 2m+4
In cases (II) to (IX) / 0 unless otherwise stated. 
Proof. For the proof we modify the notations as follows.
regular class. P is defined as in 5.22.
If u is Gl-regular, <&u has an irreducible component Xg. of 
the form 9i(Q)u for some Q e Q  such that uU^ is 
quasisemisimple in Nj,(Q). Suppose that we are not in case 
(I). We can choose (£',£') in 5.23 in such a way that X ^ n X  
is dense in Xg.. Consider the prodection p : X — >Y used in
5.23. It is easy to check (from 5.19 or 5.30) that dim Y = 
£±-l if operation (b) of 5.23 is used to get (*',£.' ) from 
(^,£), or if operation (a) is used with = 0 or = co and
^2p—1 = ^+1* ^2q = 6113 if P ^ 9. ^2p = **+1’ ^2p+l =
and n^+1 $ d-3.
gc) if n' >2m+l and n' £ 2m+l, then 9 . = 2m+l.5 P p+1 ¿p+1
g6^ ^2s+2 = 1 *
Q  is a G-conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups of G° 
corresponding to the subset I of T T  and or £ is the Q.-f
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= 1» ^ d  dim Y = £^-2 if operation (a) is used with = 
-*■ or ~ 60 “ d = 0. It follows easily that if (£',£')
and dim Y are given, then (-*,£) is uniquely determined.
By 4.8 the unipotent class of P/Up parametrized hy (V,£')
is the Q} -regular class, where Q! is the conjugacy class of
parabolic subgroups of P°/Up corresponding to the subset
I N °(oin ) of I K o U  ). By induction on n we may therefore
assume that ( V , £ ' ) is given by the proposition.
By 3.3, dim <G = m2 + 1/2 In (n -1) in cases (II), (III), u 1«r«s r r
(IV), (VI), (VII) and (IX) and dim <?3u = m(m-l) + 1/2
l/2f]Enr(nr-l) in cases (V) and (VIII) (and dim<»u =
1/2 ^Ln (n -1) in case (I)). A similar formula gives the <«r,, r r
dimension of the fibres of p : X --»Y. Substracting, we get
dim Y. For example, if s >1, we get dim Y = n -1. Knowing 
(^',£') and dim Y, it is then easy to check in each case that 
(■>, e) is given by the proposition.
The proof in case (I) is similar.
6.3. Suppose that we are in case (V) (resp. (VIII)). Let u 
be a unipotent element such that C°(u) / C(u). This is 
equivalent to A(u) = 1. The elements with this property are 
those corresponding to pairs (^,f) such that c^ = 0 if i is 
odd and c± is even if i is even (resp. c1 = 0 if i is odd, 
c^ is even if i is even and / 1 for all i). It follows 
from 6.2 that C(u) is the ¿P-regular class if and only if 
corresponds to a subset Ig of I I (with Ig n ^ ^
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characterized by the integers m = 0 and n^ = €21 (1 ¿i ?s).
« 1 4 T2 since m = 0. Let = ( I2 \ (ot Let Px (resp.
corresponds to ^  (resp. Ig) (with the notations of 6.1 we 
have P2 = P). Then <? = <P1 u <P2 and C(u) = Cp = C° u C°
attached to C°(u) in 5.39 is oi-^.
Let X^ be a component of <&u of the form <ft(P') for some 
P' e <P. Then craS^ for some d e~D* and 1^ = 1^ or 1^ . For
From 5.38 Ir o 1^ . Hence <r = "T since AQ (u) = 1. Since 0" is the 
image of l e S d, 5.38 and 5.39 show that 1 ^ =  I1 (i.e. P'e
The argument used here works in a more general situation 
and proves a statement made in 5.36.
6.4.. Every unipotent class in a connected reductive group of 
type Ap is <P-regular for some conjugacy class of parabolic 
subgroups. This is not true in other groups. Suppose that we 
are in one of the cases (II) to (IX). Then it is possible to 
deduce from 6.2 a method to determine whether a unipotent
for which conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups. A special
Notice that -61» •••» ^2s are even. In particular «2 & I 2 and
P2 ) be the parabolic subgroup of G° containing B which
We show now that u e C? if and only if the root
dimension reasons
It
the AQ (u)-orbit of a in S(u) is {teS(u)| 
Olg.]. Let T  be the image in S^ of l e ^ .
if and only if the fundamental root corresponding to C°(u)
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case has been considered in 6.3. In general the main problem
is to determine the possible values of m. For example if we
are in case (VI) or (VII) the smallest possible value of m
can be obtained as follows. If ?1 is odd, the problem has no
solution. If a11*1 ^  is even, let mo = P^ /2. If f is
even and remove the columns 1 and 2 from d^ and
start again unless the new diagram is empty, in which case
we put mQ = 0. In this way either we find that there is no
solution or we find an integer mp. Suppose we have obtained
this integer mQ. Then it is easy to see if it gives a
solution. If this is the case, the possible values for m are
m , m +1, ..., m + j  if d. has columns of length 2m +2, 2m +4,
..., 2mQ+2j but no column of length 2mQ+2j+2.
It will be convenient now to allow some of the integers
n,,.,.,n to be 0.1 s
Suppose that we are in case (II), (III), (IV), (VI), (VII) 
or (IX). Let P j B be the parabolic subgroup of G° 
corresponding to the sequence m, n1,...,na. Suppose that n^ = 
2m+2 (resp. ni = 2m-l). Replace m by m+1 (reap, m-1) and n.^
by n.-l (resp. n.+l) in the sequence m, n, ,...,n . Let Q o B° i i J. s
be the parabolic subgroup of G° corresponding to this new 
sequence. Then it is easy to check that CQ = Cp. Moreover if 
P' d B is a parabolic subgroup of G° such that Cp, = Cp, then 
P' can be obtained by repeated operations of the type above 
and by permutation of the integers n^,...,ns.
If we are in case (V) or (VIII) and ni = 2m+l £5 (resp.
n^ = 2m-2 >4) then we get the same unipotent class if we
replace m by m+1 (resp. m-1) and n^ by n^-1 (resp. n^+1).
If m = 0, n^ = 1 and n^ = 3 (resp. m = 2, n^ = 0 and n^ = 2)
then we can replace m by 2, n ' by 0 and n. by 2 (resp. m by*■ J
0, n. by 1 and n.. by 3) without changing the unipotent class. 
If P, P' d B are parabolic subgroups of G° such that Cp = Cpi 
and if the corresponding subsets I, I' of I I are such that 
I n / (o(p! and I' n ^ » then I' can be
obtained from I by repeated operations of the type above and 
by permutation of the integers np,...,n .
6.5. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group, let P be 
a parabolic subgroup of G and let M be a Levi subgroup of P. 
Then P is distinguished in G if dim Up/Up , = dim M 1, where Up , 
and M' are the derived subgroups of Up and H respectively.
Consider a pair (L,P) where L is a Levi subgroup of some 
parabolic subgroup of G and P is a parabolic subgroup of L. 
Associate to this pair (L,P) the unipotent class of G which 
contains the P-regular class of L. This induces an 
application from the set of conjugacy classes of such pairs 
to the set of unipotent classes of G.
Consider first the restriction of this application to the 
set of conjugacy classes of pairs (L,P) with P distinguished 
in L. Bala and Carter have proved that if p = 0 or if p is 
large (i.e. p^4m+3, where m = max ht(c*)), then this
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restriction is a bisection. The condition on p can he
weakened. For example if G is of type A it is true for alln
p. If G is of type Bn , Cn or Dn it is true if p / 2. If G is
of type G2 it is true if p / 3. This restriction is injective
but not surjective if G is of type B (n>2), C (n>2) or Dn n n
(n > 6) and p = 2. If G is of type Gg and p = 3, then it is 
neither injective nor surjective (notice that in this case 
every parabolic subgroup P of G is distinguished, except G 
itself, and we get therefore twice the subregular elements).
V/e shall show that if we consider all pairs (L,P) (with L 
a Levi subgroup of some parabolic subgroup of G and P a 
parabolic subgroup of L) then we get all unipotent classes 
if G is of type Bn or Cn , or if G is of type Dn and p / 2. 
This application is not surjective if G is of type I>n (n>8) 
and p = 2 or if G is of type G2 and p = 3.
Suppose now that we are in one of the cases (II) to (IX). 
Let Q be a parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to a subset 
I of T T  stable under the action of the component of G we 
consider. Let B' be a Borel subgroup of Q and let T' be a 
maximal torus of B'. Let x be a unipotent quasisemisimple 
element of G (in the component we consider) normalizing B' 
and T'. The Levi subgroup L d T' of Q is also normalized by x. 
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of L corresponding to an x- 
stable subset J of I. Associate to the pair (L,P) the 
unipotent class of G (contained in xG°) which contains the 
P-regular class of <t,x> contained in xL. We get in this way
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an application from the set of all G-conjugacy classes of
such pairs to the set of unipotent classes of G contained in
the component we consider. This application is surjective if
we are in case (II), (III), (V), (VI) or (VII). We sketch
here the proof for case (VII).
Suppose that we are in case (VII). We need only to
understand which class of G correspond to (L,P). If J e.1 are
as above and if I is described by integers m, n,,...,n , let
IQ = [o<i| l i i <  m], Ir = jcfjJ m+n1+.. .+nr_1+2 i£ m+n1+...+nr^
(1 i r i s), Jr = J n l r (0&r£s).
If m = n (and s = 0), then L = G and (L,P) gives the P-
regular class. In this case we can just use 6.2. If b  / n,
the group ±<A.J i e I0^  is a symplectic group Sp2m and the
subset J cl gives a unipotent class C_o ,o in this group.
0  0  A ♦ c.
d°,£°) can be computed from 6.2.
If m = 0 and n^ = n (and s = 1), then J = can be 
described by integers q^,...,qh such that q.j+...+qh = n and
J  - J r i i - i l n .......... v i + 2 i l ^ i ..........The class
corresponding to (L,P) is the following, d^ is the diagram 
such that = 2q^ (1 ^i ^ h), where q^,...,q^ are the 
integers q^»•••* qh arranged in decreasing order, and / 1 
for all i > 1. If m >0 and 1 $ r £ s, | i « can be
thought of as a subgroup of a symplectic group Sp2n^ and the
subset J of I gives a unipotent class C r r in Sp2 .
x* t  /i t c.
We get in this way pairs (A°»C°)» •••$ ("^tf8 ). Then the
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unipotent class £ associated to (L,P) is the class such 
that is obtained by taking all the lines of the diagrams
d 0, ..., d s, and £. = max £r. for all i.> * 1 o* ns 1
Using 6.2 it is easy to see that a unipotent class f w
is Cp-regular for some if (A,£) satisfies :
a) All lines of d^ have even length.
b) For each i> 0 there are at most two lines of length i 
in d^.
c) £± / 0 for all i >1.
It follows then easily that every unipotent class C- _
of G can be obtained for some choice of I and some subset
J of I . o
A similar proof works for cases (II), (III), (V) and (VI). 
Suppose that we are in case (IV) (resp. (VIII), (IX)) and 
n = 6 (resp. n = 8, n = 4). Then the unipotent class C/j f 
cannot be obtained from a pair (L,P) if (^i*^2’^3’^4) =
(5,3,3,1) (resp. (6,4,4,2), (3,3,2,0)) and ~
(1 ,0»,l,o>,1) (resp. (o>,lto>,l,o>), (o>,l,o»,l,o»)).
If a unipotent class C° is obtained for some pair (L,P), 
then wpwLwQ e Q(C°) (defined as in 2.4), where wp * wp c WL c w 
(resp. wT WT <r W, w <eW) is the element of maximal length in 
the Weyl group of P (resp. L, G). In particular, if we are in 
one of the cases (I), (II), (III), (V), (VI) or (VII), this 
gives a method to find elements in Q(C°) for every unipotent 
class of G.
■■■■■■■■■HI
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7. Equivalence relations in the Weyl groups.
Unless otherwise stated G is a reductive group and x is 
a unipotent element of G normalizing B and T. We consider 
unipotent elements contained in xG°.
7.1. For every w eW* let V he as in 2.4. let also U =---  w ___  ____ w
U n WU. Then V c xTU . Write w-<w' if BV , (w.w'eW*).w w w w'
This is a preorder in W*. Write w « w' if w-<w’ and w'-<w. 
This defines and equivalence relation 'J? = in Wx and the 
preorder w-<w' makes into an ordered set. By 2.15
w * w' if and only if there exists a unipotent G°-class C 
and an irreducible component of C n N  such that w,w' e 
QiC^). The equivalence classes for are the sets of the 
form Q(C^). They can also be described as the sets of the 
form V(-[cr| v S(u)) for some unipotent u exG° such that 
Q(C°(u)) £ 0 and some <r«S(u). Each equivalence class 
contains at least one involution which can be choosen in a 
canonical way (<P(ocr) if u and v are as above).
Pro-position 7.2. For every w e Wx define Iw = (a f TTj^iwS^) < 
^(w)} . Let u exG° be a unipotent element and let <r,reS(u).
Then I(p(a',v) = V
Proof. Consider a fundamental root <x. Let w = (^«r; r) and 
w* = w
Suppose that ot e Then w = w's^ and €x(w) = ^x (w') +
£*(*„,)• Therefore for each pair (Bq ,B2) e  (X^vX^ n 0(w) there 
is a unique B-L e such that ( B ^ B ^  € 0(w') and ( B ^ B g J e  
0(3^). By uniqueness B^  ^€. and therefore there is a line 
of type a through B2 contained in (by 1.3). This shows 
that the elements of XT contained in a line of type ck 
contained in C5 are dense in X T. Therefore X r is a union of 
lines of type ot and o<<£-Ir.
Suppose conversely that cx«s-IT. Choose (Bq ,B1) e  (X^xX^ n 
0(w). Let L be the line of type « through B^ contained in 
<Ru . Then ^Bg e L | (Bq , Bg) <= 0(w)} is open since (^.xXt) n 0(w) 
is open in X(rxXT and contains B ^  If ^(ws^) = £^(w) + 1, 
then (Bq ,B2) eOiwii^) for all B g e L \  {b ^  , a contradiction. 
Therefore ((vr§.) = t(v>) - 1 and ex e l .
X  C* X  W
Corollary 7.3. The application Wx — * ^ PCYT), wi— *IW _, is 
constant on each equivalence class for (R.
Proof. Every equivalence class for &  is of the form 
(F({tr]xS(u )) for some unipotent u e xG° and some <r<sS(u). On 
this class the application takes the value
7 .4 . The relation <2 can also be defined by : w * w* if there 
exist a unipotent element u e x & °  such that Q(C°(u)) £ 0 
and irreducible components <T,T,X' of <32^  such that w = ¿P(<r,r) 
nnd w > = ip(<rtt'). This definition makes sense even if G is 
not reductive. In particular let P be a parabolic subgroup of 
the reductive group G° such that P and P are G -conjugate.
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By considering the component HG(P )n xG ° of NG(P ), we get an 
equivalence re lation  <Rp on w£ cwx. I f  v ,v 'eW x , we write
are equivalent for <Rp. This extends <Kp to an equivalence
to an x-stable subset of TT. If v,v' e * 1 are such that 
v “p v ', then v <* v *.
Proof. Let wo,w,w' be as in 7.4. Let wp be the element of
maximal length in Wp and let wp = wQwp .
We may assume that PsB. Then x normalizes P and the Levi
subgroup L a T of P. = B n L  is a Borel subgroup of L and
VL = x L n V 1 is the variety of all unipotent elements in xB^.
For every w ew i le t  VT = VT n WV_ = xL n V  . W_ can be P L,w L L w P
identified with the Weyl group of L.
The conditions of 7.4 on w .w and w' imply V ■ V w *O v W W
v *p V* if there exist wq eW* such that (x (wQ ) = min |>x (wow) |
such that v = w qw , v * = wqw ' and w and w'
relation on Wx which we shall also denote by ‘Rp.
Lemma 7.5. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G° corresponding
V . )  - (<Bl>nL..'l • ”  18 easily checked that w^o ^ c B
and w^o^B_ normalizes U . Therefore
This shows that
i.e. v “ v'
\
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7.6,For each integer n (n>-l) we define a new equivalence
relation 5  on W1, We write w * w ’ for this relation.n n n
is the finest equivalence relation on W* such that for every
parabolic subgroup P of G° corresponding to a subset of I I
which is the union of at most n x-orbits, w * w ’ —^ »■ w “ w'.P n
Clearly w w' <=> w = w' and w “ w' = 4  w - , w' = *  w - w'n n+l
(by 7.5).
Proposition 7.7. Suppose that G = GLn . Then 92 =
Proof. If u e G L n and tT,TeS(u) are such that £P(<r,-n) = ^(rjV), 
then <r=r since A(u) = 1 (by 2.9). This shows that every 
equivalence class for contains exactly one involution.
Each equivalence class for 912 contains an involution [_1 1, 
cor. 7.10^. Since w ~2 w' = 4  w - w‘, this shows that = ‘Rg.
Remarks 7.8. a) If G is connected of type and p ^ 2, <£ = 
912. If G is connected of type B^, 92 / 9?2. If G is 
connected of type D^, <V-2 = 92^/92. It would be interesting 
to know if there is an integer n such that <??n = 9? for all 
reductive groups.
b) Consider the order relation in W* generated by all 
relations of the form w <wsK , where waW*, & e T T a n d  ^(w) = 
t (ws ) - 1. We write w <w' for this relation. w < w '  = *  
w -< w*, Consider the following equivalence relation S 0n W*. 
(written w~w'). £  is the finest equivalence relation such
that w^ws^ if w <w§* and Iw N l wg. £ 0 (waW*, «xa'TT). If G
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is connected and all roots of G have the same length, then 
^  = ^ 2* ^ e  flnesf equivalence relation on W*
such that £  is finer than S' and the order w<w' in W1 
induces an ordering on Wx/ S ' .  If G is connected of type
5  / S'* If G is connected of type A^ , then S = S' since
6  = = S, w -<w' induces an ordering on W*/^ and w<rw'
= >  w -< w'. If G is connected and all roots of G have the same 
length, then S' is finer than <3£.
7.9. Consider a diagram consisting of lines of length ^ , ^ 2»
... with Z  = n. Here we do not assume that the sequence t*t 1
^1*^2'*** is decreasinS ("the diagram is therefore not a Young 
diagram in general). A tableau is obtained by filling the 
diagram with the numbers l,2,...,n. Consider a tableau t. If 
\  >.j, t will be the integer in the line i and in the1 1J
column j. Suppose that at least one line of t is not an
increasing sequence. Let i be the largest integer such that
the sequence tilt ti2» * • • »tiA-is not increasin«* Let 3 1,6 the
smallest integer such that t ^ , t ^ 2* • • •*"ti j b o * increasing.
Let h be the smallest integer such that t j ^ t j . .  We define
a new tableau t' with lines of length lf
*  i+l,^i+2,... . t' is obtained by replacing the line i in
t by the sequence t±1,..., t ^ h_r  t ^ ,  t± h + 1 ,... tt±f
t. and the line (i+1) in t by the sequence t±+1 vi,j+l *
The operation t *t' can be repeated a finite number of
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times until we get a tableau f(t) in which all lines are 
increasing sequences.
Let w : i i— * wA be a permutation of {l,...,n]. We take the 
sequence wlt...,wn as the first line of a tableau with lines 
of length n,0,0,... and we identify w with this tableau. Then 
f(w) is a standard tableau and f(w) and f(w-1) are standard 
tableaux corresponding to the same Young diagram [11, 7.5].
Suppose now that G = GLn . Identify W with Sn, the group of 
permutations of jl,...,n|.(s^ being identified with the 
permutation hi— * h  if h / i,i+l, i i— * i+1, i+1 i— * i). If u e  
is unipotent, we use the parametrization of S(u) given in 
5.6 to identify S(u) and St(i\).
Proposition 7.10. Suppose that G = GLn and that u e C ^  is a 
unipotent element of G. Let Q(C^) be as in 2.4. Then wi— >
(f (w) ,f (w-1)) gives a bijection Q(C^)— =► S(u)xS(u) and this 
bisection is the inverse of *P : S(u)xS(u) — >Q(C^).
Proof. Let r«St(^) be the unique standard tableau such that
T , .... T (defined as in 5.2) is an increasing sequence. X rI n 1
is the irreducible component of which is of the form 
<S3(p) for some parabolic subgroup P corresponding to the 
subset I of T T  characterized by the integers (s =
(with the notations of 6.1). Then ¿P(t ,t ) = wp , where wp 
is the element of maximal length in Wp. It is easily checked 
from the definition that f(wp) = T.
1If F = (F0,... ,Fn ) ^  <=r, F' = (F^.... F^) e <F and (F,F')e
0(w), then w is the unique permutation of |i,...,nj such that 
w(i) = j if and only if F^n F ^ ^  = FJ_^r»Pj_^ Fi n P j ^ 
F^_^r> F.. (1 ii4n).
Consider the component YT of <?3u (YT defined as in 5.5).
Yx = |f € ‘T|Fn_ ^ _  _(r = Im(u-l)r for all r^o}. If or e
St(^), then it is easily checked that ^(Y^Y^) = <V(Yx ,Y<r) = w
is the following permutation. If (n-i+1) is in the column r
and in the line s of o', then w(i) = n-e1~.. .-pr+s (liiin).
Let w be the element of maximal length in W. Then <?(z,cr) = o
w ^(Y .Y )w . Therefore <P(t  .O') is the following permutation o t ’ cr o
1- w ’. If i is in the column r and in the line s of cr, then
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w * (i) = ^+... + ^ -8+1. It follows then easily from the 
definition of f that f(<f(<r,T)) = fWt.^r)'1 ) = <r.
Let w, w' be any elements of W. Then w “ w' if and only
if f (w) = f (w*) [11,7.9]. If V c2 £ St(^)’ we haV® 'therefore 
f ,<r9)) = fWflr-.T)) =cr1«st(^) and fW^.Og)”1) = 
f (£f( <r , <T^ )) = C g t  St(O0. This shows that w<— »(f(w),f(w )) 
defines an application 0 (0^) — * St(*)*St(*) and that this 
application is the inverse of <? : S(u)*S(u) »Q(C^) (with
the suitable identifications).
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8. Fxnmpl oh .
G is reductive and u ¿sG is unipotent.
8» 1« Suppose that u is ‘P-regular for some conjugacy class of 
parabolic subgroups of G. Then it is not alwways possible to 
find a conjugacy class <3. of parabolic subgroups of G such 
that :
a) u is Q-regular.
b) There is only one Qe Q. such that <33(Q)u  is an irreducible 
component of <&u .
For example take G = Spg, p £ 2 and u such that (u-1) = 0,
dim Ker(u-l) = 4. Then u is -regular for a unique conjugacy 
class of parabolic subgroups (the class corresponding to
,<*2  ^«■ I I with the notations of 5.1) and there are exactly 
two parabolic subgroups P.j ,Pje.1?  such that ^(P^ ) and G3(P2) 
are irreducible components of 3hu .
8.2. Let C' be a unipotent class such that C 'c. C(u). It is not 
always possible to find v £  C' such that <S>u c <33v .
For example take u subregular in G = GL^. Let v be a 
unipotent element such that (v-1)^ = 0, dim Ker(v—1) = 2. Then 
C(v)cCTu). It follows easily from 5.12 that every line of type 
in <35>v meets every line of type in ^ v . This clearly 
shows that ^
8.3. The irreducible components of <33u may have singular
2points. Let G = GLg and suppose that (u-1) = 0, dim Ker(u-I) =
4. Consider the component X q. corresponding to the standard 
tableau cr (we use the notation introduced in 5.4) :
This component contains singular points [14],
[22]. let W2 = Im(u-1), W4 = Ker(u-1). Then W2 cW 
and = [f = (F0,...,F6) £ <?"|dim (P2 nW2) >1, 
dim (P4 n W 4)>J, (u-))(i4)c ?2 cV4, F4 o W 2j. F ^ X  
is a singular point of X^ . if and only if P2 = W2 and F4 = W4* 
(Vargas has pointed out to me that the condition ?4 d »2 is 
missing in [14]).
1 3
2 5
4
6
8.4. All irreducible components of have the same dimension 
This is not true in general for , where ?  is a eonjugacy 
class of parabolic subgroups of G. For example take G = GL4.
If corresponds to c l I and dim Ker(u-1) = 3 , CP U has 
one irreducible component of dimension 2 and one irreducible 
component of dimension 3 (this follows from the fact that 
OtSjSgSj)^ CKsgS^s^), with s± = s ^ ,  i «= 1 ,2 ,3).
H I
9. Tables.
In the following tables we suppose that we are in one of 
the cases (II) to (IX) of paragraph 5 and u e . C ^ £. Unless 
otherwise stated ^  0 for all 1 1. d(u) = dim S3U * s(u) =
|S(u)|, sa(u) = |S(u)/AQ (u) |, s^(u) = |S(u)/A(u)| and q(u) = 
|Q(C0(u)) |. Except in cases (V) and (VIII)* we have always 
s'(u) = s (u). If we are In case (II) or (IV) let B(u) = 
£a«=A0(u)|a acts trivially on S(u)|. In the other cases let 
B(u) = ja<sA(u)|a aots trivially on S(u)|. If the column giving 
B(u) is empty, A(u) acts trivially onS(u). If |AQ (u)/B(u) | > 2 
in cases (II) and (IV) or if |A(u)/B(u) |>2 in the other cases* 
more indications are given on the action of A(u) on S(u).
The total in the column giving s(u) (resp. q(u), sa(u)) is 
|{w«Wu |w2 = 1 } | (resp. |WU |, the number of equivalence classes 
for <&). In cases (V) and (VIII) the classes of 02n which split 
into two classes of S02n are repeated to get the correct 
totals.
Case (II). 0 =: G(V), dim V = 2n+1* p = 2, u e G  \G°
ft
n = 2. dim V =
d(u) e 
5.
i(u) sa (u) B(u) q(u)
5 0 1 1 1
3 12 1 2 2 4
3 12 £, =
CMo 1 1 1
CMCM 2 1 1 1
i4 4 1 1 1
Total 6 6 8
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Tv C d(u) s(u) sa tu) B(u) q(u)
n = 3» dim V = 7 .
7 0 1 1 i
5 I2 1 3 3 9
5 12 SS 0 2 2 2 4,23 1 2 3 3 9
32 1 h = 0 3 1 1 1
3 22 3 3 3 9
3 14 4 3 3 9
3 14 *1 = 0 6 1 1 1
22 1* 5 2 2 4
17 9 1 1 1
Total 20 20 48
n == 4, dim V = 9.
9 0 1 1 1
7 I2 1 4 4 16
7 >2 *, = 0 2 3 3 9
5 3 1 2 6 6 36
5 22 3 10 8 <*!> 68
5 I4 4 6 6 36
5 14 f, = 0 6 3 3 9
42 1 3 5 4 PÎ 17
35 4 6 6 36
32 l’ 5 8 8 64
32 1 3 £*1 ¿-J = 0 6 3 3 9
3 22 12 6 6 6 36
3 *2 '2 *, s 0 7 4 4 16
5
I6 9 4 4 16
m»««r
fl d(u)
3 1 6 II O 12
2 4 1 8
2 2 I 5 10
1 9 16
Total
n = 5 , dim V = 11.
11 0
9 1 2 1
9 1 2 £ 1 = 0 2
7 3 1 2
7 2 2 3
7 1 4 4
7 1 4 £1 = 0 6
5 2 1 3
52 1 = 0 4
5
CM
4
5 32 £ 3
= 0 5
5 3 I 3 5
5 2 2 1 2 6
5 2 2 I 2 f 1 s 0 7
5 1 6 9
5 1 6 f 1 = 0 12CM
3 5
CM
13 6
3 3 I 2 7
33 1 2 f 1 = 0
8
CM
2 2 1 8
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i(u) s a (u > B(u) q(u)
1 1 1
2 2 4
3 3 9
1 1 1
76 ^3 384
1 1 1
5 5 25
4 4 16
10 10 100
20 15 ¿ a ^  250
10 10 100
6 6 36
11 10 f l j  101
5 5 25
20 20 400
10 10 100
20 20 400
20 20 400
20 15 ( a ^  250
10 10 100
4 4 16
10 10 100
19 15 {l}  241
20 20 400
10 10 100
10 10 100
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'X ^ d(u) s(u) sa(u) B(u) qüO
3¡¿ 2¿ 1 ¿3 = 0  9 5 5 25
32 15 1 0 1 5 15 2 25
32 I5 <¿3 = 0 1 1! 6 6 36
3 24 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
3 22 I4 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
3 22 14 = 0 13 5 5 25
3 18 16 5 5 25
3 18 £1 = 0 2 0 1 1 1
24 ,3 13i 5 5 25
2 2 17 17 4 4 16
1 1 1 25 1 1 1
Total 3 1 2 297 3840
Case (III). 0 = 0 «  1 . Píí2.
7 d(u) s(u) B(u) q(u)
n = 2 , G = 05.
5 0 1 1 1
3 12 1 3 2 ¿a^ 5
2 2 1 2 1 1 1
1 5 4 1 1 1
Total ~6 5 8
n ■ 3» 0 = o?.
7 0 1 1 1
5 1 2 1 5 3 13
32 1 2 4 3 <'a3> 1 0
3 2 2 3 3 3 9
3 14 4 4 3 1 0
- 1 4 5 -
d(u) s(u) 8a (u> B(u) q(u)
22 I3 5 2 2 4
1? 9 1 1 1
Total "20" 7? ~48
n = 4, G = °9*
9 0 1 1 1
7 12 1 7 4 25
5 3 1 2 9 6 (*) 41
5 22 3 8 8 64
5 14 4 9 6 <a1> 45
42 1 3 4 4 16
33 4 6 6 36
32 I3 5 11 8 <a?> 73
CMCMCMKN 6 10 6 6^) 52
3 16 9 5 4 17
24 1 8 2 2 4
22 I3 10 3 3 9
l9 16 1 1 1
Total 76 59 384
(*) <a1a2 »a^ '> is the stabilizer of two components, <a
is the stabilizer of 4 components and A(u) stabilizes
components e
n ss 5• G = °11*
11 0 1 1 1
9 12 1 9 5 <ja^ > 41
7 3 1 2 16 10 (*) 126
7 22 3 15 15 225
7 14 4 16 10 6 h > 136
*a2a3>
3
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* d(u) s(u) sa (u> B(u) q(u)
52 1 3 15 10 <a^> 125
5 32 4 30 20 <a.j> 500
5 3 13 5 29 20 (**) 441
5 22 1* 6 35 20 <a 1> 625
5 16 9 14 10 <a1> 116
42 3 5 10 10 100
42 I3 6 15 15 225
53 12 7 30 20 <a 1> 500
32 22 1 8 15 10 <a5> 125
32 15 10 21 15 ¿a3> 261
3 24 10 10 10 100
3 22 1 4 11 15 10 ¿aj> 125
3 I8 16 6 5 26
24 1 ? 13 5 5 25
2 2 1? 17 4 4 16
1 11 25 1 1 1
Total 312 226 3840
(*) <fa^a2 »a^> is the stabilizer of 2 elements, <a1 ,a2a^> is the 
stabilizer of 10 elements and A(u) stabilizes 4 elements.
(**) <a1 a2 ,a^> is the stabilizer of 8 elements, «¿a^  »a-ja^ is 
the stabilizer of 10 elements and A(u) stabilizes 9 elements.
Case (IV). 0 = G(V), dim V = 2n, p = 2, u eG \G°.
'\ £ d(u) s(u) sa (u) B(u) q(u)
n = 2. dim V = 4.
3 1 0  1 1  1
22 1 3 2 {l} 5
\
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4 £ d(u) s(u) 8a (u) B(u) q(u)
1 4 2 1 1 i
1 4 £ 1 = 0 4 1 1 i
Total 6 5 8
n ,= ?» dim V = 6.
5 1 0 1 1 1
32 1 4 3 fl* 10
32 ¿ 3 = 0 2 3 3 9
3 13 2 2 2 4
2 2 1 2 3 3 3 9CMCMCM
«i = 0 4 5 3 « 13
1 6 6 1 1 1
1 6 ¿ 1 = 0 9 1 1 1
Total 20 17 48
n r.Af dim V = 8.
7 1 0 1 1 1
5 3 1 5 4 <ata2> 17
5 13 2 3 3 9
42 2 10 6 ili 52CMCMK'V 3 8 8 64
32 I2 S ' 0 4 6 6 36
32 12 Í'1 = 0 4 9 6 {1} 45
32 I2 5 8 8 64CMCM 4 2 2 4
3 I5 6 3 3 9
24 6 8 6 40
22 1 4 7 4 4 16CMCM £ 1 =  0 9 7 4 « 25
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■
'X e d(u) s(u) V u) B(u) q(u)
1 8 12 1 1 1
1 8 = o 16 1 1 1
Total 76 63 384
n . = . . l > dim V = 1 0.
9 1 0 1 1 1
7 3 1 6 5 ^a 1a2^ 26
7 I3 2 4 4 16
52 2 15 10 h i 125
52 £5 = 0 3 10 10 100
5 3 1 2 3 15 15 225
5 3 1 2 C1 =  0 4 14 10 <Cai a2^ 116
5 22 1 4 5 5 25
5 15 6 6 6 36
CNJCM 4 30 20 ill 500
42 12 e1 = 0 5 35 20 ili 625
33 1 5 10 10 100
CMCM
CM
6 25 20 « 425
CMCM
CM
e3 = 0 7 30 20 f t
5OO
CMIO 7 15 15 225
32 I4 £3 =  ° 8 10 10 100
32 14 s1 =  0 9 16 10 f t 136
32 14 f1=£5*° 10 15 15
225
3  2 2 13 8 5 5 25
3 I7 12 4 4 16
CMCM 10 10 10 100
CMM-CM 4 .  =  0 11 15 10 « 125
2 2 I6 13 5 5 25
'X £ d(u)
18 12
1 8 = o 16
Total
n = 5. dim V = 10.
9 1 0
7 3 1
7 13 2
52 2
52 65 = 0 3
5 3 12 3
5 3 12 6, = 0 4
5 22 1 4
5 15 6
42 12 4
ou<*r
CMCM 5
33 1 5
32 22 6
32 2 2 e5 = o 7
32 14 7
32 14 £5 = 0 8
32 14 Sy m 0 9
32 14 e^e^o 10
3 22 13 8
3 I7 12
24 I2 10
24 12 Cy = 0 11
22 I6 13
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a<u > B(u) q (u)
1 1
1 1
"63~ 384
1 1
5 26
4 16
10 t t 125
10 100
15 225
10 < a 1 a2> 116
5 25
6 36
20 i l l 500
20 i l l 625
10 100
20 («i 425
20 « 500
15 225
10 100
10 i l l 136
15 225
5 25
4 16
10 100
10 « 125
5 25
s(u)
1
1
76
1
6
4
15
10
15
H
5
6
30
35
10
25
30
15
10
16
15
5
4
10
15
5
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e d(u) s(u) B(u) q(u)
1o 12 1 1 i
18 £1 = 0 16 1 1 1
Total 76 63 384
n = 5• dia V = 10.
9 1 0 1 1 1
7 3 1 6 5 <¿a1a2> 26
7 I5 2 4 4 16
52 2 15 10 « 125
52 £5 = 0 3 10 10 100
5 3 12 3 15 15 225
5 3 12 £1 = 0 4 H 10 <a1a2> 116CMCMin 4 5 5 25
5 15 6 6 6 36
42 12 4 30 20 ill 500
42 12 e1 = o 5 35 20 ill 625
33 1 5 10 10 100
32 22 6 25 20 425
32 22 €3 = ° 7 30 20 « 5 0 0
32 I4 7 15 15 225
CMK'l e 3 = ° 8 10 10 100
32 14 f1 - 0 9 16 10 ill 136
32 14 w ° 10 15 15 225
3 22 1 ^ 8 5 5 25
3 17 12 4 4 16
2* I2 10 10 10 100
24 I2 Cy = 0 11 15 10 « 125
22 I6 13 5 5 25
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4 £ d(u) s(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
22 16 £1 = 0 16 9 5 41
iio 20 1 1 1
110 ¿1 = 0 25 1 1 1
Total 512 247 3840
Case (V)., G = °2n' P|i2.
A d(u) s(u) s(^u > sa (u) B(u) q(u)
3 ll w G = V
3 1 0 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1
I4 2 1 1 1 1
Total 4 4 4
(OIIti G = °6*
5 1 0 1 1 1 1-
32 1 3 2 3 9
3 13 2 2 2 2 4
22 12 3 3 2 3 9
I6 6 1 1 1 1
Total 10 10 24
n = 4. G = o8 . .
7 1 0 1 1 1 1
5 3 1 4 3 4 <a1a2> 16
5 13 2 3 3 3 9
42 2 3 3 3 9
42 2 3 3 3 9
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d(u) s(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
32 12 3 H 6 8 (*) 100
3 22 1 4 2 2 2 4
3 15 6 3 3 3 9
24 6 3 3 3 9
24 6 3 3 3 9
CMCM 7 4 3 4 {1} 16
18 12 1 1 1 1
Total 44 38 192
(*) {l\ is the stabilizer of 8 elements, <aj> is the stabilizer 
of 2 elements, <aj>is the stabilizer of 2 elements and A(u) 
stabilizes 2 elements.
n - 5. G = 
9 1
°10*
0 1 1 1 1
7 3 1 5 4 5 < v 2> 25
7 13 2 4 4 4 16
52 2 10 6 10 (1Î 100CMK\in 3 25 12 15 (*) 325
5 22 1 4 5 5 5 25
5 15 6 6 6 6 36
42 12 4 20 12 20 « 400
33 1 5 10 10 10 100
32 22 6 20 12 20 400
32 I4 7 25 12 15 (**) 325
3 22 l5 8 5 5 5 25
3 17 12 4 4 4 16
24 y2 10 10 6 10 ill 100
NOCMCM 13 5 4 5 25
156 136 1920
(*) <la.ja2> is the stabilizer of 12 elements, ^ a 1a2»a^> is the 
stabilizer of 2 elements, <fa1 ,a2> is the stabilizer of 6 
elements and A(u) stabilizes 5 elements.
(**) {l] is the stabilizer of 12 elements, ^a^ is the 
stabilizer of 2 elements, <a^> is the stabilizer of 6 elements 
and A(u) stabilizes 5 elements.
Total
Case (VI) . G = Sp2n» P * 2.
-A d(u) s(u) sa (u) B(u) q(u)
n = 2. G = s p 4.
4 0 1 1 1
22 1 3 2 5
2 12 2 1 1 1
14 4 1 1 1
Total 6 5 8
n = 3, G = SP6*
6 0 1 1 1
4 2 1 4 3 ^ a1a2> 10
4 12 2 2 2 4
32 2 3 3 9
2? 3 3 3 9
22 I2 4 5 3 *sa1 a2^ > 13
2 I4 6 1 1 1
I6 9 1 1 1
20 17 48Total
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* d(u)
n = 4, 0 = SP8 -
8 0
6 2 1
6 12 2
42 2
CMCM 3
4 2 I2 4
4 14 6
32 2 4
32 12 5
2* 6
CMK\CM 7
22 14 9
2 16 12
18 16
Total
£_=_S.* 0 " S*10
10 0
8 2 1
8 12 2
6 4 2
6 22 3
6 2 I2 4
6 14 6
52 3
CM
CM*** 4
a (u ) B(u) qlu)
1 1
4 <£a1a2> 17
3 9
6 M 52
8 c^y 68
6 ^aia2> 45
3 9
6 36
8 64
6 fii 40
4 16
4 W 25
1 1
1 1
~6Ï~ 384
1 1
5 < S  a2> 26
4 16
10 .^a1 a2) 125
15 250
10 ^ a 2> 116
6 36
10 100
20 ^a3> 500
s(u)
1
5
3
10
10
9
3
6
8
8
4
7
1
1
76
1
6
4
15
20
H
6
10
30
153 -
A d(u) s(u) S. W B(u) q(u)
42 i2 5 35 20 {1} 625
4 32 5 10 10 100
4 2? 6 25 20 425
4 22 12 7 20 15 < a ^ 250
4 2 14 9 16 10 136
4 16 12 4 4 16
32 22 7 30 20 « 500
32 2 12 8 10 10 100
32 I 4 10 15 15 225
25 10 10 10 100
24 ,2 11 15 10 Ol 125CNJ 13 5 5 25
22 16 16 9 5 {1} 41
2 18 20 1 1 1
110 25 1 1 1
Total 312 237 3840
Case i(VII) . G = s P 2 n ' P = 2,»
A £ d(u) s(u) s& (u) B(u) q(u)
n = 2,» G =: S P 4 ,»
4 0 1 1 1
22 i 2 2 4
22 ¿2 = 0 2 1 1 1
2 I2 2 1 1 1
14 4 1 1 1
Total 6 6 8
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e d(u) s(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
32 1« 10 21 15 M 261
25 10 10 10 100
24 !2 11 10 10 100
24 12 e2 = 0 13 5 5 25
23 ,4 13 5 5 25
22 16 16 5 5 25
22 16 *2 = 0 17 4 4 16
2 18 20 1 1 1
ii° 25 1 1 1
Total 312 291 3840
Case (Vili). G = °2n* ? = 2, u eG°.
A e d(u) s(u) s;(u) SB(U) B(u) q(u)
n = 2,
22
G = 04.
0 1 1 1 1
22 f2 “ 0 1 1 1 1 i
22 £2 = 0 1 1 1 1 1
14 2 1 1 1 1
Total 4 4 4
n =_2, G » Og.
4 2 0 1 1 1 1
32 1 3 2 3 {-I 9
22 12 2 2 2 2 4
22 12 f2 = ° 3 3 2 3 M 9
16 6 1 1 1 1
Total 10 10 24
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3 £ d(u) s (u ) s ;(u ) sa (u) B(u) q(u)
n = 4, G =  08.
6 2 0 1 1 1 1
42 1 4 3 4 M 16
42 £4 = 0 2 3 3 3 9
42 £4 - ° 2 3 3 3 9
4 2 12 2 3 3 3 9
33 12 3 14 6 8 (*> 100
24 4 2 2 2 4
24 2^ = 0 6 3 3 3 9
24 *2 = 0 6 3 3 3 9
22 I4 6 3 3 3 9
22 14 ^  = o 7 4 3 4 16
18 12 1 1 1 1
Total 44 38 192
( * )  [1] is  the stab ilizer of 8 elements, <a^> is  the! stab ilizer
o f 2 elements, <a,j> Is the s tab ilize r of 2 elements and A(u)
stab ilizes 2 elements.
R_=_£» a - o10.
8 2 0 1 1 1 1
6 4 1 5 4 5 25
6 2 12 2 4 4 4 16
52 2 10 6 10 ill 100
42 12 3 25 12 15 (* ) 325
42 12 ¿4 = 0 4 20 12 20 ill 400
4 23 4 5 5 5 25
4 2 14 6 6 6 6 36
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£ d(u) s(u) s;(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
32 2* 5 10 6 10 fi3 100
32 22 ¿2 = 0 6 20 12 20 fll 400
52 I4 7 25 12 15 (**) 325
24
8 5 5 5 25
C\JCM e2 = o 10 10 6 10 { l } 100
22 16 12 ' 4 4 4 16 .
22 16 e2 = o 13 5 4 5 fii 25
110 20 1 1 1 1
Total 156 136 1920
(*> iA is the stabilizer■ of 12 elements, <^ a is the
stabilizer of 6 elements, <^ a^ ) is the stabilizer of 2 elements 
and A(ti) stabilizes 5 elements.
(**) (lj is the stabilizer of 12 elements, (a.) is the 
stabilizer of 2 elements, <(a^ ) is the stabilizer of 6 elements 
and A(u) stabilizes 5 elements.
Case (IX). G = °2n* P " 2, u G G°.
^ £ d(u) s(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
n = 2 ■ G = 0..
4 0 1 1 1
2 12 1 1 1 1
Total 2 2 2
n = 3, G = 06.
6 0 1 1 1
4 12 1 3 2 <a1> . 5
23 2 1 1 1
2 I4 4 1 1 1
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'X £ d(u) s(u) s;(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
32 22 5 10 6 10 f ii 100
3 2 22 ¿2 = 0 6 20 12 20 61 400
7 25 12 15 (**) 325
24 ,2 8 5 5 5 25
24 12 £2 = 0 10 10 6 10 100
22 ,6 12 ' 4 4 4 16 .
22 I6 ¿2 = 0 13 5 4 5 fij 25
110 20 1 1 1 1
Total 156 136 1920
(*) {l] is the stabilizer of 12 elements, ^a is the
stab ilize r of 6 elements, is the stab ilizer of 2 elements
and A(u) stabilizes 5 elements.
(* * )  { l }  is  the stab ilizer of 12 elements, is the
s tab ilize r of 2 elements, < a ^  is  the stab ilizer of 6 elements 
and A(u) stabilizes 5 elements.
Case (IX). G = °2n* P = 2, u G G°.
*  £ d(u) s(u ) sa (u) B(u) q(u)
n = 2, G = 0^.
4 0 1 1 1
2 12 1 1 1 1
Total 2 2 2
n = 3 • G = 0^.
6 0 1 1 1
4 12 1 3 2 <a1> . 5
23 2 1 1 1
2 I4 4 1 1 1
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* £ d(u) e(u) sa(u) B(u) q(u)
Total 6 5 8
n = 4., G = 08.
8 0 1 1 1
6 12 1 5 3 < v 13CNJCSJ 2 3 3 9
4 22 £2 = 0 3 3 3 9 -
4 14 4 4 3 <^ a^ > 10
32 2 3 1 . 1 1
23 !2 5 2 2 4
2 16 9 1 1 1
Total 20 17 48
n_=_£> G=  010.
10 0 1 1 1
8 12 1 7 4 25
6 22 2 8 6 <&■)> 40
6 22 ■?2 = 0 3 8 8 64
6 14 4 9 6 <*!> 45CMCM 3 4 4 16
42 2 ¿4 = ° 4 1 1 1
4 32 4 6 6 36CMCM 12 5 8 8 64
4 22 12 f2 =  0 6 JO 6 <&!> 52
4 16 9 5 4 <a1> 17
32 2 12 6 3 3 9
25 8 2 2 • 4
K\CM 10 3 3 9
2 I8 16 1 1 1
Total 76 63 384
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